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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Introduction 
 

The advent of electronics has had a profound impact on our lives and impacted nearly every 

product that we use either directly or indirectly. Without electronics, present day computers, cell 

phones, stereos, televisions, and the internet would not be possible. And of course, without 

computers and modern communications tools, society could not have made the huge strides in 

fields such as medicine, aerospace technologies, meteorology, transportation, agriculture, 

education, and many others. It is for these reasons that the invention of the transistor is 

considered as one of the most important technological advancements in history. 

 

This first chapter provides an overview of what makes electronic circuits different from what you 

have studied thus far, and some notation that is important to understand as we begin our 

investigation of electronic devices and circuits.  

What are Electronic Circuits 
In this booklet, we will examine some simple electronic devices, how to analyze circuits with 

them, and a few applications that highlight the importance of these devices. When we use the 

term "electronic circuit" in this booklet, it means that the circuit contains electronic devices such 

as diodes and/or transistors.  

Why Electronics and Why Now? 
Why introduce electronics in tandem with circuit analysis? Since most practical circuits contain 

electronic devices, introducing electronics helps illustrate why studying circuit analysis is 

important. This study will hopefully make your study of circuit analysis techniques more 

meaningful because you will get to apply these techniques to real-life circuits.  

Electronic Subsystems 
Many of the electronic products that you have encountered in your life may seem extremely 

complex and many of them are. However, engineers break these complex circuits into sub 

systems or components that can be analyzed separately.  

 

Take for instance a common power supply also known as a power supply or AC to DC converter 

(see Figure 1). These converters are commonly used with cell phones, laptop computers, cordless 

phones, televisions, and many other consumer electronic products. The AC to DC converter 

takes AC voltage from a standard wall outlet and converts it into a DC voltage that powers the 

product.  
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Figure 1: Photo of AC to DC Converters 

A functional block diagram of such a converter is shown in Figure 2 below. It is relatively easy 

to understand how each of the components in the system operates and we will investigate these 

components at the end of Chapter 2.  

 

 

 
Figure 2: AC to DC Conversion Block Diagram 

Another example of a complex electronic system consisting of many subsystems is an FM radio 

shown as a block diagram in Figure 3. The antenna captures the electromagnetic radio frequency 

(RF) signal and produces a very weak voltage signal that is sent to the tuner. The tuner takes the 

incoming RF voltage signal and produces an audio signal by employing a voltage amplifier (to 

boost the weak signal from the antenna), filter circuitry (to select the desired radio station), and a 
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demodulator that converts the RF signal into an audio frequency (sound) signal. The PreAmp 

amplifies (increases the voltage amplitude) of this incoming audio signal and sends it to the 

power amplifier. The power amplifier provides the electrical current necessary to drive 

loudspeakers. 

 

 
Figure 3: Block Diagram of a Radio 

Non-Linear Devices 
Electronic devices such as diodes and transistors have non-linear current-voltage (I-V) 

characteristics. The circuit elements that you have studied thus far in your circuit analysis text 

were linear meaning that if you plotted current vs. voltage on a graph you would obtain a straight 

line. For instance, an ideal voltage source has a fixed voltage that is independent of the current it 

produces. A resistor has a linear I-V relationship governed by Ohm’s law. In contrast, a diode 

has a non-linear plot. The I-V characteristic plots of a voltage source, a current source, a resistor, 

and a diode are shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: I-V Characteristics of Various Circuit Elements 
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The non-linear characteristics give electronic devices their power to process signals in a variety 

of interesting ways. Engineers exploit these characteristics in the design of all sorts of devices 

that make our life easier, safer, more interesting, and more fun.   

 

We will learn how to analyze circuits containing electronic devices with techniques you have 

already learned such as KVL, KCL, and Thevenin’s Theorem. We will discover that we can 

utilize circuit models that approximate the behavior of real electronic devices and we can then 

analyze the circuits using familiar circuit analysis techniques.   

Conventions for Schematics and KVL used in Electronics 
It is customary in the study of electronics to use a somewhat different approach to drawing 

schematics than what you have seen in your circuit analysis text where circuits were drawn as 

one or more complete loops. In this booklet and most electronic texts, circuits are typically 

represented with a ground and reference voltages at one or more points (See Figure 5 below). 

After a little practice, you will find it easy to convert from one form to another.  

 

 
Figure 5: Schematic Conversion Example 

Simulation of two circuit forms above 

 

Sometimes you will see positive and negative voltage references in a schematic such as that 

shown on the left side of Figure 6. To convert, start by drawing a ground, and then create the 

positive and negative voltages using voltage sources as shown in the middle of the figure. The 

right-side schematic is simpler version of the middle schematic.  

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+5+0.000005+16.817414165184545+57+5+50%0Ar+688+224+816+224+0+1000%0Ar+816+224+816+336+0+1000%0Aw+816+336+688+336+0%0Av+688+336+688+224+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Ar+1040+176+1040+256+0+1000%0Ar+1040+256+1040+336+0+1000%0Ag+1040+336+1040+384+0%0AR+1040+176+1040+128+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Aw+816+224+864+224+0%0Aw+816+336+864+336+0%0Ap+864+224+864+336+1+0%0AO+1040+256+1120+256+1%0Ax+643+285+664+288+4+14+5%5CsV%0Ax+684+194+869+197+4+20+Conventional%5CsFormat%0Ax+959+108+1125+111+4+20+Electronics%5CsFormat%0A
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Figure 6: Schematic with Positive and Negative Voltage Sources 

 

Simulation of Circuits Shown in Figure Above  

 

Application of Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) in this booklet will be different than what you are 

used to. You probably have been summing voltages around a loop where a voltage rise is 

negative while a voltage drop is positive. In this booklet, and most other electronics texts, the 

convention is the opposite. The convention that is used is arbitrary; as long as you follow the 

rules, you will obtain the correct answer. In the circuit shown in Figure 5, we would write the 

following KVL equation: 

𝑉𝑆 − 𝐼𝑅1 − 𝐼𝑅2 = 0 

 

When writing the equation, you can think of it this way:  

 

Start at a voltage level of Vs, we drop IR1, we drop IR2, and we end at ground (0V).  

 

Simulation of More Complex Circuit 

Notation for DC and Small Signals 
Often electronic circuits are used for processing small AC signals such as in amplification or 

filtering. To process the signals, DC currents are used to “bias” or place the circuit in a certain 

region of operation. This will make more sense when we begin our study of diodes in the next 

chapter. For now, simply realize that there will often be both AC and DC voltages and currents 

present in a circuit. To distinguish between the two quantities, we will use the following 

notation: 

 

Description Value Example 

Upper case letter with upper 

case subscript. 

DC - Constant ID=4 mA 

Lower case letter with lower 

case subscript. 

AC - signal id=0.1cos10t mA 

Lower case letter with an 

upper case subscript. 

Total = DC plus signal iD = ID + id  

    = 4+0.1cos20t mA 

 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+10.20027730826997+50+5+43%0AR+64+176+64+144+0+0+40+10+0+0+0.5%0Ar+64+176+64+240+0+1000%0Av+576+320+576+240+0+0+40+10+0+0+0.5%0Av+816+240+816+320+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Ar+592+240+688+240+0+1000%0Ar+688+240+816+240+0+2000%0Ax+605+195+785+198+4+24+Standard%5CsFormat%0Ax+845+281+863+284+4+12+5%5CsV%0Aw+576+320+704+320+1%0Aw+704+320+816+320+0%0Aw+64+240+64+320+1%0Ar+64+320+64+432+0+2000%0Ax+-32+109+168+112+4+24+Electronics%5CsFormat%0AO+64+320+16+320+1%0Ax+525+285+553+288+4+14+10%5CsV%0AR+64+432+64+496+0+0+40+-5+0+0+0.5%0Ap+688+240+704+320+1+0%0Aw+592+240+576+240+1%0Av+288+288+288+176+0+0+40+10+0+0+0.5%0Av+288+368+288+288+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Ar+384+192+384+272+0+1000%0Ar+384+272+384+368+0+2000%0Aw+384+192+384+160+1%0Aw+384+160+288+160+0%0Aw+288+176+288+160+0%0Aw+384+368+288+368+0%0Ag+224+288+224+320+0%0Aw+224+288+288+288+0%0Ax+237+237+265+240+4+14+10%5CsV%0Ax+247+333+268+336+4+14+5%5CsV%0Ap+384+272+288+288+1+0%0Ax+224+419+450+422+4+16+Green%5Csindicates%5Cspositive%5Csvoltage%0Ax+224+486+441+489+4+16+Red%5Csindicates%5Csnegative%5Csvoltage%0Ax+132+294+182+297+4+40+--%3E%0Ax+442+294+492+297+4+40+--%3E%0Ax+223+454+481+457+4+16+Grey%5Csindicates%5Cszero%5Cs(ground)%5Csvoltage%0A
http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+10.20027730826997+50+5+43%0Ar+1248+256+1248+416+0+1500%0Ar+1008+256+1120+256+0+1000%0Av+1008+416+1008+256+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Ar+448+384+448+496+0+500%0Ar+448+272+448+384+0+3000%0Ax+1047+222+1219+225+4+24+Standard%5Csformat%0Ar+1152+416+1152+256+0+3000%0Aw+1248+416+1152+416+0%0Aw+448+384+352+384+0%0Ar+352+384+352+304+0+1500%0Aw+352+304+352+272+0%0Aw+352+272+448+272+0%0Ar+448+208+448+272+0+1000%0AR+448+496+448+544+0+0+40+-5+0+0+0.5%0Av+1088+416+1008+416+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Aw+1152+256+1248+256+0%0Ar+1088+416+1120+416+0+500%0Aw+1152+416+1120+416+0%0Ax+341+149+541+152+4+24+Electronics%5CsFormat%0AR+448+208+448+176+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Aw+448+384+496+384+0%0Aw+448+272+496+272+0%0Ax+965+340+984+343+4+16+5V%0Ax+1055+402+1074+405+4+16+5V%0Aw+704+272+752+304+0%0Aw+704+384+736+384+0%0Ar+704+208+704+272+0+1000%0Aw+608+272+704+272+0%0Aw+608+304+608+272+0%0Ar+608+384+608+304+0+1500%0Aw+704+384+608+384+0%0Ar+704+272+704+384+0+3000%0Ar+704+384+704+528+0+500%0Av+832+336+832+176+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Av+832+528+832+400+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Aw+832+384+880+384+0%0Ag+880+384+880+416+0%0Aw+832+336+832+384+0%0Aw+832+400+832+384+0%0Aw+832+528+704+528+0%0Aw+832+176+704+176+0%0Aw+704+208+704+176+0%0Ax+496+258+515+261+4+16+V1%0Ax+492+365+511+368+4+16+V2%0Aw+832+384+800+352+0%0Ax+767+329+786+332+4+16+V1%0Aw+784+384+832+384+0%0Ax+748+399+767+402+4+16+V2%0Ax+756+308+770+311+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+795+342+802+345+4+24+-%0Ax+729+407+743+410+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+788+410+795+413+4+24+-%0Ax+1022+389+1029+392+4+24+-%0Ax+1105+293+1119+296+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+1064+336+1083+339+4+16+V1%0Ax+1057+461+1076+464+4+16+V2%0Ax+1121+448+1135+451+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+1012+445+1019+448+4+24+-%0Aw+1152+256+1120+256+0%0Ax+525+345+575+348+4+40+--%3E%0Ax+897+346+947+349+4+40+--%3E%0Ax+856+470+875+473+4+16+5V%0Ax+855+263+874+266+4+16+5V%0A
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In the circuit show in Figure 7, the transistor is supplied with both an AC and DC voltage. The 

DC voltage is used to “bias” the transistor so that it can be used to amplify the AC signal. We 

discuss transistors in a subsequent chapter, but the transistor must be supplied with DC voltages 

or “biased” so that it operated in its optimal mode. In electronics, we will often have both AC 

and DC voltages and currents present so it is important to have a naming convention to 

distinguish them.  In the circuit below va represents the signal voltage, VA the DC voltage, and 

vA the total voltage.  

 

Simulation Showing AC, DC, and total Voltage representation 

 
 
Figure 7: Amplifier Showing DC bias voltage and AC signal voltage 

Simulation: Transistor Amplifier Circuit 

 

  

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+25.510281670702206+54+5+50%0Av+640+544+640+448+0+0+40+4+0+0+0.5%0Ax+662+479+684+482+4+18+4V%0Aw+640+544+640+560+0%0Av+640+448+640+272+0+1+40+0.5+0+0+0.5%0Aw+640+272+528+272+0%0Aw+640+560+528+560+0%0Ap+528+272+528+560+0+0%0Ax+660+342+749+345+4+18+0.5cos%CF%89t%5CsV%0Ax+238+311+465+314+4+20+Total%5Csvoltage%5CsvA%5Cs%5Cq%5Csva%5Cs%5CpVA%0Ax+519+405+547+408+4+24+vA%0Ax+313+216+942+219+4+40+DC%5Csand%5CsAC%5CsVoltage%5CsRepresentation%0Ax+523+327+537+330+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+527+528+534+531+4+24+-%0A403+240+320+480+560+0+6_128_0_4354_5_0.1_0_1%0Ax+597+340+616+343+4+18+va%0Ax+599+476+621+479+4+18+VA%0A403+768+320+992+384+0+3_128_0_4354_0.625_0.00009765625_0_2_3_3%0Ax+799+302+833+305+4+18+va%5Cs%5Cq%0Ax+844+303+960+306+4+18+0.5cos%CF%89t%5CsVolts%0A403+768+448+992+560+0+0_128_0_4098_5_0.00009765625_0_2_0_3%0Ax+828+437+866+440+4+18+VA%5Cs%5Cq%0Ax+874+436+933+439+4+18+4%5CsVolts%5Cs%0A
http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+25.510281670702206+54+5+50%0Av+560+544+560+448+0+0+40+4+0+0+0.5%0Ar+672+352+752+352+0+100000%0Ar+800+304+800+224+0+5000%0Ax+583+504+605+507+4+18+4V%0At+752+352+800+352+0+1+-2.8294477643143456+0.6265133814615641+90%0Aw+800+304+800+336+0%0Aw+800+368+800+560+0%0Av+912+432+912+336+0+0+40+20+0+0+0.5%0Aw+560+352+672+352+0%0Aw+560+544+560+560+0%0Aw+560+560+800+560+0%0Aw+912+336+912+224+0%0Aw+912+224+800+224+0%0Aw+912+432+912+560+0%0Aw+800+560+912+560+0%0Av+560+448+560+352+0+1+40+0.5+0+0+0.5%0Aw+560+352+448+352+0%0Aw+560+560+448+560+0%0Ap+448+352+448+560+0+0%0Ax+585+406+674+409+4+18+0.5cos%CF%89t%5CsV%0Ax+184+393+411+396+4+20+Total%5Csvoltage%5CsvA%5Cs%5Cq%5Csva%5Cs%5CpVA%0Ax+457+459+485+462+4+24+vA%0Aw+800+336+832+336+0%0Ax+813+467+849+470+4+18+Vout%0Ax+563+625+906+628+4+40+Transistor%5CsAmplifier%0Ax+465+381+479+384+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+468+538+475+541+4+24+-%0Ax+815+383+829+386+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+813+548+820+551+4+24+-%0Ax+428+217+655+220+4+20+Input%5Csvoltage%5Csva%5Cshas%5Cspeak%0Ax+998+271+1260+274+4+20+Output%5Csvoltage%5CsVout%5Cshas%5Cspeak%0A403+192+416+400+560+0+18_128_0_4354_5_0.1_0_1%0A403+1008+320+1264+608+0+22_128_0_4866_10_0.00009765625_0_2_22_3%0Ax+529+427+548+430+4+18+va%0Ax+527+517+549+520+4+18+VA%0A403+432+272+656+320+0+15_128_0_4866_0.625_0.00009765625_0_2_15_3%0Ax+426+239+636+242+4+20+to%5Cspeak%5Csamplitude%5Csof%5Cs1V%0Ax+999+292+1298+295+4+20+to%5Cspeak%5Csamplitude%5Csof%5Csapprox%5Cs4.5%5CsV%0A
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Problems 
1. Redraw the circuit below so that it is in the form of a complete loop. Clearly indicate Vo 

on your schematic. 

 
2. Redraw the circuit below so that it is in the form of complete loops. Clearly indicate Vo 

and I on your schematic. 

 
 

3. Redraw the circuit below so that it is in the form of complete loops. Clearly indicate I on 

your schematic. 
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4. Redraw the circuit below so that it is in the “electronics” format. Clearly indicate Vo and 

I on your schematic. Take the ground reference to be at the bottom of the schematic. 

 
 

5. Redraw the circuit below so that it is in the “electronics” format. Take the ground 

reference to be at the bottom of the schematic. 

 
6. Redraw the circuit below so that it is in the “electronics” format. Clearly indicate I on 

your schematic.  
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7. Which of the following could not be true using the standard electronics convention 

regarding AC and DC values? 

a. VD = 10 V 

b. iD = 3 A 

c. vD = 0.2sint V 

d. ID =0.1cost A 

e. iD = {2 +0.1cost} A 

 

8. Determine vD  if vd= {0.1cost} V and VD=3 V. 

 

9. Draw a plot of vD versus time if vd= {0.5cos(t)} V and VD=2 V. 

 

10. Which of the following is a legitimate expression? 

a. Id=2A 

b. id=2A 

c. ID=0.3 cos(10t) 

d. iD=2A 

 

11. Which of the following is a legitimate expression? 

a. Id=2A 

b. id=2A 

c. ID=0.3 cos(10t) 

d. iD=0.1 cos(20t) 

 

12. What variable name should be used for the current 4.0+0.3cos20t 

a. id 

b. Id 

c. ID 

d. iD 
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Chapter 2: Diodes and Diode Circuits 

Introduction  
 

Diodes are very useful yet simple devices that are found in nearly every consumer electronic 

product. They are especially prominent in Light Emitting Diode (LED) circuits, voltage 

regulators, and AC to DC power supplies. Studying diodes and diode circuits is an excellent 

introduction to electronic devices. 

 

Diodes come in a variety of shapes, sizes, and electrical characteristics. Several are pictured in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 8: Photographs Various Diodes 

The schematic diagrams of a common junction diode, an LED, and a Zener diode are shown in 

Figure 2. 

 
Figure 9: Schematic Symbols for Diodes 

The most important characteristic of diodes are their ability to allow current to flow in one 

direction through them but block current flowing in the opposite direction. A mechanical analogy 

is the "one-way valve" known as a "check valve" (see Figure 10 below). In the check valve, fluid 

can flow in only one direction through the valve.  

 

 
Figure 10: Check Valve Illustration 
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The chemical structure of the diode is responsible for its ability to pass current in one direction 

only. Although diode chemistry is an interesting topic, for the sake of time we will take a "black 

box" approach by looking at its current and voltage characteristics at its terminals.  For electrical 

engineering students, later coursework will examine diode chemistry. 

 

In this chapter we will examine diode properties and a variety of methods used to analyze 

circuits containing diodes. We begin with standard junction diode, followed by a brief look at 

LEDs, and then an examination of zener diodes. Next we introduce a methodology called small 

signal analysis which we will find extremely useful later when analyzing transistor based 

circuits. We end the chapter with a look at AC to DC conversion using diodes. 

Simulation 
 

Simulation is a powerful tool that can be used to predict the behavior of a circuit prior to 

construction. It can also be used as a design tool that allows the engineer to quickly test different 

designs. Simulation is not a replacement for understanding how to analyze circuits as 

understanding how to analyze diodes leads to a better understanding of how to design diode 

circuits.   

 

There are many simulation tools available for simulating electronic circuits. PSpice is the 

industry standard and offers powerful tools that produce accurate results. A simulation tool that 

will be used in this chapter and throughout the remainder of the book is the Java Circuit 

Simulator – an online simulator that is easy to use and is a great learning tool because it produces 

an excellent visual representation of circuit operation.  

 

Result from simulation may not match hand calculations. This is to be expected because the 

underling mathematical model used in the simulator may be different from the one you use for 

calculation. Typically the results from simulation will better match real circuit behavior because 

the mathematical models used by the simulator are more sophisticated. Consequently, do not be 

surprised to see that your calculated circuit parameters are not exactly the same as produced by 

the simulator.  You are strongly encouraged to look at each of the simulations that integrated into 

the text as they should provide you with insight in how electronic circuits work. 

Junction Diodes 
 

Junction diodes (so named because of the p-n junction responsible for its characteristics) are the 

most common type of diodes and are used in many different applications. The fundamental 

concepts that you learn regarding junction diodes behavior are applicable to other types of diodes 

as well.  

 

In order to better understand the junction diode, we examine its current versus voltage (I-V) 

relationship at its external terminals by means of a simple experiment. We construct the circuit 

shown in Figure 11 below and vary the voltage source, VS, and measure the current and voltage 

for the diode at various voltage levels. If we plot the corresponding points on a graph we would 

get a result similar to that shown in Figure 12.   
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Figure 11: Circuit to Illustrate I-V Characteristic of a Junction Diode 

 
Figure 12: Diode I-V Characteristic Curve 

 

You may be wondering why we don't simply eliminate resistor RS and put the voltage source 

(Vs) directly across the diode. The problem is that it would be very easy to overload our voltage 

supply or destroy the diode because the diode passes current freely beyond about 0.7 volts.  
  

From the graph, we see that almost no current flows through the diode until the diode voltage for 

voltages less than 0.5 volts. After the diode voltage reaches about 0.7 V current flows quite 

freely.  

 

 
Simulation: I-V Characteristics of a Diode 

 

It is evident from the I-V graph in Figure 12 that the diode is a non-linear device; that is its I-V 

relationship is not a straight line. This is in contrast to all the circuit elements you have studied 

thus far in your circuit analysis text. The I-V characteristic plots of a voltage source, a current 

source, a resistor, and a diode are shown in Figure 4.  

 

 

 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.0000049999999999999996+10.20027730826997+50+5+50%0Ar+-176+256+-176+304+0+50%0Ad+-176+352+-176+416+3+default%0Aw+-176+352+-176+304+1%0Aw+-176+352+-128+352+0%0Aw+-176+256+-176+240+0%0A172+-176+240+-176+192+0+7+4.86+5+-2+0+0.5+Voltage+Source%0Ag+-176+416+-176+448+0%0Ax+-227+122+-78+125+4+12+Adjust%5Csthis%5Csvoltage%5CsSLOWLY%0Ax+-18+91+298+94+4+30+I-V%5CsDiode%5CsCharacteristic%0Ax+-228+141+-87+144+4+12+using%5Csthe%5Cs%22Voltage%5CsSource%22%0Ax+-228+159+-108+162+4+12+slider%5Csin%5Csthe%5Csright%5Cspanel%0A403+32+144+368+448+0+1_64_0_4163_2.5_0.1_0_2_1_3%0Ax+220+319+248+322+4+12+0.7%5CsV%0Ax+348+321+388+324+4+12+V%5Csdiode%0Ax+151+146+187+149+4+12+I%5Csdiode%0Aw+-176+416+-128+416+0%0Ap+-128+352+-128+416+1+0%0A
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Figure 13: I-V Characteristics of Various Circuit Elements 

  

Analyzing circuits containing non-linear devices is both more difficult and more interesting than 

what you have studied thus far. The challenge is to devise strategies that we can use to analyze 

and design circuits that contain diodes. In later chapters, we will see that similar strategies can be 

applied to transistor based circuits. 

 

Modeling Techniques 
 

We will learn a variety of strategies to analyze circuits containing diodes that vary in complexity 

and accuracy. The strategies that we will examine include a graphical approach and several 

modeling approaches. We will begin with the simplest model called the "ideal diode" model.   

 

Ideal Diode Model 
 

If we were to plot the behavior of an "ideal diode", i.e. one that allows current flow freely in one 

direction but blocks the current from flowing in the opposite direction, it would have the I-V 

characteristic shown in Figure 14.  This graph shows that the current can flow freely and that 

there is no voltage drop when the current is flowing forward through the diode. However, no 

current flows "backward" through the diode no matter what the voltage is. When current is 

flowing through the diode we call the diode "forward biased" and when no current flows we call 

this state "reverse bias". We also refer to these states as the diode being "on" or "off" 

respectively.   

So how should we model these states? If the diode is forward biased or "on", there is no voltage 

drop across the diode, thus a short circuit can be used to model this state as there is no 

resistance. If the diode is reverse biased or "off", there is no current flow and we can model this 

state as an open circuit. See Figure 15 for representations of these models. 
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Figure 14: Ideal Diode I-V Characteristic 

 

 
Figure 15: Ideal Diode Models 

 

How do we know if a diode will be forward or reverse biased? The answer is that we can often 

determine its state by inspection but in those cases that we can't, we can assume a state, analyze 

the circuit and then verify that our assumption was correct. If our assumption was incorrect, we 

must reanalyze the circuit with a different assumption regarding the state of the diode. For 

instance if we assume a diode is forward biased and when we analyze the circuit it turns out to be 

reverse biased, then our assumption of forward biased is incorrect and we need to use our reverse 

bias model of an open circuit and re-analyze the circuit. 

 
Example 1: Simple Diode Problem using Ideal Diode Model 

Use the ideal diode model to determine the current ID and voltage VD in the following circuit.  

By inspection, it appears the diode will be in the ON state. Consequently, we will replace the 

diode with the forward biased short circuit model.  
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KVL yields:  

5 − (1𝑘)𝑖𝐷 = 0 

𝑖𝐷 = 5.0 𝑚𝐴 

Note that the current passes through the diode in the forward direction so our assumption of the 

diode being forward biased was correct. If the current were negative that would violate the 

assumption that we made that the diode was on. 

 

Simulation: Diodes in Forward and Reverse Bias 

  
Example 2: Diode in Reverse Bias 

Now we will analyze the same circuit except the diode orientation has been reversed.  
 

 
 

 

For this circuit, the diode appears to be reverse biased so we replace the diode with the open 

circuit model. By inspection, we see that the diode current is zero.  

  

KVL yields:  

5 + (1𝑘)0 + 𝑉𝐷 = 0 

VD= -5 V and ID = 0   

Note that the voltage VD is less than zero so our assumption of reverse bias has been verified. 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+10.20027730826997+50+5+50%0Ad+448+448+448+528+1+0.805904783%0Ad+512+528+512+448+1+0.805904783%0Aw+448+448+448+400+1%0Aw+512+448+512+400+1%0AS+480+304+480+400+0+1+false+0+2%0Ar+480+304+480+240+0+1000%0AR+480+240+480+176+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Aw+512+528+480+528+0%0Aw+480+528+448+528+0%0Ag+480+528+480+560+0%0Aw+480+304+560+304+2%0Aw+512+400+496+400+0%0Aw+464+400+448+400+0%0Ax+198+313+422+316+4+16+Click%5Csthe%5CsSwitch%5Csto%5Cschange%5Csfrom%0Ax+199+342+403+345+4+16+forward%5Csto%5Csreverse%5Csbias%5Cs%5Cq%5Cq%5Cq%5Cq%0Ax+618+459+891+462+4+16+not%5Csexactly%5Csmatch%5Csthe%5Csresults%5Csobtained%5Cs%0Ax+619+526+813+529+4+16+uses%5Csan%5Csexponential%5Csmodel.%0Ax+619+420+912+423+4+16+Note%5Csthat%5Csthe%5Csresults%5Csof%5Csthis%5Cssimulation%5Csdo%5Cs%0Ax+620+493+920+496+4+16+using%5Csthe%5Csideal%5Csdiode%5Csmodel.%5CsThe%5Cssimulator%0Ax+404+344+418+347+4+24+%3E%0Ax+311+88+821+91+4+24+Diodes%5Csin%5CsForward%5Csand%5CsReverse%5CsBias%5CsConditions%0A
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To summarize, the steps of the analysis strategy are: 

1. Assume a state for the diode. 

2. Substitute the appropriate model (replacing the diode with either an open circuit or short 

circuit). 

3. Analyze the circuit. Calculate the current through diodes that were assumed to be “on” 

and voltages across diodes that were assumed to be “off”.  

4. Verify assumptions. Ensure diodes that were assumed to be on have current flowing in 

the correct direction. Also, verify that reverse biased diodes have the correct polarity. 

5. If any assumptions were incorrect, make new assumptions and reanalyze the circuit.  

 

We will now turn our attention to a more difficult circuit containing multiple diodes where it is 

not as obvious which states the diodes will be in.  

 
Example 3: Multiple Diode Circuit 

Determine the voltage Vo (measured with respect to ground) in the circuit below.  

D2

1KΩ 1KΩ

4KΩ

V0

D1

+5V+10V

 
Can you guess the state of each diode in the circuit above? The 10 V source should cause current 

to flow toward ground so we guess that D1 is on. It is a bit harder to determine the state of D2.  

 

To analyze this circuit we must first assume states for each of the diodes. To begin, let’s assume 

that both diodes are “on”. Replacing D1 and D2 with short circuits yields the circuit below. 
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1KΩ 1KΩ

4KΩ

V0

+5V+10V

 
If we wish, we can redraw the circuit to make in the more familiar style of the circuits you have 

analyzed in your circuit analysis text.   

1KΩ 1KΩ

4KΩ

V0

10V 5V

 
 

Using mesh analysis yields the following equations: 

𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡 𝑀𝑒𝑠ℎ:  10 − 1𝑘(𝐼1) − 4𝑘(𝐼1 + 𝐼2) = 0 

𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑀𝑒𝑠ℎ:  5 − 4𝑘(𝐼1 + 𝐼2) − 1𝑘(𝐼2) = 0 

 

Solving yields I1 = 3.33 mA, I2 = -1.67 mA 

 

Now we examine these results with respect to our initial assumption of both diodes being on. For 

diode D1 the current is I1+I2 which is 1.67 mA downward through the diode in the forward bias 

direction and consequently our assumption is correct for this diode. For diode D2 the current I2 is 

negative which reverse biases this diode so our assumption for this diode is incorrect.  

 

Since the assumed state for one of our diodes is incorrect we must re-analyze the circuit using a 

different set of assumptions regarding the states of the diodes. Since our assumed state for D1 

was correct we will maintain our assumption that it was “on” but for diode D2 we will now 

assume that diode is “off”. The circuit below shows the circuit with the appropriate models 

substituted for D1 and D2.  
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1KΩ 1KΩ

4KΩ

V0

+5V+10V

- +

I

VD2

 
A single KVL equation can be used to solve this circuit.  

10 − 1𝑘(𝐼) − 4𝑘(𝐼) = 0 

I =2 mA.  

  

The current I is positive which verifies our assumption that D1 is “on”.  Let’s examine the state 

of diode D2 to verify that it is reverse biased. The voltage VD2 can be found by KVL: 

𝑉𝐷2 = 5 − 𝑉𝑂 = 5 − 4𝑘(𝐼) 

VD2 = -3 V 

 

This voltage does indeed reverse bias the diode which verifies our assumption. 

 

Simulation: Circuit with Two Diodes Modeled with Switches 

 

Simulation: Circuit with Adjustable Resistance and Two Diodes  

  

The Constant Voltage Drop Model 
 

The constant voltage drop model is similar to the ideal model except that when the diode is 

forward biased we represent the diode as causing a fixed voltage drop. For a common silicon 

junction diode a voltage of 0.7 V is typically used.  Although not quite as simple as the ideal 

model, results are more accurate. 

 

 

http://tinyurl.com/y32ozze2
http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.0000049999999999999996+1.5642631884188172+59+5+50%0Ag+272+528+272+560+0%0AR+176+192+176+144+0+0+40+10+0+0+0.5%0AR+400+176+400+144+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Ar+400+176+400+288+0+1000%0Ad+272+464+272+528+3+default%0Ad+400+288+320+288+3+default%0Ar+176+288+176+192+0+1000%0Aw+320+288+272+288+2%0Aw+176+288+272+288+0%0AS+272+464+272+400+0+0+false+0+2%0Ar+256+400+256+336+0+4000%0Ar+288+400+288+336+0+500%0Aw+256+336+272+288+0%0Aw+288+336+272+288+0%0Ax+137+429+247+432+4+16+Click%5Csthe%5Csswitch%0Ax+341+272+371+275+4+24+D1%0Ax+224+502+254+505+4+24+D2%0Ax+424+189+665+192+4+16+depends%5Csupon%5Csthe%5Csswitch%5Csposition.%0Ax+425+170+598+173+4+16+Note%5Csthat%5Csthe%5Csstate%5Csof%5CsD1%0Ax+424+211+464+214+4+16+Why?%0Ax+118+444+247+447+4+16+to%5Cschange%5Csposition%0A
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Example 4: Using the Constant Voltage Drop Model 

Determine the diode voltage and current for the circuit below using the constant voltage drop 

model. 

 
 

For this circuit, it appears as though the diode will be forward biased. We can replace the diode 

with its forward biased constant voltage drop model. By inspection we can determine that the 

voltage across the resistor is 9.3 V and therefore the current ID is 4.65 mA. Since the current is 
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going through the diode in the forward direction we have verified that our assumption is correct. 

Compare this to the ideal diode model, which is more accurate?  

 

The constant voltage drop model is more accurate because it more closely resembles the actual 

I-V characteristics of the diode. 

  

If you assume a diode is reverse biased with the constant voltage drop model, how do you 

determine whether it is indeed reverse biased? 

 

The diode voltage must be less than 0.7 V. 

 

The constant voltage drop model is not quite as easy to use as the ideal diode model however the 

results are more accurate. For greater accuracy, we can use the exponential model or graphical 

techniques. We begin with graphical techniques. 

 

Load Line Analysis 
 

Load line analysis is a graphical technique used to find the current and voltage of a diode.  

Although more time consuming than the other techniques discussed thus far, it provides helpful 

qualitative insights regarding circuit behavior such as how circuit parameters impact the behavior 

of the circuit. In load line analysis we graph the I-V characteristics of the diode on the same 

diagram of the I-V characteristics of the energizing circuit (the load line). The intersection of the 

two plots represents the operating point (also known as the quiescent point or Q-point) of the 

circuit which we shall denote as VDQ, IDQ (see Figure 16)  

 

 
Figure 16: Load Line Analysis 

  

In the figure above, the linear circuit attached to the diode has been reduced to its Thevenin 

equivalent. The load line equation can be found by using a KVL equation of the circuit: 

 

𝑉𝐷 = 𝑉𝑇ℎ − 𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑇ℎ 
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Therefore:                                              𝐼𝐷   =   
𝑉𝑇ℎ−𝑉𝐷

𝑅𝑇ℎ
 

 

  

The I-V characteristics of the diode can be obtained from a data sheet for the diode (or by 

plotting the Shockley equation which we discuss in the next section).  

  

  
Example 5: Load Line Analysis 

Find the operating point of the circuit below using load line analysis. Assume the I-V 

characteristic of the diode is that shown below.  

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

From Thevenin's theorem, we know that a linear circuit can be reduced to a voltage source in 

series with a resistor. For the circuit attached to the diode, the open circuit voltage is 10 V. 

Replacing the independent voltage source with a short circuit and finding the resistance at the 

terminals gives a Thevenin resistance of 2 kΩ.   
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We are now ready to construct the load line of the Thevenin equivalent of the circuit attached to 

the diode. We need to establish 2 points on the line, the easiest being when the circuit is attached 

to an open circuit and short circuit. The open circuit condition will give 10 V at 0 A. The short 

circuit condition results in a voltage of 0 V and current of 5 mA. We plot these 2 points and 

connect them with a straight line as shown in the figure below.  

 
The intersection of the load line with the diode I-V characteristics reveals the operating point 

which is approximately VD = 2 V and ID = 4 mA. This diode is probably not a junction diode 

since its turn on voltage is much higher than we would expect for a standard junction diode (0.7 

V typically). Perhaps this is an LED – which we discuss in the next section.  

 

When constructing the load line, sometimes you may want to choose other points on the graph 

besides open and short circuits depending on the scale of your graph. Any two points will work, 

for example we could choose VD = 5 V. Using Ohm’s Law ID, can be determined: 

 

𝐼𝐷 = (10 − 5)/2 =  2.5 𝑚𝐴 

 

This point is then joined with point ID=5 mA at VD= 0 V resulting in the same load line as above.  

 

Examine the load line in the problem above. If we wanted to reduce the current, how might we 

alter VTh and/or RTh? What effect does increasing VTh have on the slope of the graph? What 

effect does increasing RTh have on the slope of the graph?  
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To reduce current we can either decrease VTh or increase RTh. 

Increasing Vth has no effect on the slope of the load line. 

The slope of the load line becomes more horizontal. 

 

Exponential Model - The Shockley Equation 
  

An exponential equation that closely approximates the I-V characteristics of diodes is the 

Shockley Equation:  

𝑖𝐷   = 𝐼𝑆(𝑒
𝑣𝐷/𝑉𝑇 − 1) 

  

The constant IS is called the saturation current and is typically on the order of 10-15 A.  The 

constant VT is the thermal voltage and is approximately 25 mV at room temperature.   

  

Examining the Shockley equation reveals that if iD is not very small, the first term in the brackets 

must be much larger than 1. Therefore, for diode currents that are not extremely small, a good 

approximation can be obtained using the simplified version of the Shockley equation:  
 

𝑖𝐷   = 𝐼𝑆(𝑒
𝑣𝐷/𝑉𝑇) 

 
 

 
Example 6: Shockley Equation 

Use the Shockley equation to solve for the diode current in the circuit below.  

 
The Shockley equation provides an equation relating diode current and voltage. This equation 

contains two unknowns. Using Ohm’s law we can write the second equation necessary to solve 

for the two circuit parameters.  

𝑖𝐷 =
10 − 𝑣𝐷
2𝑘

 

  

Substituting IS=10-15 A and VT = 25 mV into the simplified Shockley equation yields: 

 

𝑖𝐷   = 10
−15(𝑒𝑣𝐷/0.025) 
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We have a linear equation and one non-linear equation that relate the two circuit parameters iD 

and vD. We can solve these equations using a graphing calculator by plotting these equations and 

finding the operating point as we did in load line analysis.  

 

Alternately, we can equate the equations above and either calculate directly using a calculator or 

use iteration (guess a value for vD, calculate the result, and guess again). An initial guess of vD = 

0.7 V would be an excellent initial guess don’t you think? 

10−15 (𝑒𝑣𝐷/0.025) =  
10 − 𝑣𝐷
2𝑘

 

 

Diode Application: The Rectifier Circuit 
A rectifier is used in the AC to DC conversion applications. The power supply that you plug into 

the wall to charge your cell phone battery typically has a rectifier. There are two different types 

of rectifiers; the “half wave” and the “full wave” rectifier.  We begin with the half wave rectifier 

before turning our attention to the full wave rectifier.  

  

Half Wave Rectifier 
The circuit shown in Figure 17 is called a "half wave" rectifier because its output is the positive 

half of the input waveform.  When vin(t) is positive, the diode is forward biased (think short 

circuit) and vout is equal to vin. When vin(t) is negative, the diode is reversed biased blocking the 

current and hence the voltage across RL is zero during this interval of time. The resulting output 

waveform is shown in Figure 18. The output voltage peak will be about 0.7 volts less than the 

input peak because of the voltage drop across the diode. 

 

 
Figure 17: Half Wave Rectifier 
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Figure 18: Half Wave Rectifier Input/Output Waveforms 

Simulation: Half Wave Rectifier 

Full wave rectifier 
 

A “full wave" rectifier is shown in Figure 19. The 4 diodes comprising the "diode bridge" direct 

the current from left to right no matter whether the input voltage polarity is positive or negative. 

The output waveform is shown in Figure 20. The output voltage peak will be about 1.4 V less 

that the input peak. Why? 

 

Because 1.4 volts are dropped across the 2 diodes that are currently on.  

  

Vin

Vout -+ Vout -+
Vin

 

Figure 19: Full Wave Rectifier 

 

  

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+19.867427341514983+55+5+50%0Av+368+336+368+176+0+1+20+5+0+0+0.5%0Ar+576+176+576+336+0+1000%0Ad+368+176+576+176+3+default%0Ax+340+137+595+140+4+30+Half%5CsWave%5CsRectifier%0Ax+252+265+268+268+4+24+V%0Ax+266+274+280+277+4+18+in%0Ax+280+264+302+267+4+24+(t)%0Aw+368+336+576+336+0%0Ax+642+265+664+268+4+24+(t)%0Ax+631+274+641+277+4+18+0%0Ax+617+265+633+268+4+24+V%0Ax+269+218+283+221+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+273+308+280+311+4+24+-%0Ax+632+219+646+222+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+636+313+643+316+4+24+-%0Ao+0+64+0+4354+5+0.003125+0+2+0+3%0Ao+1+64+0+4098+5+0.003125+0+2+1+3%0A
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Figure 20: Full Wave Rectifier Input/Output Waveforms 

 

Simulation: Full Wave Rectifier 

Light Emitting Diodes 
  

So far we have focused our attention on the most common type of diode, the junction diode. 

Now we will examine two other diode types, the light emitting diode (LED) and the zener diode. 

We begin with the LED.  

  

LED behavior is similar to the junction diode except that the turn on voltage is higher. Of course 

the most important aspect of the LED is that it emits light when current passes through it. LEDs 

are much more efficient than standard incandescent light bulbs which is the main reason for their 

increasing popularity. Another advantage of LEDs is that they last much longer than standard 

bulbs. The "turn on" voltage for LEDs varies depending on the how the LED is manufactured 

and the color of the LED and is typically on the order of 1.5-3.5 V. LEDs can be destroyed if too 

much current passes through them so it’s important to heed the guidelines provided in the 

manufacturer’s data sheet. 

  

To analyze a circuit with an LED or multiple LEDs the best method to use is the constant voltage 

drop model. The ideal diode model is not as accurate since the turn on voltage for LEDs is 

considerably higher than that of standard junction diodes.  

 
Example 7: LED Circuit 

Design a circuit to turn on an LED using the output pin of a microcontroller. Assume the turn on 

voltage of the LED is 2.1V.  

 

Scenario: A microcontroller is used to turn on and off an LED. The microcontroller output can 

be set either high or low (5V or  0 V). When the LED is on, we would like limit the current flow 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+10.20027730826997+58+5+50%0Aw+288+176+544+176+0%0Aw+544+400+288+400+0%0Ax+273+146+565+149+4+35+Full%5CsWave%5CsRectifier%0Ar+448+288+640+288+0+1000%0Av+288+176+288+400+0+1+20+5+0+0+0.5%0Ad+544+176+448+288+3+default%0Ad+640+288+544+400+3+default%0Ad+544+400+448+288+3+default%0Ad+640+288+544+176+3+default%0Ax+192+444+356+447+4+18+Bottom%5Csgraph%5Csshows%0Ax+525+318+538+321+4+20+V%0Ax+536+325+543+328+4+14+0%0Ax+545+318+563+321+4+20+(t)%0Ax+211+293+229+296+4+20+(t)%0Ax+200+303+210+306+4+14+in%0Ax+188+294+201+297+4+20+V%0Ax+201+260+215+263+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+204+335+211+338+4+24+-%0Ax+381+445+399+448+4+20+(t)%0Ax+372+452+379+455+4+14+0%0Ax+361+445+374+448+4+20+V%0Ax+500+317+514+320+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+577+318+584+321+4+24+-%0Ao+4+64+0+4354+5+0.003125+0+2+4+3%0Ao+3+64+0+4098+5+0.003125+0+2+3+3%0A
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to approximately 10 mA because too much current will destroy the LED. We can place a resistor 

in series with the LED to limit current. 

 

We start by creating the circuit model shown on the left side of the figure below. Because the 

LED will be on, we model the LED with a voltage source (using the constant voltage drop 

model) as shown on the right. Note that we have assigned a current of 10 mA which is our design 

objective. The only unknown is the resistor value.  

+5V +5V

R  

R  I=10 mA

2.1 V

 
 

Using KVL we can see that the voltage across the resistor is 5 - 2.1 = 2.9 V. The resistor required 

to limit the current to 10 mA can be determined using Ohm’s law.   

 

𝑅 =
𝑉

𝐼
=
2.9

10 𝑚
= 290 𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑠 

 

Simulation: Circuit with LEDs 

Zener Diodes 
When a negative voltage is placed across a diode and is gradually increased, the diode will enter 

the “reverse breakdown” region and it will begin to pass current as it does in the forward bias 

region. This “breakdown” voltage is something to be avoided in standard junction diodes and is 

given by the Peak Inverse Voltage (PIV). The zener diode is a special type of diode designed to 

operate in the reverse breakdown region without damage.  You can purchase zener diodes with 

specific breakdown voltages to suit a variety of applications.  

Zener Diode Characteristics 
The I-V characteristics of a zener diode are shown in Figure 21.  For positive voltages, the zener 

acts much like a junction diode. For negative voltages, we see that the diode breaks down at a 

particular voltage and passes current freely beyond this voltage. This property if very useful for 

regulator circuits which will examine in the next section. To analyze zener diode circuits the 

constant voltage drop model can be used where we replace the zener with a voltage source equal 

to its breakdown voltage when the diode is biased in the reverse breakdown region. Under 

forward bias conditions, either the ideal model or constant voltage drop model is generally used. 

Of course, we use an open circuit if the zener is operating between these modes. When analyzing 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+10.20027730826997+50+5+50%0A34+fwdrop%5Cq2.2+0+3.389231948107747e-19+0+2+0%0Ad+720+240+720+288+3+fwdrop%5Cq2.2%0Ad+736+320+736+368+3+fwdrop%5Cq2.2%0Av+544+304+544+240+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Aw+720+240+720+208+0%0Aw+544+240+544+208+0%0AS+720+288+720+320+0+1+false+0+2%0Aw+704+320+704+368+0%0Aw+736+368+704+368+0%0Aw+704+368+544+368+0%0Aw+544+304+544+368+0%0Ar+592+208+672+208+0+330%0Aw+672+208+720+208+0%0Aw+592+208+544+208+0%0Ax+734+269+769+272+4+14+LED1%0Ax+752+348+787+351+4+14+LED2%0Ax+489+279+516+282+4+18+5%5CsV%0Ax+794+297+952+300+4+16+Click%5Csthe%5Csswitch%5Csto%5Cssee%0Ax+438+98+829+101+4+30+Circuit%5Cswith%5CsOne%5Csor%5CsTwo%5CsLEDs%0Ax+487+128+760+131+4+30+Controlled%5Csby%5CsSwitch%0Ax+764+190+771+193+4+14+0%0Ax+753+183+766+186+4+20+V%0Ax+886+320+899+323+4+20+V%0Ax+897+327+904+330+4+14+0%0Ax+794+320+881+323+4+16+the%5Cseffect%5Cson%0AO+720+208+768+208+1%0Ag+704+368+704+384+0%0Ab+784+272+966+334+0%0Ab+736+160+805+226+0%0Ax+776+183+790+186+4+24+%5Cq%0A
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a circuit with a zener diode, you will assume the state the diode is in, and then check the 

assumption, as was done previously with junction diodes.  

 

 
Figure 21: Zener Diode I-V Characteristic Curve and Models 

 

Simulation: I-V Characteristics of a Zener Diode 

 
Example 8: Zener Diode Circuit 

Determine the voltage across the resistor RL, and the current through the 1 kΩ resistor. Assume 

that the zener breakdown voltage VZO = 5 V. 

 

 
 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.0000049999999999999996+10.20027730826997+50+5+50%0A34+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq3+0+1.7143528192808883e-7+0+2+3%0Az+528+224+528+304+3+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq3%0Ax+576+269+618+272+4+18+%5Cq%5Cs3%5CsV%0Ax+43+200+163+203+4+12+slider%5Csin%5Csthe%5Csright%5Cspanel%0Ax+43+182+184+185+4+12+using%5Csthe%5Cs%22Voltage%5CsSource%22%0Ax+124+110+527+113+4+30+I-V%5CsZener%5CsDiode%5CsCharacteristic%0Ax+44+163+180+166+4+12+Adjust%5Csthis%5Csvoltage%5Csslowly%5Cs%0Ag+528+304+528+320+0%0A172+208+224+208+160+0+7+4.76+5+-7+0+0.5+Voltage+Source%0Aw+272+224+208+224+0%0Aw+464+224+528+224+1%0Aw+400+224+464+224+0%0Ar+272+224+400+224+0+50%0Ax+564+279+571+282+4+14+z%0Ax+553+272+566+275+4+20+V%0Ax+362+261+517+264+4+12+Nominal%5CsReverse%5CsBreakdown%0Ax+361+280+497+283+4+12+voltage%5Csof%5Csthis%5Csdiode%5Csis%5Cs3V%0AO+528+224+592+224+1%0Ax+548+201+561+204+4+20+V%0Ax+559+208+595+211+4+14+Diode%0Ax+575+196+590+199+4+18+%5Cq%5Cs%0Ab+542+178+636+239+0%0Ao+0+64+0+4291+5+0.1+0+2+0+3%0A
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It appears that the zener is biased in the reverse breakdown region so we replace the zener with a 

5 V source. We do this because the zener will have a voltage drop of approximately 5V if it is 

biased in the reverse breakdown region.  

 

7V

1 kΩ

5V
10 kΩ

ILoad
I1k

IZ

 
The voltage across the 10 kΩ resistor is obviously 5 V. Using Ohm’s Law we find the currents 

ILoad and I1k. 

  

𝐼𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 =
𝑉𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑅

=
5

10𝑘
= 0.5 𝑚𝐴 

𝐼1𝑘 =
𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 − 𝑉𝑧

𝑅
=
(7 − 5)

1𝑘
= 2.0 𝑚𝐴 

 

The current IZ is determined from KCL: 

  

𝐼𝑍 = 𝐼1𝑘 − 𝐼𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 2.0 − 0.5 = 1.5 𝑚𝐴  
 

  

The current IZ is referenced downward through the diode in the reverse biased direction and 

therefore our assumption is verified. 
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Example 9: Zener Diode in Cutoff 

3V

1KΩ

10KΩ5V

Zener

 
This circuit is identical to the previous example except that the voltage source is 3 V. If we were 

to assume the reverse breakdown region we would obtain a current upward through the diode 

which violates our assumption. By inspection it appears that the diode is in the off region. Under 

this assumption we draw the following circuit model. 

 

 

3V

1KΩ

10KΩ
+

VZ

-

I

 
The current through this single loop circuit is: 

𝐼 =
𝑉

𝑅
=

3

1𝑘 + 10𝑘
= 0.273 𝑚𝐴 

We can verify our assumption that the zener diode is "off" by determining the voltage VZ. Using 

Ohm’s Law find that Vz= IR = (0.273mA)(10k) = 2.73 V.  

  

This voltage negatively biases the zener but does not exceed the breakdown voltage. Therefore 

our assumption is correct. 

  

5 >  Vz > 0.   Assumption verified. 

 

Simulation: Zener Diode in Reverse Breakdown and Cutoff 

  
Example 10: Zener Diode in Forward Bias 

In the circuit below, the zener appears to be forward biased. We can use either the ideal or 

constant voltage drop models. Using the ideal diode model, we draw the circuit as shown. 

 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+135.0639324902207+63+5+50%0A172+688+256+656+256+0+7+3+7+3+0+0.5+Voltage%0Ar+720+256+784+256+0+1000%0Az+832+352+832+272+3+default-zener%0Ar+912+272+912+352+0+10000%0Aw+688+256+720+256+0%0Aw+784+256+832+256+0%0Aw+832+272+832+256+0%0Aw+832+256+912+256+2%0Aw+912+272+912+256+0%0Aw+912+352+912+368+0%0Aw+832+352+832+368+0%0Aw+912+368+832+368+0%0Aw+816+368+832+368+0%0Ag+816+368+816+400+0%0Ax+667+438+958+441+4+18+by%5Csusing%5Csslider%5Csin%5Csthe%5Csright%5Csside%5Cspanel%0Ax+582+438+632+441+4+18+Adjust%0Ax+617+264+633+267+4+24+V%0Ax+631+272+640+275+4+18+s%0Ax+654+443+661+446+4+14+s%0Ax+641+439+654+442+4+20+V%0Ax+748+319+761+322+4+20+V%0Ax+760+324+767+327+4+14+z%0Ax+771+319+813+322+4+18+%5Cq%5Cs5%5CsV%0Ax+611+186+927+189+4+30+Zener%5CsDiode%5Csin%5CsReverse%0Ax+620+218+916+221+4+30+Breakdown%5Csand%5CsCutoff%0Ax+582+467+1000+470+4+16+What%5Csis%5Csthe%5Csminimum%5Csvalue%5Csfor%5CsVs%5Csfor%5CsReverse%5CsBreakdown?%0A
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3V

1KΩ

10KΩ Iz5V

Zener
3V

1KΩ

10KΩ

I

 
Analyzing this circuit yields: 

𝐼𝑍 = 
3

1𝑘
= 3 𝑚𝐴 

  

Note that the current is in the forward biased direction so our assumption is verified.  

 

Zener Diode Applications 
Next we examine two zener diode applications; the clipper circuit and the voltage regulator. We 

begin with clipper circuits. 

Clipper Circuits 
 

Clipper circuits use zener diodes to clip off the top and/or bottom of an input voltage waveform.  

Vs = 10sint R

6V

+

-

Vout

 

Figure 22: Simple Clipper Circuit 

 

In Figure 22 the voltage input VS is a sine wave with an amplitude of 10 V. As the voltage output 

from the source goes from 0 V to 6 V, the zener diode will be “off”, no current will flow through 

the circuit, and consequently there will be no voltage drop across R. With no voltage drop across 

R, the output voltage will be equal to that of the input waveform.  As VS becomes greater than 

6V, the zener diode will be in reverse breakdown and the output voltage will remain fixed at 6V. 

When the zener is reverse breakdown, current will flow through the circuit and the resistor drops 

the remaining voltage between Vs and Vout.  As the input voltage drops below 6 V, the zener 

will again be “off” and the output voltage will track the input voltage since no current flows 

through the circuit. Once the input voltage becomes negative, the zener will be forward biased 
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and the output voltage will be zero (using the ideal model) or 0.7 V (using the more accurate 

constant voltage drop model). 

 

Figure 23 shows the output of the clipper as a function of time. Another way to illustrate the 

properties of a clipper circuit is using a plot where the output voltage is plotted as a function of 

the input voltage as shown in Figure 24. Such a graph, known as the transfer characteristic, 

illustrates how a circuit transforms or processes an input signal. 
 

 
Figure 23: Clipper Circuit Input/Output Waveforms 

 

 

Figure 24: Transfer Characteristics of a Clipper Circuit with One Diode 

 

Simulation: Simple Clipper Circuit 

 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+9.78399845368213+51+5+50%0Av+688+496+688+320+0+1+60+10+0+0+0.5%0Ar+688+320+864+320+0+500%0A34+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq6+0+1.7143528192808883e-7+0+2+6%0Az+864+496+864+320+3+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq6%0Aw+688+496+864+496+0%0Ax+576+476+669+479+4+14+10%5CsV%5Csamplitude%0Ag+864+496+864+512+0%0Ax+616+283+904+286+4+30+Simple%5CsClipper%5CsCircuit%0Ax+619+451+626+454+4+24+-%0Ax+616+381+630+384+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+616+415+629+418+4+20+V%0Ax+628+424+638+427+4+14+in%0Ax+933+335+952+338+4+14+out%0Ax+921+326+934+329+4+20+V%0Ax+825+413+846+416+4+14+6%5CsV%0Aw+864+320+912+320+0%0A403+464+368+592+432+0+0_64_0_4354_10_0.05_0_2_0_3%0A403+912+384+1040+448+0+14_64_0_4099_10_0.00009765625_0_1%0A403+640+528+832+640+0+0_64_0_4098_10_0.1_0_4_0_3_14_0_14_3%0Ax+540+550+622+553+4+18+Combined%0Ax+542+571+573+574+4+18+Plot%0Ab+512+512+844+646+0%0A
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Example 11: Clipper Circuit 

For the circuit below, plot the output voltage as a function of time. Also plot the transfer 

characteristics for this circuit.  

 

 
The circuit is the similar to the one in the previous example except a junction diode has been 

added. The junction diode blocks current during the negative portion of the input waveform so 

that the output voltage tracks the input voltage for negative voltages as shown in the vout vs. time 

graph below.   

 
 

From the graph above, we can plot the transfer characteristics as shown below.  
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Simulation: Clipper Circuit – Top Clipped Only 

 

Simulation: Clipper with a Switch 

 
Example 12: Another Clipper Circuit 

Analyze the clipper circuit below to determine the output voltage waveform. 

Vs = 10sint
R

5V
+

-

6V

Vout

 
 

 

 
 

This circuit behaves the same as the circuit in the previous example except during the negative 

cycle of the sine wave. For negative voltages, the output will track the input voltage until the 

input voltage is between -5 V and -10 V. During this interval, the 5 V zener will be in reverse 

breakdown resulting in the input waveform being clipped at -5 V.  

 

Simulation: Clipper –Both Top and Bottom Clipped 

  

What would happen if the junction diodes are eliminated from the circuit? 

 

The output voltage will be zero since the zener diodes alternately pass current. 

  

Can you figure out a way to eliminate the junction diodes from the circuit and get the same 

results? 

 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+8.281975887399955+53+5+50%0Av+688+496+688+320+0+1+60+10+0+0+0.5%0Ar+688+320+864+320+0+100%0A34+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq6+0+1.7143528192808883e-7+0+2+6%0Az+864+400+864+352+3+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq6%0Aw+688+496+864+496+0%0Ax+576+476+669+479+4+14+10%5CsV%5Csamplitude%0Ag+864+496+864+528+0%0Ax+583+283+956+286+4+30+Clipper%5CsCircuit%5Cs-%5CsTop%5CsClipped%0Ax+619+451+626+454+4+24+-%0Ax+616+381+630+384+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+616+415+629+418+4+20+V%0Ax+628+424+638+427+4+14+in%0Ax+920+410+939+413+4+14+out%0Ax+908+401+921+404+4+20+V%0Ax+826+366+847+369+4+14+6%5CsV%0Aw+864+320+880+320+2%0Ad+864+400+864+496+2+default%0A403+464+368+592+464+0+0_64_0_4098_10_0.1_1_2_0_3%0Ax+894+347+905+350+4+20+%5Cp%0Aw+864+352+864+320+0%0Ax+896+481+902+484+4+20+-%0A403+960+368+1104+464+0+14_64_0_4099_10_0.00009765625_1_2_14_3%0Ao+0+64+0+4354+10+0.05+0+2+14+0%0A
http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+5.459815003314424+53+5+50%0Av+688+320+688+496+0+1+60+10+0+0+0.5%0Ar+688+320+864+320+0+100%0A34+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq6+0+1.7143528192808883e-7+0+2+6%0Az+864+400+864+320+3+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq6%0Aw+688+496+848+496+0%0Ax+576+476+669+479+4+14+10%5CsV%5Csamplitude%0Ag+880+496+880+528+0%0Ax+612+285+915+288+4+30+Clipper%5CsCircuit%5Cs-%5CsSwitch%0Ax+619+451+626+454+4+24+-%0Ax+616+381+630+384+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+616+415+629+418+4+20+V%0Ax+628+424+635+427+4+14+s%0Ax+933+335+952+338+4+14+out%0Ax+921+326+934+329+4+20+V%0Ax+826+366+847+369+4+14+6%5CsV%0Aw+864+320+912+320+0%0Ad+880+448+880+496+2+default%0AS+864+400+864+448+0+0+false+0+2%0Aw+848+448+848+496+0%0Aw+848+496+880+496+0%0Ao+0+64+0+4354+10+0.05+0+2+0+3%0Ao+14+64+0+4099+10+0.00009765625+0+1%0A
http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+9.78399845368213+50+5+50%0A34+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq6+0+1.7143528192808883e-7+0+2+6%0Az+416+192+416+112+3+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq6%0A34+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq5+0+1.7143528192808883e-7+0+2+5%0Az+480+112+480+192+3+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq5%0Ax+500+157+521+160+4+14+5%5CsV%0Ad+480+288+480+192+2+default%0Aw+416+288+480+288+0%0Aw+416+112+480+112+0%0Ad+416+192+416+288+2+default%0Aw+480+112+528+112+0%0Ax+375+157+396+160+4+14+6%5CsV%0Ax+537+120+550+123+4+20+V%0Ax+549+129+568+132+4+14+out%0Ax+180+216+187+219+4+14+s%0Ax+168+207+181+210+4+20+V%0Ax+168+173+182+176+4+24+%5Cp%0Ax+171+243+178+246+4+24+-%0Ax+97+73+596+76+4+28+Clipper%5CsCircuit%5Cs-%5CsTop%5Csand%5CsBottom%5CsClipped%0Ag+416+288+416+320+0%0Ax+128+268+221+271+4+14+10%5CsV%5Csamplitude%0Aw+240+288+416+288+0%0Ar+240+112+416+112+0+100%0Av+240+112+240+288+0+1+60+10+0+0+0.5%0Ao+20+64+0+4355+10+0.1+0+1%0Ao+7+64+0+4099+10+0.00009765625+0+1%0A
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Put the zeners in a back to back series configuration.  

 

  

Zener Diodes in Voltage Regulators 
A voltage regulator is a circuit that provides stable output voltage despite changes in the source 

voltage or load resistance. They are used in the last step of AC to DC conversion in a power 

supply. Zener diodes can be used as a “shunt regulator” to provide a relatively stable DC voltage 

to a load despite changes in source voltage and load resistance. A simple shunt regulator is 

shown in Figure 25 below.  

 

 
Figure 25: Zener Shunt Voltage Regulator 

 

Let’s assume that the components VS, RS and RL are sized such that the zener is in the reverse 

breakdown region. Using the constant voltage drop model, we replace the zener with a battery as 

shown in Figure 26. 

 

 
Figure 26: Regulator with Zener Modeled as a Voltage Source 

 

Note that the load resistor is in parallel with the “battery”.  Assuming that the zener remains in 

the reverse breakdown region, we can see that the load voltage is not dependent on changes in 

either RL or VS. This is an ideal voltage regulator and is not achievable in practice – remember 

that we use a battery to model the behavior of the zener which is an idealization. We will 

introduce a more accurate model shortly. 

 

The ability of the regulator to produce a nearly constant voltage despite changes in the source 

voltage Vs is called source regulation. The ability to produce a nearly constant voltage despite 

changes in load resistance is called load regulation. We will examine these parameters after 

introducing a more accurate model for the zener. 
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Simulation: Voltage Regulator 

Zener diodes - the battery plus resistance model 
  

How can we more accurately model the non-vertical I-V characteristic of the zener in the reverse 

breakdown region? We see that as the zener diode current increases, the voltage across the zener 

increases (see Figure 27). Note that the slope in the reverse breakdown region is amplified for 

illustration. 

 
Figure 27: Zener I-V Characteristics Showing Incremental Resistance 

 

In order to model this characteristic we add a small resistance in series with the battery so that as 

the current increases, the voltage will also increase slightly (see Figure 28). We call this the 

"battery plus resistance" model and is valid only is in the reverse breakdown region.  

 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+14.841315910257661+50+5+50%0Av+640+368+640+304+0+1+60+1+0+0+0.5%0Ar+928+288+928+432+0+1000%0Ar+704+272+768+272+0+100%0Aw+704+272+640+272+0%0Aw+640+304+640+272+0%0Aw+768+272+832+272+0%0Aw+832+288+832+272+0%0Aw+832+272+928+272+0%0Aw+928+288+928+272+0%0Aw+928+432+832+432+0%0Aw+832+432+656+432+0%0Aw+656+432+640+432+0%0Av+640+432+640+368+0+0+40+10+0+0+0.5%0Ag+640+432+640+480+0%0AO+928+272+992+272+0%0A34+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq6+0+1.7143528192808883e-7+0+2+6%0Az+832+432+832+288+3+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq6%0Ax+510+408+616+411+4+24+10%5CsV%5Cs(DC)%0Ax+510+343+586+346+4+20+1%5CsV%5Cs(AC)%0Ax+440+452+626+455+4+15+The%5Csinput%5Csvoltage%5Csis%5Cs10V%5CsDC%0Ax+772+336+814+339+4+10+6%5CsV%5Cszener%0Ax+959+367+976+370+4+24+R%0Ax+496+224+992+227+4+35+Simple%5CsShunt%5CsVoltage%5CsRegulator%0Ax+553+556+627+559+4+24+V%5Csinput%0Ax+680+556+769+559+4+24+V%5Csoutput%0AO+640+272+592+272+1%0Ax+470+472+597+475+4+15+with%5Csa%5Cs1V%5CsAC%5Csripple%0Ax+979+374+1023+377+4+20+Load%0Ao+24+64+0+4354+20+0.0000244140625+0+1%0Ao+1+64+0+4098+10+0.003125+1+2+1+3%0A
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VZ

-

VZ0

IZ
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VZ

-

IZ
rz

 
Figure 28: Battery Plus Resistance Model for Zener 

 

 

The value of rz is determined from the slope of the I-V characteristic curve and is equal to the 

inverse of the slope of the line. 

𝑟𝑍 =
∆𝑣𝑍
∆𝑖𝑍

 

Now let’s examine the source regulation of a voltage regulator circuit. We will begin with a very 

simple circuit, one where the load resistance is infinite as shown in Figure 29. 

Vs

R +

-

Vout

 

Figure 29: Shunt Regulator with Load of Infinite Resistance 

 

We will start with load line analysis to get a qualitative feel for how changes in source voltage 

affect output voltage. Then we will use the battery plus resistance model and calculate the source 

regulation for the voltage regulator. 
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We construct the load line with the VS and RS parameters. We will assume that VS is not constant 

but fluctuates slightly by VS. We plot the load lines at the maximum and minimum VS (see 

Figure 30).  Notice that the output voltage varies by Vo.  A zener diode having a more vertical 

I-V characteristic will result in smaller output voltage changes and therefore better source 

regulation. It should be noted that slope of the line in the graph below has been exaggerated to 

more clearly illustrate this concept.  

 
Figure 30: Load Lines for Voltage Regulator 

 

Source Regulation 
We now will substitute the battery plus resistance model to calculate the source regulation for the 

voltage regulator (see Figure 31). Source regulation is a measure of how stable the output voltage 

is despite changes in source voltage. Ideally, the source regulation would be 0%. 

 

𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑆𝑅) =
∆𝑣𝐿
∆𝑣𝑆

× 100% 

 

VS

RS
+

-

VL

rz

 
Figure 31: Source Regulation 
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We can calculate VL as: 

 

𝑉 𝐿 = 𝑣𝑧 + 𝐼𝑟𝑧 
𝑉𝐿  = 𝑣𝑧 + [(𝑉𝑆 − 𝑣𝑧) (𝑅𝑆⁄ + 𝑟𝑧)]𝑟𝑧 

 
We find the source regulation by taking the derivative of the output voltage with respect to the 

source voltage and obtain: 

𝑑𝑣𝐿
𝑑𝑣𝑆

=
𝑟𝑧

(𝑅𝑠+𝑟𝑧)
 

𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑟𝑧

(𝑅𝑠 + 𝑟𝑧)
× 100% 

Note that better source regulation is achieved when rz<<Rs. 

 
Example 13: Source Regulation 

The zener diode in the circuit below has the following specifications:  VZ=6 V, RL = 4 kΩ and 

rz= 20 Ω. The source voltage is nominally 10 V but differs by ±1 V. Find the source regulation 

for this circuit.  

 
 

We cannot use the formula derived for the circuit in Figure 31 because that circuit had infinite 

load resistance. Instead we will determine VL when Vs is at its maximum and minimum and then 

divide by the difference in source voltage. Using Thevenin’s theorem will help simplify the 

analysis. It’s easier to visualize the Thevenin equivalent that the zener diode sees by swapping 

the positions of the load resistor and the zener diode. Note that 

𝑉𝑇ℎ = 𝑉𝑂𝐶 = 𝑉𝑠 (
4𝑘

4𝑘 + 1𝑘
) 
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𝑅𝑇ℎ = 𝑅𝐿//𝑅𝑆 = (
4𝑘 ×  1𝑘

4𝑘 +  1𝑘
) = 800 𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑠 

 

 
 

From (d) in the figure above, the load voltage with the zener in place can be calculated using: 

 

𝑉𝐿  = 𝑣𝑧 + 𝐼𝑟𝑧 = 𝑣𝑧 + [(𝑉𝑇ℎ − 𝑣𝑧) (𝑅𝑇ℎ⁄ + 𝑟𝑧)]𝑟𝑧 

 

For VS=11V: 

𝑉𝑇ℎ = 11 (
4𝑘

4𝑘 + 1𝑘
) = 8.8 𝑉 

 

𝑉𝐿1 = 6 + 20 (
8.8 − 6

20 + 800
) = 6.060 𝑉 

 

 

For VS=9V: 

𝑉𝑇ℎ = 9(
4𝑘

4𝑘 + 1𝑘
) = 7.2 𝑉 

𝑉𝐿2 = 6 + 20 (
7.2 − 6

20 + 800
) = 6.029 𝑉 

 

 

𝑆𝑅 = 100% × (
∆𝑉𝑜
∆𝑉𝑠
) 

𝑆𝑅 = 100% × (
6.060 − 6.029

11 − 9
) 

𝑆𝑅 = 1.54% 
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Note that the 2 V swing in the source voltage results in only a 0.031 V change in the output 

voltage. 

 

Load Regulation 
Load regulation is a measure of how much the output voltage changes in response to load current 

fluctuations and is defined as: 

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝐿𝑅) =
𝑣𝐿(𝑛𝑜 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑) − 𝑣𝐿(𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑)

𝑣𝐿(𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑)
× 100% 

The no load condition is when the load draws no current (infinite resistance) and the full load 

condition is when the load is at its expected maximum current draw (minimum resistance).  

 

 
Example 14: Load Regulation 

Find the load regulation of the following voltage regulator circuit. Assume VZ = 5 V and 

rz=100 Ω. Assume that the full load current draw is 5 mA. 

10V

400Ω

Vzo=5 V
RLoad

 
We begin by finding the load voltage when the load is replaced with an open circuit. 

10V

400Ω
100Ω

5V

 
 

𝐼 =
10 − 5

400 + 100
= 10 𝑚𝐴 

 

𝑉𝐿(𝑛𝑜 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑) = 5 + (0.1𝑘)(10𝑚) = 6 𝑉 
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Next we calculate the full load voltage VL(full load) using the circuit below. For full load conditions 

the load draws 5 mA. 

 

 

10V

400Ω
100Ω

5V
Load

+

VL(full load)

-

5 mA

 
Using KCL at the top node (currents expressed in mA): 

 
𝑣𝐹𝑙 − 10

0.4
+
𝑣𝐹𝑙 − 5

0.1
+ 5 = 0 

VFL = 5.6 V 

 

Resulting in a load regulation (LR) of: 

𝐿𝑅 =
6 − 5.6

5.6
× 100% 

𝐿𝑅 = 7.14% 

 
This analysis assumed that the zener is in the reverse breakdown region. To verify, we need to 

make sure the current is biasing the zener in this region. Since the load voltage is higher than the 

zener voltage we can determine the current is indeed flowing downward through the diode in the 

reverse bias direction. If it weren’t, the regulator would have to be redesigned. How? 

 

By increasing VS, or decreasing RS. 
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Design of a voltage regulator circuit 

 

When designing a voltage regulator circuit, we must select RS and VS such that the zener is 

biased in the reverse breakdown region. If VS is too small, or the load draws too much current 

(because RS is too small), the Zener will not operate in the reverse breakdown region and the 

voltage regulator will not work properly. Another design consideration is that we must select the 

zener and RS such that they are capable of dissipating the power that they will absorb. Power 

dissipation limits can be found on the component data sheet.  

 

Simulation: Effect of RL on Voltage Regulation 

 

 
Example 15: Design of a Voltage Regulator 

Assume that we have a DC motor that we would like to operate at 5 V DC. We have only a 9 V 

battery to power this motor so we need to design a circuit that will provide the 5 V that we 

desire. In order to design the circuit, we begin by determining the motor resistance by using a 

power supply and an ammeter. We apply a test voltage across the motor terminals of 5 V and we 

measure the current through the motor and determine it to 0.05 A. From this data we determine:  

𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 = (
5

0.05
) = 100 Ω 

 
 

There are 2 designs that we will investigate to supply the 5 V to the motor; a voltage divider 

circuit and a regulator using a zener diode. We begin with the voltage divider design shown 

below.  

 

 
 

Using voltage division, we can determine the RS that results in the desired motor voltage.  

 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+14.841315910257661+50+5+50%0Av+592+368+592+304+0+1+60+1+0+0+0.5%0Ar+880+320+880+432+0+100%0Ar+656+272+720+272+0+100%0Aw+656+272+592+272+0%0Aw+592+304+592+272+2%0Aw+720+272+784+272+0%0Aw+784+288+784+272+0%0Aw+784+272+896+272+0%0Aw+896+288+896+272+0%0Aw+880+432+784+432+0%0Aw+784+432+608+432+0%0Aw+608+432+592+432+0%0Av+592+432+592+368+0+0+40+9+0+0+0.5%0Ag+592+432+592+480+0%0AO+896+272+944+272+1%0A34+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq6+0+1.7143528192808883e-7+0+2+6%0Az+784+432+784+288+3+fwdrop%5Cq0.805904783%5Cszvoltage%5Cq6%0Ax+462+420+555+423+4+24+9%5CsV%5Cs(DC)%0Ax+462+343+538+346+4+20+1%5CsV%5Cs(AC)%0Ax+390+463+568+466+4+15+The%5Csinput%5Csvoltage%5Csis%5Cs9V%5CsDC%0Ax+724+336+766+339+4+10+6%5CsV%5Cszener%0Ax+499+220+647+223+4+32+Effect%5Csof%5CsR%0Ax+590+539+664+542+4+24+V%5Csinput%0Ax+828+540+917+543+4+24+V%5Csoutput%0Ar+912+320+912+432+0+1000%0AS+896+288+896+320+0+0+false+0+2%0Aw+912+432+880+432+0%0Ax+934+306+1172+309+4+14+Click%5Csthe%5Csswitch%5Csand%5Csobserve%5Csthe%5Csresult%0Ax+944+460+1136+463+4+14+Why%5Csdoesn't%5Csthe%5Csregulator%5Cswork%0Ax+944+478+1129+481+4+14+with%5Csthe%5Cssmaller%5Csload%5Csresistor?%0Ax+391+481+518+484+4+15+with%5Csa%5Cs1V%5CsAC%5Csripple%0Ax+725+219+1023+222+4+32+on%5CsVoltage%5CsRegulator%0Ax+651+229+713+232+4+28+Load%0Ax+961+393+1005+396+4+20+Load%0Ax+941+386+958+389+4+24+R%0Ao+4+64+0+4354+10+0.0001+0+2+4+3%0Ao+14+64+0+4354+10+0.1+1+1%0A
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𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 (
𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 + 𝑅𝑠
) 

 

Solving for RS yields: 

𝑅𝑠 = 𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 (
𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟

) − 𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 

𝑅𝑠 = 100 (
9

5
) − 100 

𝑅𝑠 = 80 Ω 

 

Using a voltmeter, we find that our circuit works quite well until we load the motor (for instance, 

if we squeeze the shaft of the motor to slow its rotation, we find that the motor voltage drops 

considerably). The reason for this is that the motor resistance is not constant; it depends upon the 

output torque of the motor. The more torque the motor provides, the less its resistance and hence 

it draws more current.  

 

The voltage divider design has poor load regulation compared to the shunt voltage regulator 

design shown in the circuit below. 

  

 
 

This circuit provides a voltage of 5 V to the motor and is less dependent of the motor's 

resistance. The value of resistor RS must be selected carefully in order for the circuit to work 

properly. For instance, if we make RS too small, the current through the zener diode will exceed 

its allowable limit. If we select RS too high, we put the zener in the “off” state instead of reverse 

breakdown.   

  

We now examine how to determine the upper range limit for RS. This value is determined by 

finding the value of RS such that the zener is placed on the boundary of the reverse breakdown 

region and the cutoff region.  We should calculate RS from the worst case scenario, when the 

motor resistance is lowest this will draw more current and tend to place the zener in cutoff.  

Assume we determine that the smallest Rmotor we expect is 50 Ω. From this, we can construct the 

circuit model below. Note that we have set the zener to be on the edge between its off state and 

reverse breakdown (IZ=0, VZ=5 V). Since IZ=0, we replace the zener with an open circuit.  
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Because IZ=0, the two resistors are in series and we can use voltage division to determine the 

value of RS.   

𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝑉𝑠 (
𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 + 𝑅𝑠
) 

Solving for Rs yields: 

𝑅𝑠 = 𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 (
𝑉𝑠

𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟
) − 𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 

𝑅𝑠 = 50 (
9

5
) − 50 

𝑅𝑠 = 40 Ω 

 

Therefore, the value of RS must be a maximum of 40 Ω because exceeding this value would put 

the zener in the “off” state when the motor draws its maximum current. A value less than 40 Ω 

will place the zener in the desired reverse breakdown region. Since we want to ensure that the 

zener is in the reverse breakdown region, we might choose a value such as 30 Ω to provide a 

safety margin to allow for resistor tolerance and temperature effects. To determine the required 

power rating of the resistor we perform the following calculations: 

 

𝐼 =
9 − 5

30
= 0.133 𝐴 

 

𝑃 = 𝐼2𝑅 

= (0.133)2 × 30 

= 0.533 𝑊 

 

Therefore, we should select a 30 Ω resistor with a power rating of 1 W. Of course we could 

choose RS less than 30 Ω but this would have the effect of sending more current through the 

zener which will require it to dissipate more power.  

 

Let's now calculate how much power the zener must dissipate with this design.  
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What value of Rmotor should we choose in order to perform this calculation?  

 We should choose the "worst case" value - the one that would result in higher zener 

current. In this case - it is the highest Rmotor, which would be the motor resistance of 

100 Ω because a larger Rmotor results in more current through the zener and hence 

greater power dissipation.  

 

 To determine the zener current we use KCL: 

𝐼𝑍 + 𝐼𝑆 + 𝐼𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 0 

𝐼𝑍 +
(5 − 9)

30
 + 

5

100
= 0 

𝐼𝑍 = 83.3 𝑚𝐴 

Next we calculate the power dissipated in the zener. 

 

𝑃𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟 = 𝐼 × 𝑉 

𝑃𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟 = (0.083)(5) = 0.4165 𝑊 

  

This is the maximum power dissipation required of the zener – the power that must be dissipated 

when the motor resistance is at its highest. We should select a zener that is capable of dissipating 

at least 0.5 W. Selecting a 1 W zener would be safer.  

Small Signal Model 
 

Electronic circuits are often used for processing signals that are time varying (AC). Typically, 

they need to be biased with DC in order for them to process the AC signal.  For instance, in later 

chapters, we will see that transistors can be used to amplify signals but the transistors must be 

biased with DC in order to perform the amplification. To analyze such circuits, we will find it 

convenient to separate the analysis into DC and small signals. We perform the DC analysis to 

ascertain how the electronic circuit is biased (it’s DC operating point) and then once this is done, 

we perform a small signal analysis to determine the ac output signal. 
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Although small signal analysis of diodes is of limited usefulness, we will find the technique very 

useful with transistors. Because diodes are much simpler, this is a good time to introduce the 

concept of small signal analysis. 

 

To understand small signal analysis, let’s perform a conceptual experiment. We will attach a 

voltage source across a diode that is composed of a DC component and a small signal (AC) 

component (see Figure 32). Small signal analysis will allow us to determine the small signal 

current (id) that is caused by the small signal voltage (vd). We use the following notation: 

 

vD is the total voltage, VD is the DC voltage, and vd is the small signal voltage. The same use of 

lower and upper case letters is used for currents.  

 

 
Figure 32: Small Signal Analysis 

 

The idea behind small signal analysis is that the analysis can be separated into parts; first we find 

the DC operating point, then we use small signal analysis to determine the small signal current 

resulting from the small signal voltage.  

 

The graph below (Figure 33) is used to illustrate this idea more clearly. The DC operating point 

is given by (VD, ID). Note that the ac voltage source causes vD to fluctuate by v. This 

fluctuating voltage causes the current to fluctuate by i. The small signal voltage causes the 

operating point to move along the diode characteristic curve. For small changes in voltage, we 

can approximate the curve as a straight line given by the slope of the curve at the DC operating 

point. The inverse of this slope is called the incremental resistance rd and is used to model how 

the diode current changes in response to changes in diode voltage. Next we examine how to 

determine the incremental resistance and how we use small signal analysis to analyze diode 

signal response.  
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Figure 33: Small Signal Analysis - Slope at Q Point 

 

 

The slope of the curve at the DC operating point or Q-point is: 

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 =  
𝑑𝑖𝐷
𝑑𝑣𝐷

|
𝑄 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡

 

 

For small changes in vD we can write: 

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 =
𝑑𝑖𝐷
𝑑𝑣𝐷

|
𝑄 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡

 ≅
Δ𝑖𝐷
Δ𝑣𝐷

 

 

 

We define the incremental resistance rd as  

𝑟𝑑 = {
𝑑𝑖𝐷
𝑑𝑣𝐷

|
𝑄

}

−1

 

 

Therefore we can write: 

∆𝑣𝐷 = 𝑟𝑑∆𝑖𝐷 

 

Since vD and iD represent the small signal voltage and small signal current, we can write: 

𝑣𝑑 = 𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑑 

 

Therefore, for small signals, the diode acts like a resistor. That is, as the current increases, the 

voltage does as well. The greater the slope of the line at the operating point, the smaller the 

incremental resistance.  

 

To find the incremental resistance, we use the Shockley equation to determine the slope of the 

curve. The diode I-V characteristic curve can be approximated using the simplified Shockley 

Equation: 
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𝑖𝐷   = 𝐼𝑆  (𝑒
𝑣𝐷/𝑉𝑇) 

  

Now we find the slope of the curve at the DC operating point or Q-point. 

 

𝑑𝑖𝐷
𝑑𝑣𝐷

|
𝑄

= [
1

𝑉𝑇
(𝐼𝑆 (𝑒

𝑣𝐷/𝑉𝑇))]
𝑄

 

 

Evaluating this expression at the Q-point (where vD=VDQ) we can write: 

 

𝑑𝑖𝐷
𝑑𝑣𝐷

|
𝑄

= [
1

𝑉𝑇
(𝐼𝑆 (𝑒

𝑉𝐷𝑄/𝑉𝑇))] 

 

Note that:  

𝐼𝐷𝑄  = 𝐼𝑆  (𝑒
𝑉𝐷𝑄/𝑉𝑇) 

Therefore: 

𝑑𝑖𝐷
𝑑𝑣𝐷

|
𝑄

= 
𝐼𝐷𝑄
𝑉𝑇

 

 

Since rd is the inverse of the slope of the line at the Q-point: 

   𝑟𝑑 =
𝑉𝑇
𝐼𝐷𝑄

 

 
Example 16: Small Signal Analysis – Finding the Incremental Resistance 

Find the incremental resistance rd of the diode in the circuit below. Assume Is=10-14 A and 

VT=25 mV: 

 
 

To find resistance rd we must find the dc operating current IDQ. This value if found by ignoring 

the small signal component and finding the current ID caused by the DC voltage source. There 

are many models that we can choose from to find the current ID (ideal model, constant voltage 

drop model, and exponential model). A nice balance between ease of use and accuracy is the 

constant voltage drop model. The result is the DC model of the circuit shown below: 
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By inspection, we see that IDQ = 2.3 mA. 

 

We can now calculate rd: 

   𝑟𝑑 =
𝑉𝑇
𝐼𝐷𝑄
    

   𝑟𝑑 =
25𝑚

2.3𝑚
    

   𝑟𝑑 = 10.9 Ω   

 
Example 17: Small Signal Analysis - Finding Small Signal Output 

Find the current iD using small signal analysis.   

 
 

We are asked to find the iD which is composed of both DC and AC components.  

 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐼𝐷𝑄 + 𝑖𝑑 

 

The figure below illustrates how we separate the analysis into DC and small signal models. 
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We start with the DC analysis and find IDQ=2.3 mA as we did in the previous example. Using the 

incremental resistance equation we find rd=10.8 Ω. Next we create the small signal model of the 

circuit by replacing the resistor with its incremental resistance rd. 

 

 
 

To find id we use Ohm’s law:  

𝑖𝑑 =
𝑣𝑠(𝑡)

𝑅 + 𝑟𝑑
 

𝑖𝑑 =
0.4 cos 𝑡

1000 + 10.9
 

𝑖𝑑 = {0.396 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑡} 𝑚𝐴 

And now we determine the total current iD: 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐼𝐷𝑄 + 𝑖𝑑 

𝑖𝐷 = {2.3 + 0.396 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑡} 𝑚𝐴 

 

The simulations below illustrates the small signal model concept. 

Simulation: Small Signal Model 

 

Simulation: Small Signal Model #2 

 

We conclude the chapter with a look at a diode application that combines a diode rectifier with a 

zener based shunt regulator.  

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+15.472767971186109+56+5+50%0Av+208+288+208+176+0+0+40+3+0+0+0.5%0Av+208+176+208+48+0+1+40+0.5+0+0+0.5%0Ad+336+80+336+288+3+default%0Ar+208+48+320+48+0+1000%0Aw+336+288+208+288+1%0Aw+320+48+336+48+0%0Aw+336+48+336+80+0%0Av+528+288+528+192+0+0+40+3+0+0+0.5%0Av+528+192+528+48+0+1+40+0.5+0+0+0.5%0Ar+528+48+640+48+0+1000%0Av+688+288+688+192+0+0+40+0.447+0+0+0.5%0Aw+688+192+688+160+0%0Aw+688+288+528+288+0%0Aw+656+48+656+96+0%0Ag+208+288+208+304+0%0Ag+528+288+528+304+0%0Aw+656+112+656+96+0%0Ap+368+80+368+256+1+0%0Aw+368+80+336+48+0%0Aw+368+256+336+288+0%0Ap+720+80+720+256+1+0%0Aw+720+80+688+48+0%0Aw+720+256+688+288+0%0A174+688+160+688+96+0+50+0.39110000000000006+Resistance%0Aw+672+128+656+128+0%0Aw+656+128+656+112+0%0Ax+259+-5+901+-2+4+48+Small%5CsSignal%5CsModel%5CsIllustration%0Ax+504+368+798+371+4+28+Battery%5Csplus%5CsResistance%0Ax+768+236+1044+239+4+16+Adjust%5Cspotentiometer%5Csresistance%5Csso%5Csthat%0Ax+766+259+1098+262+4+16+you%5Csobtain%5Csa%5Csnearly%5Csidentical%5Csvoltage%5Cswaveform%5Cs%0Ax+627+236+679+239+4+14+%22battery%22%0Ax+770+57+1001+60+4+16+The%5Cs%22battery%22%5Csvoltage%5Cssource%5Cshas%0Ax+772+79+1022+82+4+16+been%5Csset%5Csclose%5Csto%5Csthe%5Csoptimal%5Csvalue.%0Ax+771+102+1000+105+4+16+You%5Cscan%5Csadjust%5Csits%5Csvalue%5Csby%5Csright-%0Ax+771+123+957+126+4+16+clicking%5Csit%5Csand%5Cschoose%5Csedit.%0Ax+606+152+675+155+4+14+Resistance%0Ax+153+236+182+239+4+24+3V%0Ax+118+94+202+97+4+18+0.5%5CsV%5Cs(AC)%0Ax+477+225+506+228+4+24+3V%0Ax+433+90+517+93+4+18+0.5%5CsV%5Cs(AC)%0Aw+640+48+656+48+0%0Aw+688+48+656+48+0%0Ax+561+397+718+400+4+28+Diode%5CsModel%0Ax+196+370+379+373+4+28+Original%5CsCircuit%0Ab+608+80+707+259+0%0Ao+17+64+0+12546+0.5053091401393602+0.0001+0+1%0Ao+20+64+0+12546+0.5055563456606068+0.0001+1+1%0A
http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+23.47059216675035+56+5+50%0Av+208+272+208+160+0+0+40+3+0+0+0.5%0Av+208+160+208+32+0+1+40+0.5+0+0+0.5%0Ad+336+64+336+272+3+default%0Ar+208+32+320+32+0+1000%0Aw+336+272+208+272+1%0Aw+320+32+336+32+0%0Aw+336+32+336+64+0%0Ag+208+272+208+288+0%0Ap+368+64+368+240+1+0%0Aw+368+64+336+32+0%0Aw+368+240+336+272+0%0Ax+259+-5+968+-2+4+48+Small%5CsSignal%5CsModel%5CsIllustration%5Cs%5Ch2%0Ax+545+357+896+360+4+28+Small%5CsSignal%5CsModel%5Csof%5CsDiode%0Ax+762+48+1038+51+4+16+Adjust%5Cspotentiometer%5Csresistance%5Csso%5Csthat%0Ax+760+71+1088+74+4+16+the%5CsCHANGE%5Csin%5Csvoltage%5Csis%5Csnearly%5Csthe%5Cssame%5Csas%5Cs%0Ax+153+220+182+223+4+24+3V%0Ax+118+78+202+81+4+18+0.5%5CsV%5Cs(AC)%0Ax+510+385+942+388+4+20+Diode%5Csis%5CsModeled%5Csas%5Csa%5CsResistor%5Csfor%5CsSmall%5CsSignals%0Aw+672+176+672+272+0%0Aw+512+176+512+272+0%0Aw+672+32+640+32+0%0Aw+624+32+640+32+0%0Ax+417+74+501+77+4+18+0.5%5CsV%5Cs(AC)%0Ax+590+136+659+139+4+14+Resistance%0Aw+640+112+640+96+0%0Aw+656+112+640+112+0%0A174+672+144+672+80+0+50+0.5891000000000001+Resistance%0Aw+704+240+672+272+0%0Aw+704+64+672+32+0%0Ap+704+64+704+240+1+0%0Aw+640+96+640+80+0%0Ag+512+272+512+288+0%0Aw+640+32+640+80+0%0Aw+672+272+512+272+0%0Aw+672+176+672+144+0%0Ar+512+32+624+32+0+1000%0Av+512+176+512+32+0+1+40+0.5+0+0+0.5%0Ax+189+357+372+360+4+28+Original%5CsCircuit%0Ax+764+286+969+289+4+16+resistance%5Csof%5Csabout%5Cs19%5Csohms.%0Ax+762+263+1006+266+4+16+when%5Csthe%5Cspotentiometer%5Csis%5Csset%5Csto%5Csa%5Cs%0Ax+764+238+958+241+4+16+in%5Csvoltage%5Csacross%5Csthe%5Csdiode.%0Ax+763+216+1019+219+4+16+accurately%5Csrepresents%5Csthe%5CsCHANGE%5Cs%0Ax+764+194+956+197+4+16+Notice%5Csthe%5Cswaveform%5Csbelow%0Ax+761+92+961+95+4+16+original%5Cscircuit%5Cswith%5Csthe%5Csdiode%0Ao+8+64+0+12546+0.5053091401393602+0.0001+0+1%0Ao+29+64+0+4354+0.0390625+0.1+1+1%0A
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AC to DC Conversion 
  

We now examine a very common and important diode application – AC to DC voltage 

conversion. The device that charges your cell phone (and many other appliances) must include 

circuitry that converts AC voltage to DC voltage.  The process of converting AC to DC is 

depicted in the Figure 34 below.  The graphs depict the voltage at each state of the conversion 

process. We will describe each stage briefly.  

 

 
Figure 34: AC to DC Conversion 

 

 

The first stage of the conversion process uses a transformer - a device that takes an input AC 

waveform (V1) and changes its magnitude (V2). For typical wall transformers, the goal is to step 

down the voltage. For instance, the transformer could take the 170 V magnitude AC waveform 

from the wall outlet and step it down to 17 V. (A sine wave of 170 V is approximately equal to 

120 VRMS the measurement that you may be familiar with). The transformer steps up or down the 

voltage using magnetic coupling. A primitive transformer is shown in Figure 35 below.  
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Figure 35: Primitive Transformer 

 

Transformers use different number of turns of wire on the two sides to step up or down the 

voltage to the desired level. The relationship between voltage (V) and turns of wire (N) is given 

by the ideal transformer equation: 

 
𝑉2
𝑉1
=
𝑁2
𝑁1

 

 

Note that there are fewer coils of wire (turns) on side 2 than side 1 of the transformer shown in 

Figure 35, consequently the output voltage V2 will be less than the input V1. (Ideally the 

transformer loses no power, so if the voltage is stepped down, the current is stepped up). If you 

have not already studied transformers, you will learn more about them in a future course.  

 

Simulation: Step Down Transformer 

  

The second component shown in the AC to DC converter is the full wave rectifier which was 

described in an earlier section.  

 

The third stage is the capacitor filter which keeps the voltage steadier. You can think of charge in 

a capacitor like water in a lake - charge may be added or subtracted from the capacitor but its 

voltage changes slowly just like the water level of a lake will change slowly as water flows into 

or out of the lake.    

 

Simulation: Capacitor Charge and Discharge Rates 

  

As the voltage from the bridge rectifier is greater than the capacitor voltage, the capacitor will 

charge very quickly and approximate the input voltage until it reaches its peak. As the input 

voltage drops, the capacitor will slowly discharge. The rate of discharge is dependent upon the 

value of the capacitor (its capacitance) and the resistance of the circuit to the right. The smaller 

the resistance, the greater the discharge current and the more quickly the voltage of the capacitor 

will drop. Using the lake analogy, the larger the lake, the more slowly its level will decrease. The 

larger the stream that is flowing out of the lake (analogous to low resistance) the faster the lake 

level (analogous to voltage) decreases.    

 

The final stage in the AC to DC converter is the voltage regulator that produces a nearly constant 

DC voltage. The input voltage coming from the capacitor stage fluctuates a little bit, but the 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+5.934295036739208+36+5+42%0Av+176+272+176+144+0+1+60+100+0+0+0.5%0Aw+352+224+352+272+0%0AT+272+192+352+192+0+1+0.25+0.8499307356041563+-1.5612314035717325+0.999%0Aw+272+192+272+144+1%0Aw+272+224+272+272+0%0Ar+272+144+176+144+0+0.1%0Aw+176+272+272+272+0%0Aw+352+272+448+272+0%0Aw+352+144+448+144+0%0Ar+448+144+448+272+0+10%0Aw+352+192+352+144+1%0Ax+209+48+456+51+4+24+Step%5CsDownTransformer%0Ax+226+116+381+119+4+20+Turns%5CsRatio%5Csis%5Cs4:1%0Ax+99+315+461+318+4+16+Note%5Csthat%5Csthe%5Csoutput%5Csvoltage%5Csis%5Cs1/4%5Csthat%5Csof%5Csthe%5Csinput.%5Cs%0Ax+137+336+348+339+4+16+while%5Cscurrent%5Csis%5Cs4%5Cstimes%5Cslarger.%0Ax+108+180+138+183+4+14+input%0Ax+477+183+515+186+4+14+output%0Ax+59+238+174+241+4+16+100%5CsV%5Csamplitude%0Ax+118+84+527+87+4+14+Step%5CsDown%5Cstransformer%5Csdecreases%5Csvoltage%5Cs(and%5Csincreases%5Cscurrent)%0Ao+3+64+0+4098+160+0.4+0+2+8+0%0A
http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+16.13108636308289+50+5+50%0Av+-160+240+-160+48+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0AS+0+128+0+48+0+1+false+0+2%0Aw+-160+48+-16+48+0%0Aw+16+48+144+48+0%0Aw+144+48+144+240+0%0Ac+0+128+0+176+0+0.00019999999999999996+1.4650081098004068e-63%0Ar+0+176+0+240+0+100%0Aw+-160+240+0+240+0%0Aw+0+240+144+240+0%0Aw+384+240+528+240+0%0Aw+224+240+384+240+0%0Ar+384+176+384+240+0+100%0Ac+384+128+384+176+0+0.000019999999999999998+1.538638980855799e-98%0Aw+528+48+528+240+0%0Aw+400+48+528+48+0%0Aw+224+48+368+48+0%0AS+384+128+384+48+0+1+false+0+2%0Av+224+240+224+48+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Ax+-174+-10+527+-7+4+40+Capacitors%5Csand%5CsCharge/Discharge%5CsTime%0Ax+2+14+349+17+4+18+Circuits%5Csare%5Csidentical%5Csexcept%5Csfor%5Cscapacitance%0Ax+-149+293+520+296+4+18+Click%5Csthe%5Csswitch%5Csin%5Cseach%5Cscircuit%5Csto%5Cssee%5Cshow%5Csfast%5Csthe%5Cscapacitor%5Cscharges%5Csand%5Csdischarges%0Ax+-213+152+-184+155+4+24+5V%0Ax+172+154+201+157+4+24+5V%0Ag+144+240+144+256+0%0Ag+528+240+528+256+0%0Ao+5+128+0+4098+0.0000762939453125+0.05+0+2+5+3%0Ao+12+128+0+4098+0.0000762939453125+0.00009765625+1+2+12+3%0Ah+2+6+5%0A
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output of the rectifier maintains an almost constant output voltage because of its source 

regulation and load regulation properties.  

 

Simulation: AC to DC Converter 

 

Simulation: AC to DC Converter with Transformer 

 

 

 

  

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+7.010541234668786+49+5+48%0Av+528+464+528+192+0+1+40+10+0+0+0.5%0Aw+528+192+656+192+0%0Aw+656+192+656+240+0%0Ad+656+240+720+304+3+default%0Ad+656+368+720+304+3+default%0Ad+592+304+656+240+3+default%0Ad+592+304+656+368+3+default%0Aw+656+368+656+464+0%0Aw+656+464+528+464+0%0Aw+592+304+592+400+0%0Aw+720+304+768+304+0%0Aw+592+400+768+400+0%0Ac+768+304+768+400+0+0.00009999999999999999+7.722814562653287%0Aw+768+304+800+304+0%0Aw+768+400+800+400+0%0Ar+928+304+928+400+0+1000%0Ax+979+365+1014+368+4+16+Load%0Az+864+400+864+304+3+default-zener%0Ar+800+304+864+304+0+100%0Aw+928+304+864+304+0%0Aw+928+400+864+400+0%0Aw+864+400+800+400+0%0Ax+436+499+523+502+4+15+Input%5CsVoltage%0Ax+634+500+752+503+4+15+Capacitor%5CsVoltage%0Ax+856+501+955+504+4+15+Output%5CsVoltage%0Ax+962+323+1022+326+4+20+Output%0Ax+422+334+466+337+4+20+Input%0Ag+928+400+928+432+0%0Ax+444+140+994+143+4+30+Full%5CsWave%5CsBridge%5CsRectifier%5CsWith%5CsCapacitor%0Ax+549+171+920+174+4+30+Filter%5Csand%5CsVoltage%5CsRegulator%0Ax+962+359+976+362+4+20+R%0Ao+0+64+0+4354+20+0.1+0+2+0+3%0Ao+12+64+0+4354+20+0.1+1+2+12+3%0Ao+19+64+0+4098+10+0.025+2+2+19+3%0A
http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+19.867427341514983+49+5+48%0Av+384+496+384+208+0+1+40+167+0+0+0.5%0Aw+560+208+688+208+0%0Aw+688+208+688+272+0%0Ad+688+272+752+336+3+default%0Ad+688+400+752+336+3+default%0Ad+624+336+688+272+3+default%0Ad+624+336+688+400+3+default%0Aw+688+400+688+496+0%0Aw+688+496+560+496+0%0Aw+624+336+624+432+0%0Aw+752+336+800+336+0%0Aw+624+432+800+432+0%0Ac+800+336+800+432+0+0.000102+8.72616184083659%0Aw+800+336+832+336+0%0Aw+800+432+832+432+0%0Ar+960+336+960+432+0+1000%0Az+896+432+896+336+3+default-zener%0Ar+832+336+896+336+0+100%0Aw+960+336+896+336+0%0Aw+960+432+896+432+0%0Aw+896+432+832+432+0%0Ax+297+575+326+578+4+24+V1%0Ag+960+432+960+480+0%0AT+464+320+528+352+2+4+0.071+0.07113289107036366+-2.490713191249938e-11+0.999%0Aw+384+208+464+208+0%0Aw+464+208+464+320+0%0Aw+464+352+464+496+0%0Aw+464+496+384+496+0%0Aw+528+320+528+208+0%0Aw+528+208+560+208+0%0Aw+528+352+528+496+0%0Aw+528+496+560+496+0%0Ap+560+208+560+496+0+0%0Ag+464+496+464+512+0%0Ax+300+361+329+364+4+24+V1%0Ax+545+345+574+348+4+24+V2%0Ax+781+314+797+317+4+24+V%0Ax+505+576+534+579+4+24+V2%0Ax+323+178+997+181+4+40+AC%5Csto%5CsDC%5CsConverter%5CsWith%5CsTransformer%0Ax+796+320+828+323+4+20+cap%0Ax+739+578+771+581+4+20+cap%0Ax+724+572+740+575+4+24+V%0Ax+1003+358+1030+361+4+20+out%0Ax+988+352+1004+355+4+24+V%0Ax+983+580+1010+583+4+20+out%0Ax+968+574+984+577+4+24+V%0Ax+991+394+1008+397+4+24+R%0Ax+1012+402+1056+405+4+20+Load%0Ao+0+64+0+4354+320+0.1+0+2+0+3%0Ao+32+64+0+4354+20+0.1+1+1%0Ao+10+64+0+4354+20+0.4+2+2+10+3%0Ao+18+64+0+4354+10+0.05+3+2+18+3%0A
http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+7.010541234668786+49+5+48%0Av+560+496+560+208+0+1+40+10+0+0+0.5%0Aw+560+208+688+208+0%0Aw+688+208+688+272+0%0Ad+688+272+752+336+1+0.805904783%0Ad+688+400+752+336+1+0.805904783%0Ad+624+336+688+272+1+0.805904783%0Ad+624+336+688+400+1+0.805904783%0Aw+688+400+688+496+0%0Aw+688+496+560+496+0%0Aw+624+336+624+432+0%0Aw+752+336+800+336+0%0Aw+624+432+800+432+0%0Ac+800+336+800+432+0+0.000102+7.562059247360659%0Aw+800+336+832+336+0%0Aw+800+432+832+432+0%0Ar+960+336+960+432+0+1000%0Ax+982+397+1012+400+4+16+load%0Az+896+432+896+336+1+0.805904783+5.6%0Ar+832+336+896+336+0+100%0Aw+960+336+896+336+0%0Aw+960+432+896+432+0%0Aw+896+432+832+432+0%0Ax+375+557+462+560+4+15+Input%5CsVoltage%0Ax+684+555+802+558+4+15+Capacitor%5CsVoltage%0Ax+953+559+1052+562+4+15+Output%5CsVoltage%0Ax+979+343+1039+346+4+20+Output%0Ax+492+323+536+326+4+20+Input%0Ag+960+432+960+464+0%0Ao+0+64+0+4098+20+0.1+0+2+0+3%0Ao+12+64+0+4098+20+0.1+1+2+12+3%0Ao+19+64+0+4099+10+0.025+2+2+19+3%0A
http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+7.010541234668786+49+5+48%0Av+560+496+560+208+0+1+40+10+0+0+0.5%0Aw+560+208+688+208+0%0Aw+688+208+688+272+0%0Ad+688+272+752+336+1+0.805904783%0Ad+688+400+752+336+1+0.805904783%0Ad+624+336+688+272+1+0.805904783%0Ad+624+336+688+400+1+0.805904783%0Aw+688+400+688+496+0%0Aw+688+496+560+496+0%0Aw+624+336+624+432+0%0Aw+752+336+800+336+0%0Aw+624+432+800+432+0%0Ac+800+336+800+432+0+0.000102+7.562059247360659%0Aw+800+336+832+336+0%0Aw+800+432+832+432+0%0Ar+960+336+960+432+0+1000%0Ax+982+397+1012+400+4+16+load%0Az+896+432+896+336+1+0.805904783+5.6%0Ar+832+336+896+336+0+100%0Aw+960+336+896+336+0%0Aw+960+432+896+432+0%0Aw+896+432+832+432+0%0Ax+375+557+462+560+4+15+Input%5CsVoltage%0Ax+684+555+802+558+4+15+Capacitor%5CsVoltage%0Ax+953+559+1052+562+4+15+Output%5CsVoltage%0Ax+979+343+1039+346+4+20+Output%0Ax+492+323+536+326+4+20+Input%0Ag+960+432+960+464+0%0Ao+0+64+0+4098+20+0.1+0+2+0+3%0Ao+12+64+0+4098+20+0.1+1+2+12+3%0Ao+19+64+0+4099+10+0.025+2+2+19+3%0A
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Summary 
1. Diodes are very useful devices found in nearly all electronic devices. 

2. Diodes pass current freely in one direction but block current from flowing in the opposite 

direction. 

3. There are several models that can be used to describe the behavior of the diode: ideal 

model, constant voltage model, exponential model (Shockley equation). 

4. When analyzing DC diode circuits, we must make an assumption regarding the state of 

the diode, calculate circuit values, and then verify our assumption was correct.  

5. Load line analysis is helpful for gaining qualitative insights regarding diode biasing. 

6. Half wave rectifiers pass the positive half cycles but block the negative portion.  

7. Full wave rectifiers pass the positive half cycles and invert the negative portion.  

8. Capacitors can be used in conjunction with rectifiers to produce a nearly DC waveform 

with a slight ripple. The peak to peak ripple depends upon the capacitance and the 

resistance of the load.  

9. LEDs behave similarly to junction diodes but have a greater forward voltage drop.  

10. Zener diodes are designed to operate in the reverse breakdown region. 

11. Clipper circuits clip off the top and or bottom of an input waveform. 

12. Zener diodes can be used in voltage regulator circuits. Two important parameters of 

voltage regulators are their source regulation and load regulation. 

13. Small signal analysis involves separating the DC analysis from the signal analysis. The 

small signal model of a diode is an incremental resistance.  

 

 

Problems 
 

1) Determine the labeled voltages and currents in the circuits below using the ideal diode 

model. Verify assumptions made regarding diode state. 
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2) Determine the labeled currents and voltages in the circuits below using the ideal diode 

model. Clearly verify assumptions regarding diode states. 

12 V

1k 1k

5 V2k

Vo

D1 D2

I1 I2

 
3) Determine the labeled currents and voltages in the circuits below using the ideal diode 

model. Clearly verify assumptions regarding diode states. 

 

1KΩ

2 KΩ

V1 VX

+5V

-5V

I1

I2

1KΩ

1KΩ

V1 VX

+5V

I1

I2

-5V
 

4) Determine the labeled currents and voltages in the circuits below using the ideal diode 

model. Clearly verify assumptions regarding diode states. 
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+2 V +3 V

D2

D1

1KΩ

V0 2KΩ

D1

D2

5mA 1KΩ

-10V

V0

 
5) Determine the voltage Vo using the constant voltage drop model. 

 

+10 V

1KΩ

V0

+10 V

1KΩ

V0

1KΩ

+20V +5V

1KΩ 1KΩ

1KΩ

V0

I

I

 
 

6) For the circuits below, determine the voltage VO using the constant voltage drop model. 

10mA

1KΩ

1KΩ

V0

+15V

5KΩ

10KΩ

5KΩ 5KΩ

V0

+10V

3KΩ

2KΩ
4KΩ

+   V0   -

 
 

7) A student wishes to power 2 LEDs (one red, one green) with a single microcontroller output 

pin that can be set to either 0 V or 5 V. When the microcontroller output pin is set to high 

(5 V) the student wishes to turn on both of these LEDs. The microcontroller is capable of 
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sourcing 50 mA of current from one of its output pins. The LED currents should be kept 

below 30 mA (assume 20 mA is a safe current that produces bright illumination). The Red 

LED has a turn on voltage of 2.2 V and the green LED has a turn on voltage of 2 V. Design a 

circuit to turn on the LEDs. Draw a clear schematic and clearly specify all component values 

on the schematic. 

 

8) For the circuit attached to the diode, draw the load lines for each of the given values on a 

single graph. 

a) For VS=10 V  and RS = 1 kΩ 

b) For VS=10 V and RS= 2 kΩ 

c) For VS=5 V and RS = 1 kΩ 

d) For VS=5 V and RS=0.5 kΩ 

e) On the graph, add a characteristic curve for a typical junction diode similar to what has 

been shown in the text.  

f) Comment on how you could adjust VS and RS in order to decrease the current through the 

diode. 

 
 

9) Draw a load line for the circuit below. Label the points where the line crosses the horizontal 

and vertical axes in terms of VS, R1, R2, and R3. Hint: Use Thevenin's theorem to simplify the 

circuit.  

VS

R1

R2 R3

+

V0

-

I0

 
10) Draw the load line for the circuit below. Hint: Use Thevenin's theorem to simplify the circuit. 
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12V

2KΩ

12KΩ 6KΩ

+

V0

-

I0

 
11) A junction diode with IS=10-14 A and VT=25 mV is placed across the source as shown below. 

Determine ID using the Shockley equation. 

 

2V

1KΩ ID

 
12) Solve for the current in the circuit below using: 

a) The Shockley equation. Assume IS=10-14 A and VT=25 mV. 

b) The constant voltage drop model. 

c) The ideal diode model. 

d) Comment on these analysis techniques in terms of time spent analyzing the circuit and 

the accuracy of the final answer. 

4 V

1KΩ ID

 
13) A zener diode has an I-V characteristic as given in the graph below. This diode is placed in 

the circuit shown. Using load line analysis, determine the current through the diode. 
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60V

6 kΩ

3 kΩ

 
 

 

 

14) Draw the output voltage waveform for the clipper circuit below.  

10sint
(6V)

 
15) Draw the output voltage waveform for the clipper circuit below.  
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16) Draw the output voltage waveform for the following circuit. Assume the constant voltage 

drop model for the junction diodes. 

 

 

 
 

17) Design a clipper circuit that clips off portions of the input waveform that are above 3 V and 

below -5V. The input voltage is vs=10sint V. 

 

18) Draw the transfer characteristics  (vout vs vin) for the circuit below for -5 V < Vin < +5 V 

a) Assume the ideal diode model for the junction diodes. 

b) Assume the constant voltage drop model for the junction diodes.  

 

 
19) The solar panel is to be used to charge the 12V battery. The solar panel will produce a 

voltage between 18 V at full sun to 0 V at dark. Design a circuit that can be used to charge 

the 12 battery using a junction diode, a zener diode, and resistor(s).  

 

12VSolar

Panel
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20) Determine the source regulation of the circuit below. Assume that the zener diode has a 

dynamic resistance of rZ = 10 Ω. 

 

VRipple

R=50

Vzo=5V

rZ=10Ω

RL=100Ω

0.5 cos t

9V

+

VL

-

 
21) Design a voltage regulator circuit that will provide a constant voltage of 5 V to a load from a 

voltage that is 10 V ±1 V (varies between 9 V and 11 V). The load is a motor whose current 

varies from 10 mA to 100 mA depending on its torque.  Assume ideal zener diodes are 

available (rz=0). Draw a clear schematic diagram of the regulator with all element values 

clearly specified. 

9-11V
Imotor = 10 to 100mA

 
 

22) Draw the schematic diagram of an AC to DC converter circuit that takes 170V AC and 

converts it to approximately 12 V DC.  

 

23) Determine the total current through the diode iD using small signal analysis. Your answer 

should have a DC term and an AC term! 
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24) Determine the small signal voltage [vd(t)] in the circuit below.  

 
 

25) Design a small “task light” using LEDs. The light will use a wall outlet for its power source. 

The LEDs are 100 mA LEDs that have a forward voltage drop of 2 V. Zener diodes are 

available in a variety of voltage drops, and standard resistor values are available. Optional: 

Design your light so that it has light setting of dim, medium, bright. 

 

26) Determine the source regulation and the load regulation of the following voltage regulator. 

Assume rz=10 Ω. Assume the full load current draw is 100 mA. Assume that Vin is nominally 

12 V but varies by ± 1 V.  When calculating source regulation, assume the circuit is 

operating with the load at the full-load current draw. 

 
27) Design a 5 V zener voltage regulator that operates from a voltage source that varies from 8 

to10 V.  The load current varies from 0 to 20 mA.  

a) Determine the value of resistance Rs so that the minimum magnitude of the zener diode 

current is 5 mA.  

b) What is the maximum value of the zener current?  

c) Assume power ratings for RS can be ¼ W, ½ W, and 1 W. What is the minimum 

allowable power rating for RS? 

 

28) You are stranded on a deserted island with your cell phone which has a dead battery. You 

have access to bananas (can be used as a resistor), wire, a 9V battery, and lots of junction 

diodes. Design a voltage regulator to charge your cell phone but not overcharge it. The cell 

phone battery is a 3.7 V lithium ion battery. The battery charging current should be a 

maximum of 20 mA. Assume that the minimum battery voltage is currently about 2.5 V. You 

will be able to use the phone if the battery voltage is above 3.2 V. Design the circuit to 
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charge your cell phone battery to at least 3.2 V. What would you do once the battery is 

charged? 

 

29) For the voltage regulator circuit below, Determine the power delivered by the source and the 

power delivered to the load. What is the efficiency of the circuit? 

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = 100% × (
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑃𝑖𝑛
⁄ ) 

 
 

30) A toy is powered with a 12 V battery pack. The toy can operate safely with any voltage from 

9-15 V DC.  Design a circuit that will prevent the battery from damaging the toy in case a 

voltage of -12 V is mistakenly applied to the toy.  

 
31) Add a “wrong polarity” LED indicator to the circuit above that will light if -12 V is applied 

to the toy. 
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Chapter 3: Field Effect Transistors 

Introduction 
 

Transistors are extremely important devices which are found in consumer products such as cell 

phones, audio components, televisions, computers, GPS units, etc. There are two basic functions 

that transistors perform – amplification and logic switching. Logic switching is critically 

important as it forms the basis of all digital circuitry. Before the development of transistors in the 

1950s, vacuum tubes were used, but transistors are far superior in terms of reliability, energy 

efficiency, speed, and cost. While vacuum tubes are still used in some high-end audio 

applications, transistors have replaced vacuum tubes in nearly every other electronic device.  

 

There are two main types of transistors, the Field Effect Transistor (FET) and the Bipolar 

Junction Transistor (BJT). BJTs were invented first but FETs have replaced BJTs in many 

applications because of advantages such as energy efficiency and size.  

 

The most common type of FET is the Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor or 

more simply MOSFET.  MOSFETs are used in logic circuits, amplifiers, and electromechanical 

systems such as motor speed control circuits used in robotics and many other applications. In this 

chapter we will discuss the use of MOSFETs in logic circuits, amplifiers, and motor control.  

 

The MOSFET is a voltage controlled current device where the voltage between two terminals 

controls the current flow in the third terminal. There are two types of MOSFETs, the n-channel 

MOSFET and the p-channel MOSFET. We will focus primarily on the n-channel MOSFET or 

NMOS although the same fundamental concepts apply to both types.  The circuit symbol for n 

and p channel MOSFETS are shown in Figure 36. 

 

MOS transistors can be discreet (see Figure 37) or there can be literally millions of them on a 

single integrated circuit like the RAM chip shown in Figure 38.  

 

Schematic Symbols for MOSFET Discreet MOSFET MOSFET IC (RAM) 

 
Figure 36: Schematic Symbols for MOSFETs 

 
Figure 37: Discreet Power 

MOSFET 

 
Figure 38: RAM Integrated 

Circuit 
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Physical Construction of NMOS Transistor 
 

A simplified version of the physical structure of an n-channel enhancement-mode MOSFET 

(also known as NMOS transistor) is shown in Figure 39: Physical Representation of a MOSFET. 

The three terminals are the gate (G), the drain (D) and the Source (S). The areas in black are the 

electrodes where the terminals are connected to the transistor. The dashed area under the gate is a 

thin layer of insulating material. Because of this insulating material, there is no path for current 

to flow into or out of the gate. The gate is the control terminal that determines how much current 

will flow from drain to source.  

 
Figure 39: Physical Representation of a MOSFET 

 

We “turn on” the transistor by applying a voltage at the gate. When sufficient voltage is applied, 

a channel forms under the gate that allows current to flow from the drain to the source (see 

Figure 40). Once a channel is formed, current will flow provided there is a voltage applied from 

the drain to source. (It may sound odd for current to be flowing into the source rather than from it 

but we define current as the movement of positive charge. The negatively charged electrons 

actually do flow from source to drain.)    

 

 
Figure 40: MOSFET with Induced Channel 

 

The amount of current flowing from drain to source is dependent upon the voltages VGS and VDS 

where VGS turns on or off the transistor and VDS provides the push to move current from drain to 

source. The current also depends upon the physical properties of the transistor which we discuss 

briefly in the next section. 
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Transistor Parameters 
We will see shortly that the equations governing current flow from drain to source contain a term 

called the “transconductance parameter” Kn which depends on the physical properties of the 

transistor.  

𝐾𝑛 =
1

2
𝑘′
𝑊

𝐿
 

Note that Kn contains three variables; k’ which depends on the fabrication technology - over 

which the engineer has limited control - and the geometric properties width (W) and length (L) 

of the channel. These geometric properties can be specified by the engineer to produce desired 

properties. For integrated circuits, L and W can be different for different transistors on the same 

silicon chip while k’ will remain constant over the entire chip.  

Modes of Operation 
The transistor has three distinct modes of operation that depend on the voltages applied to the 

terminals. Recall that in an ideal diode there are two modes of operation, forward bias and 

reverse bias. In a MOS transistor, there are three modes of operation for the transistor; cutoff, 

triode, and saturation. We will illustrate these modes in the sections below with a conceptual 

experiment. In the experiment, we apply variable voltages from gate to source and from drain to 

source as shown in Figure 41 below and note the resulting drain current (ID).  

 

 

 
Figure 41: Setup to Investigate MOSFET Modes 

Simulation: First Look at a MOSFET 

Cutoff 
We begin the experiment by setting VGS=0. When VGS=0, no channel will form under the gate 

and consequently ID=0. In order to form a channel, VGS must be greater than the Threshold 

Voltage (VTh). We call this mode the cutoff mode when the voltage VGS < VTh resulting in ID=0.  

The value of VTh depends on the doping of the transistor during the manufacturing process and is 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+2.008553692318767+52+5+50%0Af+800+512+848+512+0+1.5+0.02%0A172+800+512+768+512+0+7+2.3+5+0+0+0.5+VG+(Gate+Voltage)%0Aw+848+528+848+576+0%0Aw+848+496+848+448+1%0A172+848+448+848+416+0+7+4.32+8+0+0+0.5+VD+(Drain+Voltage)%0Ag+848+576+848+592+0%0Ax+909+470+1233+473+4+12+1.%5CsUse%5Csthe%5Csslider%5Csto%5Csadjust%5CsVG.%5CsNote,%5Csa%5Csgate%5Csvoltage%5Csof%5Csaround%0Ax+922+420+1200+423+4+12+You%5Cscan%5Csadjust%5Csthe%5Csgate%5Csand%5Csdrain%5Csvoltages%5Csusing%5Csthe%0Ax+908+518+1203+521+4+12+2.%5CsSet%5CsVG%5Cq5V%5Csand%5CsVD%5Cq0V.%5CsNow,%5Csgradually%5Csincrease%5CsVD.%0Ax+713+516+745+519+4+14+VG%5Cs%5Cq%0Ax+795+420+826+423+4+14+VD%5Cs%5Cq%0Ax+860+449+864+452+4+15+I%0Ax+866+452+873+455+4+10+D%0Ax+923+438+1152+441+4+12+sliders%5Csat%5Csthe%5Csbottom%5Csof%5Csthe%5Csright%5Csside%5Cspanel.%0Ax+921+488+1244+491+4+12+1.5%5CsV%5Csis%5Csrequired%5Csto%5Csform%5Csthe%5Cschannel%5Csenabling%5Cscurrent%5Csto%5Csflow.%0Ax+921+535+1211+538+4+12+Note%5Csthat%5Cscurrent%5Csincreases%5Csbut%5Csthen%5Cslevels%5Csoff%5Csonce%5CsVD%0Ax+745+384+1176+387+4+40+First%5CsLook%5Csat%5Csa%5CsMOSFET%0Ax+918+552+1030+555+4+12+%5Csreaches%5Csabout%5Cs3.5%5CsV.%0A
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typically in the range of 0.3-2.0 V. How much greater VGS is than the VTh is called the excess 

gate voltage (EGV = VGS-VTh). 

 

𝐶𝑈𝑇𝑂𝐹𝐹 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐷𝐼𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁𝑆:  𝑣𝐺𝑆 < 𝑉𝑇ℎ 

𝑪𝑼𝑹𝑹𝑬𝑵𝑻:     𝑖𝐷 = 0     

 
Figure 42: MOSFET in Cutoff 

Triode 
Triode occurs if VGS is large enough to form a channel and the voltage VDS is relatively small. To 

continue our experiment, we set VGS so that it is larger than VTh, and we apply a small voltage 

VDS. Figure 43 shows a MOSFET in triode. Note that the channel that is formed has the same 

thickness near the drain and source terminals.  

 
Figure 43: MOSFET in Triode 
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If we initially set VDS=0 and then gradually increase it, we would find that the drain current 

increases as VDS increases but then levels off when VDS reaches the excess gate voltage  (VGS-

VTh). The region before the current levels off is called the triode regions (see Figure 44)  

 
Figure 44: MOSFET ID vs. VDS for a Single Fixed VGS 

If we did this same experiment for other fixed values of VGS above the threshold, and we keep 

VDS below the excess gate voltage, we would get a family of curves as shown in Figure 45.  

 

Simulation: MOSFET in Triode 

 

 
Figure 45: ID vs. VDS Characteristic for Various Fixed VGS 

Note that as long as VDS is relatively small (i.e. VDS≤VGS-VTh) so that the MOSFET remains in 

the triode region, the current is a function of both VDS and VGS. The triode conditions and the 

formula for the drain current under triode are given by:   

 

𝑪𝑼𝑹𝑹𝑬𝑵𝑻:     𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛[2(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)𝑣𝐷𝑆 − 𝑣𝐷𝑆
2 ]     

 

𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑂𝐷𝐸 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐷𝐼𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁𝑆:   𝑣𝐷𝑆 ≤ (𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)  𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑣𝐺𝑆 > 𝑉𝑇ℎ 

 

MOSFETs in triode can function as voltage-controlled resistors. Although not perfectly linear, 

the I-V characteristic of the MOSFET in triode approximates that of a resistor. The resistance 

from drain to source is given by: 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+2.008553692318767+52+5+50%0Ax+883+624+1215+627+4+12+1.%5CsSet%5Csthe%5Csgate%5Csvoltage%5Csslider%5Csto%5Csits%5Cslowest%5Csvalue%5Cs(7V)%5Csand%5Csmove%0Ax+603+317+1259+320+4+35+Triode%5CsRegion%5Csof%5CsOperation%5Csfor%5Csa%5CsMOSFET%0Aw+704+480+736+480+0%0A172+704+480+704+416+0+7+9.91+10+7+0+0.5+Gate+Voltage+(VG)%0Ag+784+544+784+560+0%0A172+784+416+784+384+0+7+0+5+0+0+0.5+Drain+Voltage+(VD)%0Aw+784+464+784+416+1%0Aw+784+496+784+544+0%0Af+736+480+784+480+0+1.5+0.02%0Ax+896+638+1217+641+4+12+the%5Csdrain%5Csvoltage%5Csslider%5Csto%5Csits%5Csmaximum%5Csand%5Csminimum%5Csvalues.%0Ax+993+357+1076+360+4+18+ID%5Csvs%5CsVDS%0Ax+653+657+803+660+4+12+2.%5CsFor%5Csa%5Csfixed%5CsVD,%5Cshow%5Csis%5Csthe%0Ax+653+624+829+627+4+12+1.%5CsFor%5Csa%5Csfixed%5Csvalue%5Csof%5CsVG,%5Cshow%5Csis%0Ax+654+606+726+609+4+16+Questions%0Ax+882+661+1096+664+4+12+2.%5CsRepeat%5Cspart%5Cs1%5Csfor%5CsVG%5Cs%5Cq%5Cs8,%5Cs9,%5Csand%5Cs10%5CsV.%0A403+896+368+1184+576+0+8_64_0_4162_5_0.8_0_2_8_3%0Ax+664+637+839+640+4+12+the%5Csdrain%5Cscurrent%5Csaffected%5Csby%5CsVD?%0Ax+666+671+822+674+4+12+drain%5Cscurrent%5Csaffected%5Csby%5CsVG?%0A
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𝑅𝐷𝑆 =
𝜕𝑣𝐷𝑆
𝜕𝑖𝐷

 

If we assume that vDS is small and omit the vDS
2 term, we can write: 

𝑅𝐷𝑆 =
𝜕𝑣𝐷𝑆
𝜕𝑖𝐷

≈ [2𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)]
−1 

Note that the voltage VGS controls RDS. Engineers use MOSFETs to make voltage-controlled 

resistors which combined with operational amplifiers can be used for automatic gain control 

(AGC) circuits.  AGC is useful for equalizing the amplitude of audio signal generated by a 

microphone from persons located at different distances from the microphone. The ability of a 

MOSFET to serve as a resistance is also quite useful in integrated circuit design because 

MOSFETS can be substituted for resistors which require lots of physical space on the chip. 

 

In summary, for the transistor to be in triode, VGS must be sufficiently high to form a channel 

and VDS must be smaller than the excess gate voltage. The resulting current is a function of both 

VGS and VDS. The greater the value of VGS, the greater the induced channel depth which in turn 

results in greater current. We also see that the larger the voltage VDS, the greater the current 

because this voltage forces current to flow through the channel.  

Saturation 
We see from Figure 44 that when the voltage VDS is increased beyond VGS-VTh, the current ID is 

no longer a function of VDS. At these voltages, the channel becomes non-uniform and limits the 

amount of current that can flow. For saturation, the current is dependent upon only VGS. 

(Actually, there is a slight dependence on VDS in saturation but we will leave this discussion for 

later in the chapter). 

 
Figure 46: MOSFET in Saturation 

To see the effect of VGS on ID we can vary this voltage and plot the result. We obtain the graph 

shown in Figure 47 below.  
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Figure 47: ID vs. VGS 

 

The transistor functions as a voltage controlled current source in saturation. That is, ID is 

controlled by VGS. This property allows the MOSFET to function as an amplifier. The equation 

for current flow in the saturation region is: 

 

                            𝑪𝑼𝑹𝑹𝑬𝑵𝑻:      𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 

 

𝑆𝐴𝑇𝑈𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐷𝐼𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁𝑆:   𝑣𝐷𝑆 ≥ (𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)  𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑣𝐺𝑆 > 𝑉𝑇ℎ 

 

In summary, the transistor will be in saturation when VGS is sufficiently high to form a channel 

and the voltage at the drain is high enough to create a non-uniform channel: VDS≥VGS-VTh. When 

this occurs, the current is a function of VGS but not VDS.  

 

Simulation: MOSFET Threshold voltage and Regions of Operation 

Load Line Analysis and ID vs. VDS Characteristic Curves 
In the previous experiment, we plotted ID as a function of VDS and VGS. Let’s assume that VTh 

=1.5 V. If we vary VDS for various values of VGS = 2, 3, 4, and 5 V and plot the resulting ID vs. 

VDS characteristic curves we would get the graph shown in Figure 48.   

 

 
Figure 48: ID vs. VDS Curves for various VGS 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+2.008553692318767+52+5+50%0Ax+660+590+1086+593+4+12+1.%5CsUsing%5Csthe%5Csslider%5Csto%5Csadjust%5CsVG,%5Csdetermine%5Csthe%5Csthreshold%5Csvoltage%5Csof%5Csthe%5CsMOSFET%0Ax+804+323+1309+326+4+35+MOSFET%5CsThreshold%5CsVoltage%5Csand%0Ax+1284+416+1367+419+4+18+ID%5Csvs%5CsVDS%0Ax+661+613+1069+616+4+12+2.%5CsSet%5CsVG%5Csto%5Cs3%5CsVolts%5Csand%5CsVD%5Csto%5Cs5V.%5CsClick%5Csthe%5Cs%22Reset%22%5Csbutton%5Csabove%5Csthe%5Cssliders.%0Ax+900+364+1230+367+4+35+Regions%5Csof%5CsOperation%0Ax+675+628+1092+631+4+12+Now%5Csreduce%5Csthe%5Csdrain%5Csvoltage%5Csgradually.%5CsNote%5Csthe%5Cseffect%5Cson%5Csthe%5Csdrain%5Cscurrent%5CsID.%0Ax+910+456+917+459+4+10+D%0Ax+906+454+910+457+4+15+I%0Ax+842+420+873+423+4+14+VD%5Cs%5Cq%0Ax+763+516+795+519+4+14+VG%5Cs%5Cq%0Ag+896+528+896+544+0%0A172+896+448+896+416+0+7+10+10+0+0+0.5+VD+(Drain+Voltage)%0Aw+896+496+896+448+1%0A172+848+512+816+512+0+7+5+5+0+0+0.5+VG+(Gate+Voltage)%0Af+848+512+896+512+0+1.5+0.02%0Ax+702+705+1059+708+4+12+You%5Csshould%5Csget%5Csa%5Csfamily%5Csof%5Cscharacteristic%5Cscurves%5Cson%5Csthe%5Csgraph%5Csbelow.%0Ax+688+690+1155+693+4+12+c.%5CsSet%5CsVG%5Cq4V%5Csand%5Csadjust%5Csthe%5CsVD%5Csslider%5Csto%5Csits%5Csmax%5Csand%5Csmin.%5CsSet%5CsVG%5Cq5V%5Csand%5Csdo%5Csthe%5Cssame.%0Ax+688+668+988+671+4+12+b.%5CsWhat%5Csis%5Csthe%5Csregion%5Csof%5Csoperation%5Csfor%5Cslow%5Csdrain%5Csvoltages?%0Ax+688+647+956+650+4+12+a.%5CsWhat%5Csis%5Csthe%5Csinitial%5Csregion%5Csof%5Csoperation%5Cs(high%5CsVD)?%0A403+1200+432+1456+688+0+14_64_0_4162_10_0.2_0_2_14_3%0A
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We will find that this plot is quite useful in performing load line analysis. 

 

For the circuit shown in Figure 49, we will draw the load line on the iD vs. vDS characteristic plot 

as shown in Figure 50. We see that if VG= 2 V, the operating point is in the saturation region. If 

VG=5 V, the operating point is in the triode region. We will see later that for amplifier 

applications, we want the MOSFET to operate in the saturation region. For switching 

applications, the triode region is usually desirable. From the load line, we can also see how 

altering RD and VDD affects operating region. For instance, if VG=5 V and we wanted the 

transistor to be in the saturation region, we could either increase VDD or decrease the resistance 

RD. 

 

 
Figure 49: MOSFET Circuit to Investigate Load Line Analysis 

 
Figure 50: Load Line on Characteristic Curves 

 

Example 1: MOSFET in Saturation 
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Determine the mode of operation and the drain current ID for a MOSFET with Kn=1 mA/V2, 

VTh=1 V, VGS=3 V and VDS=7 V. 

  

Since VGS>VTh and VDS ≥ (VGS-VTh) the transistor is in saturation. Therefore: 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 

𝑖𝐷 = 1 × 10
−3(3 − 1)2 

𝑖𝐷 = 4 𝑚𝐴 

 

Example 2 : MOSFET in Triode 

Determine the mode of operation and the drain current ID for a MOSFET with Kn=1 mA/V2, 

VTh=1 V, VGS=3 V and VDS=0.5 V. 

 

Since VGS>VTh and VDS ≤ (VGS-VTh) the transistor is in triode. Therefore: 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛[2(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)𝑣𝐷𝑆 − 𝑣𝐷𝑆
2 ]     

𝑖𝐷 = (1 × 10
−3)[2(3 − 1)0.5 − 0.52]     

𝑖𝐷 = 1.75 𝑚𝐴 

NMOS DC Circuits 
We will now analyze circuits containing NMOS transistors. As we did with diode circuits, we 

will assume an operating region. The operating region determines which equation is used to 

determine the drain current ID. Once the drain current is determined, we can calculate the 

voltages VGS and VDS to see if they place the transistor in the assumed operating region. If the 

assumed operating region is confirmed, the analysis is complete. If not, we must reanalyze the 

circuit using a different assumption.  In the case of diodes, we replaced the diode with circuit 

models such as an open circuit, short circuit, or voltage source depending on the model used and 

the operating region assumed. For MOSFETs, we will not be using circuit models; rather we will 

use the equations relating the terminal parameters. This is similar to the approach we used when 

employing the Shockley equation with diodes.  

 

Example 3: MOSFET DC Circuit 

Determine the drain current in the circuit below. Assume Kn=0.5 mA/V2 and VTh=1 V, 
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We first note that VG=5 V because there is no voltage drop across RG since no current flows into 

or out of the gate terminal. We also note that the source is grounded (VS=0) and therefore 

VGS=5 V. Since VGS>VTh, the transistor must be in either the triode or saturation region. We will 

assume the transistor is in saturation. For saturation: 

𝐼𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑉𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 

𝐼𝐷 = 0.5 × 10
−3(5 − 1)2 

𝐼𝐷 = 8 𝑚𝐴 

 Next, we calculate VDS to determine if our assumption of saturation mode is correct. 

𝑉𝐷 = 𝑉𝐷𝐷 − 𝑅𝐷 × 𝐼𝐷 

𝑉𝐷 = 20 − 1𝑘 × 8𝑚 

𝑉𝐷 = 12 𝑉 

Because the source is grounded, VDS=VD=12 V. Since VDS≥VGS-VTh our assumption is correct. 

 

Example 4: MOSFET DC CIRCUIT 

Determine ID, VS, and RS. Assume VTh=1 V, k’=20 µA/V, W=400 µm, and L=10 µm. VD=2 V. 

 
 

We first solve for the current ID: 

ID =
VRD
RD

 =  
(5 − 2)

7.5k
 =  0.4 mA 

Next, we calculate Kn: 

𝐾𝑛 =
1

2
𝑘′
𝑊

𝐿
=
1

2
20𝜇

400𝜇

10𝜇
= 0.4𝑚𝐴 𝑉2⁄  

 

 

Assuming saturation:  

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 

0.4𝑚 = 0.4𝑚(𝑉𝐺𝑆 − 1)
2 
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𝑉𝐺𝑆 = 0 𝑉 𝑜𝑟 2 𝑉 

We reject the first root because VGS=0V would place the MOSFET in cutoff. The voltage VS can 

be calculated since we know both VGS and VG: 

𝑉𝐺𝑆 = 𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉𝑆 

𝑉𝑆 = 𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉𝐺𝑆 
𝑉𝑆 = 0 − 2 

𝑉𝑆 = −2 𝑉 

Next, we calculate VDS from: 

𝑉𝐷𝑆 = 𝑉𝐷 − 𝑉𝑆 

𝑉𝐷𝑆 = 2 − (−2) = 4 𝑉 

Since VDS≥ VGS -VTh the MOSFET is indeed in saturation. Finally, we calculate RS.   

RS =
VRS
ID
 =  

(−2 – (−5))

0.4m
 =  7.5 kΩ 

Answers:  ID=0.4 mA, VS = -2 V, and RS=7.5 kΩ 

 

Example 5: MOSFET Circuit Design Problem 

Design the circuit below so that ID=0.8 mA. Assume that k’=20 A/V2, L=10 m, W=200 m, 

and VTh=2 V.  

 
First we calculate the transistor parameter Kn.  

𝐾𝑛 =
1

2
𝑘′
𝑊

𝐿
 

𝐾𝑛 =
1

2
20𝜇

200𝜇

10𝜇
= 0.2 𝑚𝐴/𝑉2 

Since VDS=VGS the transistor must be in saturation.  

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 
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We note that because the source voltage is grounded (Vs=0), VGS=VDS=VD. Substituting into the 

saturation equation yields: 

0.8 = 0.2(𝑉𝐷 − 2)
2 

𝑉𝐷 = 0 𝑉 𝑜𝑟 4 𝑉 

 

Since VD=0 V would result in cutoff we can eliminate this solution. We now calculate RD using 

Ohm’s law: 

𝑅𝐷 =
𝑉𝐷𝐷 − 𝑉𝐷
𝐼𝐷

 

𝐼𝐷 =
12 − 4

0.8
= 10 𝑘Ω 

Simulation of MOSFET Circuits 
There are several simulation tools available to simulate MOSFET circuits including PSPICE, the 

Java Circuit Simulator, and many others. Because the Java Circuit Simulator is easy to use and 

many simulation examples are presented in this text, we will briefly examine how to simulate 

MOSFET circuits with this tool. If you right click the MOSFET circuit element, there are two 

parameters that can be specified: the threshold voltage and beta. The threshold voltage is self-

explanatory, the beta value is equal to k’W/L. Therefore: 

𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎 = 2𝐾𝑛 

When using the Java Circuit Simulator simply specify these values and you will be able to 

simulate all of the MOSFET DC circuit examples in this text.  

Simulation: DC Circuit Example 

 

MOSFET as a Switch 
Discrete power MOSFETs are often used for switching applications where the MOSFET acts as 

a voltage-controlled switch. Power MOSFETs employ semiconductor processing techniques that 

are similar to those of integrated circuits (IC), although the device geometry, voltage and current 

levels are significantly different from the design used in ICs. The development of the power 

MOSFET was partly driven by the limitations of bipolar power junction transistors (BJTs) 

which, until recently, were the device of choice in power electronics applications.  

 

A power MOSFET would be useful in applications where a microcontroller is being used to 

control a motor. In the circuit shown in Figure 51, the microcontroller’s output pin is being used 

to switch on and off a motor. The MOSFET is used because the microcontroller cannot source 

the required current. Also, microcontroller voltage outputs are typically limited to 5 V maximum 

where in the application below, the motor voltage is 10 V.  

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+10.20027730826997+50+5+50%0Af+304+240+352+240+20+1+0.001%0Aw+352+256+352+304+0%0Ag+352+304+352+320+0%0Ax+149+152+199+155+4+14+Vth%5Cq1%5CsV%0Ax+124+132+170+135+4+16+Given:%0Ax+150+172+206+175+4+14+Kn%5Cq0.5m%0AR+352+144+352+96+0+0+40+20+0+0+0.5%0Aw+352+224+352+176+1%0Ar+352+176+352+144+0+1000%0Ar+304+240+272+240+0+1000%0Aw+272+240+256+240+0%0AR+256+240+256+192+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Aw+352+224+384+224+0%0AO+384+224+416+224+1%0Ax+394+316+510+319+4+14+Beta%5Cs%5Cq%5Cs2Kn%5Cs%5Cq%5Cs1.0m%0Ax+394+263+610+266+4+14+Right%5Csclick%5Csthe%5CsMOSFET%5Csto%5Csspecify%5Cs%0Ax+395+282+475+285+4+14+Beta%5Csand%5CsVth%0A
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Figure 51: MOSFET as Switch 

In addition to activating a motor, the microcontroller in conjunction with the MOSFET can 

perform speed control. By switching the MOSFET on and off very quickly (typically hundreds 

of times per second) the speed of the motor can be controlled. This method of speed control is 

called pulse width modulation (PWM). The percentage of time the motor is switched on is called 

the duty cycle and by controlling the duty cycle, the microcontroller can control the speed of the 

motor. For instance, a duty cycle of 30% means that the MOSFET “switch” is closed 30% of the 

time. A graph illustrating the concept of duty cycle is shown in Figure 52. 

 

 
Figure 52: Duty Cycle 

Simulation: Controlling a Motor Using a MOSFET 

 

 

Example 6: MOSFET Used as a Switch to Control a Motor   

 

For the power MOSFET circuit shown in Figure 51, determine ID when the microcontroller 

output is 5 V.  Assume VTh=2 V, Kn=50 mA/V2, and Rmotor=100 ohms.  

 

Although it seems likely that the MOSFET would be in triode, we will begin with the 

assumption that the MOSFET is in saturation. We do this to illustrate that incorrect initial 

assumptions can be checked and corrected.  

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.0000049999999999999996+24.46919322642204+77+9.92+50%0Aw+912+512+912+560+0%0Aw+912+480+912+432+1%0Ag+912+560+912+576+0%0Ax+524+397+881+400+4+12+The%5Csspeed%5Csof%5Csthe%5Csmotor%5Cscan%5Csbe%5Cscontrolled%5Csby%5Csaltering%5Csthe%5Csduty%5Cscycle.%0Ax+479+355+1131+358+4+45+Speed%5CsControl%5CsUsing%5Csa%5CsMOSFET%0Ax+608+541+748+544+4+12+VG%5Cs%5Cq%5Cs0%5Csto%5Cs5V%5Cssquare%5Cswave%0Ax+1003+388+1036+391+4+15+VD%5Cs%5Cq%0Ax+921+436+925+439+4+15+I%0Ax+925+438+932+441+4+10+D%0Ax+607+560+701+563+4+12+Duty%5Cscycle%5Csis%5Cs30%25%0Ar+960+416+1024+416+0+100%0Aw+1024+416+1056+416+0%0Aw+1056+416+1056+400+0%0Aw+960+416+912+416+0%0Aw+912+416+912+432+0%0AR+1056+400+1056+384+0+0+40+10+0+0+0.5%0Aw+864+496+816+496+0%0Ag+816+576+816+592+0%0AO+864+496+864+464+1%0Af+864+496+912+496+0+1.5+0.02%0Av+816+576+816+496+0+2+50+2.5+2.5+0+0.3%0Ax+525+443+747+446+4+12+and%5Cschanging%5Csthe%5Cs%22Duty%5CsCycle%22%5Csparameter.%0Ax+524+429+789+432+4+12+You%5Cscan%5Csalter%5Csduty%5Cscycle%5Csby%5CsRIGHT%5Csclicking%5Cssource%0Ao+20+64+0+4098+5+0.00009765625+0+2+20+3%0A
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𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 

𝑖𝐷 = 50𝑚(5 − 2)
2 = 0.45 𝐴 

 Therefore, since VS=0 we can calculate VDS using KVL as follows: 

𝑉𝐷𝑆 = 𝑉𝐷𝐷 − 𝑅𝐷 × 𝐼𝐷 

𝑉𝐷𝑆 = 10 − 100 × 0.45 =  −35 𝑉 

Note that VDS<VGS-VTH. Therefore, the saturation assumption is invalid. For Triode:  

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛[2(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)𝑣𝐷𝑆 − 𝑣𝐷𝑆
2 ]  

𝐼𝐷 = 50𝑚[2(5 − 2)𝑉𝐷𝑆 − 𝑉𝐷𝑆
2 ]  

The current can be found using KVL:  

𝐼𝐷 =
10 − 𝑉𝐷𝑆
100

 

 

If we set the two previous equations equal to each other and solve for VDS using the quadratic 

equation, we obtain the following roots:  

𝑉𝐷𝑆 = 0.341 𝑉 𝑜𝑟 = 5.86 𝑉  
 

Note that the last root is impossible as this would place the transistor in saturation. Therefore, 

VDS = 0.341 V which results in ID = 96 mA. If the MOSFET were a perfect switch (i.e. zero 

voltage drop across the switch) we would obtain ID = 100 mA. Therefore, the MOSFET does a 

good job of acting as a switch and very little power is wasted in the MOSFET. Another way to 

think about this is that the resistance from source to drain is quite low resulting in very little 

voltage drop across the MOSFETs terminals. Note that the microcontroller output requirements 

are minimal as the microcontroller is not required to source any current. This is a major 

advantage over the Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT).  

Bias Circuits for MOSFET Amplifiers 
 

Bias circuits are used to place the transistor in a particular region of operation. For amplifiers, the 

saturation region is used. We will investigate several common bias circuits before turning our 

attention to amplifier analysis.  

 

Example 7: Analysis of a Four Resistor Bias Network   

Determine ID. Assume VTh=2 V, Kn=0.25 mA/V2. This circuit is commonly used as a bias circuit 

for amplifiers.  
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We first note that R1 and R2 form a voltage divider because the gate current is zero. Therefore 

VG=5 V. We can write the voltage VGS as: 

𝑉𝐺𝑆 = 𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉𝑆 

𝑉𝐺𝑆 = 5 − 1𝑘 × 𝐼𝐷 

 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 

𝐼𝐷 = 0.25((5 − 1 × 𝐼𝐷) − 2)
2
          

4𝐼𝐷 = (3 − 1𝐼𝐷)
2 

 (𝐼𝐷)
2 − 10𝐼𝐷 + 9 = 0  

𝐼𝐷 = 1 𝑚𝐴 𝑜𝑟 9 𝑚𝐴  

ID=9 mA cannot be a root because VS=9V which results in VGS = -4 V which would place the 

MOSFET in cutoff. Therefore ID= 1 mA. Next, we calculate VDS. 

𝑉𝑆 = 1𝑘 × 𝐼𝐷 = 1 𝑉 

𝑉𝐷 = 𝑉𝐷𝐷 − 𝑅𝐷 × 𝐼𝐷 = 10 − (4𝑘)(1𝑚) = 6 𝑉 

𝑉𝐷𝑆 = 𝑉𝐷 − 𝑉𝑆 = 5 𝑉 

Since VDS ≥ VGS – VTh saturation assumption is valid. 

 

Answer:  ID = 1 mA. 

 

Example 8: Bias Circuit with Current Source 

Determine the voltage VS in the circuit below. Assume that Kn=1 mA/V2 and VTh=1 V.  
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The drain current ID=IS=4 mA. Using voltage division, we determine that: 

𝑉𝐺 = 12 (
1𝑀

1𝑀 + 1𝑀
) = 6 𝑉 

 The voltage VD can be determined from KVL: 

𝑉𝐷 = 12 − 4𝑚 × 1𝑘 = 8 𝑉 

Assuming saturation region, we determine the voltage VGS.  

𝐼𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑉𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 

𝑉𝐺𝑆 = √
𝐼𝐷
𝐾𝑛
+ 𝑉𝑇ℎ 

𝑉𝐺𝑆 = √
4

1
+  1 

𝑉𝐺𝑆 = 3 𝑉 

We find the voltage at the source terminal as follows: 

𝑉𝑆 = 𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉𝐺𝑆 

𝑉𝑆 = 6 − 3 = 3 𝑉 

Since VDS≥ (VGS-VTh) and VGS>VTh, the transistor is in the saturation region as assumed.  

PMOS Transistors at DC 
PMOS transistors use p-type material rather than n-type material to form the channel from drain 

to source. The characteristics of p-channel MOSFETs are the same as for n-channel MOSFETS 
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except that the voltage polarities and current directions are inverted. The schematic symbol for a 

p-channel device is shown below.  

 

To form a channel the gate must be below the source voltage by at least VTh volts (VTh is 

negative for PMOS). In other words, to form a channel, 𝑉𝑆𝐺 > |𝑉𝑇ℎ|.  Assuming a channel is 

formed, to operate the transistor in saturation the source voltage VS must not drop below the 

drain voltage by more than |𝑉𝑇ℎ| volts.  

 

 

 NMOS (enhancement mode) PMOS(enhancement mode) 

   

Schematic 

Symbol 

 
 

Cutoff  𝑣𝐺𝑆 ≤ 𝑉𝑇ℎ 

𝑖𝐷 = 0 

𝑣𝑆𝐺 ≤ |𝑉𝑇ℎ| 

𝑖𝐷 = 0 

Triode  𝑣𝐷𝑆 ≤ (𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)  𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑣𝐺𝑆 > 𝑉𝑇ℎ 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛[2(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)𝑣𝐷𝑆 − 𝑣𝐷𝑆
2 ]     

𝑣𝑆𝐷 ≤ (𝑣𝑆𝐺 − |𝑉𝑇ℎ|)  𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑣𝑆𝐺 > |𝑉𝑇ℎ| 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛[2(𝑣𝑆𝐺 − |𝑉𝑇ℎ|)𝑣𝑆𝐷 − 𝑣𝑆𝐷
2 ]     

Saturation 𝑣𝐷𝑆 ≥ (𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)  𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑣𝐺𝑆 > 𝑉𝑇ℎ 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 

𝑣𝑆𝐷 ≥ (𝑣𝑆𝐺 − |𝑉𝑇ℎ|)  𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑣𝑆𝐺 > |𝑉𝑇ℎ| 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑝(𝑣𝑆𝐺 − |𝑉𝑇ℎ|)
2 

  

Example 9: PMOS Regions of Operation 

Determine the region of operation for a PMOS transistor with a VTh= -1 V operating with the 

following conditions: 

a. VSG=2 V and VSD=0.5 V 

b. VSG=2 V and VSD=3.5 V 

c. VSG=0.5 V and VSD=5.0 V 

 

For part a: Since VSG>|VTh| the transistor is either in triode or saturation. The transistor is 

operating in the triode region because VSD≤ (𝑉𝑆𝐺 − |𝑉𝑇ℎ|). 
 

For part b: Since VSG>|VTh| the transistor is either in triode or saturation. The transistor is 

operating in the saturation region because 𝑉𝑆𝐷 ≥ (𝑉𝑆𝐺 − |𝑉𝑇ℎ|). 
 

For part c: Since VSG<|VTh| the transistor is in cutoff. 
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Example 10: PMOS DC Circuit Analysis 

Determine the current iD in the transistor circuit below. Assume that Kp=0.25 mA/V2 and  

VTh= -1 V. 

 
 

First we make sure that the transistor is not in cutoff (i.e. the source to gate voltage is sufficiently 

high to form a channel). 

𝑣𝑆𝐺 > |𝑉𝑇ℎ| ? 

(10 − 5) > |−1| ?    

𝑦𝑒𝑠, 𝑠𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛. 

We will assume that the transistor is operating in the saturation region and then check the 

assumption for validity. For saturation: 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑝(𝑣𝑆𝐺 − |𝑉𝑇ℎ|)
2 

𝑖𝐷 = 0.25𝑚(5 − |−1|)
2 

𝑖𝐷 = 4 𝑚𝐴 

 

Therefore VD= 8V which results in VSD=2V. But for saturation: 

VSD ≥ (VSG − |VTh|) 

2 ≥ (5 − |−1|) NOT TRUE! 

Therefore, the transistor is in triode. Note that 𝑣𝑆𝐷 = 𝑣𝑆 − 𝑣𝐷 = 10 − 2𝑘𝑖𝐷. 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑝[2(𝑣𝑆𝐺 − |𝑉𝑇ℎ|)𝑣𝑆𝐷 − 𝑣𝑆𝐷
2 ] 

𝑖𝐷 = 0.25𝑚[2(5 − |−1|)(10 − 2𝑘𝑖𝐷) − (10 − 2𝑘𝑖𝐷)
2] 

𝑖𝐷 = 1.38 𝑚𝐴  𝑜𝑟 = 3.62 𝑚𝐴   

We can reject the first root since for triode    VSD ≤ (VSG − |VTh|). 
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Logic Circuits 
MOSFETs are commonly used in logic circuits. By combining MOSFETs, all types of logic 

gates can be constructed. Typically, logic circuits use 0 V to represent logic 0 and 5 V to 

represent logic 1. Like the motor driver circuit discussed previously, the MOSFET is biased to 

act as a switch using the cutoff and triode modes. For cutoff, the MOSFET is an open circuit. In 

triode, the MOSFET approximates a short circuit because VDS is small. 

 

The simplest logic circuit is the inverter shown in Figure 53 below. A logic inverter will produce 

a low signal when the input is high, and vice versa. 

 
Figure 53: Logic Inverter 

When Vin is below the threshold voltage, there will be no channel formed and consequently ID=0. 

This condition will result in Vout=VDD because there will be no voltage drop across resistor RD. 

As Vin increases, the transistor will be in the saturation mode and Vout will decrease as the drain 

current increases due to the voltage drop across RD. As Vin increases still further, the voltage VD 

(which equals VDS) will continue to drop until VD is less than VG-VTh and the MOSFET enters 

triode.   

 

The resulting transfer characteristic plot is shown in Figure 54. Increasing the value of RD will 

result in a larger voltage drop across RD which will cause the MOSFET to enter the triode region 

at a smaller value of Vin.  

 

Simulation: Logic Inverter 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+1.8479586061009856+58+5+50%0Af+677+442+725+442+0+1+0.02%0Ar+725+378+725+314+0+100%0Aw+645+442+677+442+0%0Aw+725+426+725+378+0%0AR+725+314+725+282+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Aw+725+458+725+506+0%0Ag+725+506+725+538+0%0AO+725+378+821+378+1%0A172+645+442+645+394+0+7+0+5+0+0+0.5+Voltage%0Ax+526+258+938+261+4+45+Logic%5CsInverter%5CsCircuit%0Ax+596+577+857+580+4+14+Adjust%5Csthe%5Csvoltage%5Csslider%5Cson%5Csthe%5Csright%5Cspane.%0Ax+739+449+752+452+4+20+V%0Ax+785+352+798+355+4+20+V%0Ax+799+355+821+358+4+16+out%0Ax+751+456+764+459+4+16+th%0Ax+774+449+815+452+4+20+%5Cq%5Cs1V%0Ax+563+595+900+598+4+14+As%5Csthe%5Csvoltage%5Csgoes%5Csup,%5Csthe%5Csoutput%5Csvoltage%5Csgoes%5Csdown.%0A
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Figure 54: Inverter Transfer Characteristic 

The circuit in Figure 55 represents the logic NOR (OR but with the output inverted). The output 

is low if either of the inputs is low; otherwise, the output voltage is approximately equal to 5 V 

(this assumes that RD is sufficiently high for the transistor to be in triode when the transistor gate 

voltage is high.  

 

 
                                          Figure 55: Logic NOR Circuit 

 

V1 V2 Vout 

0 0 5 V 

0 5 V 0 

5 V 0 0 

5 V 5 V 0 

 

Simulation: NOR Gate Circuit 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+10.20027730826997+50+5+50%0Ar+608+208+608+272+0+1000%0Ar+784+208+784+272+0+1000%0Af+704+320+784+320+4+1.5+0.02%0Af+528+384+608+384+4+1.5+0.02%0Aw+608+400+608+448+0%0Aw+784+304+784+272+0%0Aw+608+368+608+272+0%0Aw+608+272+784+272+0%0Ag+608+448+608+464+0%0Ag+784+336+784+464+0%0AR+784+208+784+160+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0AR+608+208+608+160+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0AL+528+384+480+384+0+0+false+5+0%0AL+704+320+480+320+0+0+false+5+0%0AM+784+272+896+272+0+2.5%0Ax+858+250+930+253+4+24+Output%0Ax+353+358+418+361+4+24+Inputs%0Ax+469+126+857+129+4+50+NOR%5CsGate%5CsCircuit%0Ax+430+383+470+386+4+120+%7B%0Ax+480+521+863+524+4+18+Click%5Csthe%5CsInputs%5Csto%5CsChange%5Csfrom%5CsH%5Cs(5V)%5Csto%5CsL%5Cs(0V)%0Ax+479+544+848+547+4+18+Both%5CsInputs%5Csmust%5Csbe%5CsLow%5Csto%5Csobtain%5CsHigh%5Csoutput%0A
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Current Mirrors 
Next, we show how matched transistors can be used to construct current sources. These current 

sources can be used to bias amplifiers – especially those on integrated circuits.  

 

Figure 56 shows a current mirror configuration. Because the VG=VD, the transistor must be 

biased in the saturation region (assuming VDD>VTh).  Note that because the gate terminals of 

each of the MOSFETS are tied together, VGS0=VGS1=VGS2. If we assume that the MOSFETs are 

identical, the currents produced by M1 and M2 will equal Iref (remember that no current flows in 

or out of the gate). Therefore, we can choose RD to establish the desired reference current Iref, 

and this reference current is “mirrored” to I1 and I2. Using this technique, many identical current 

sources can be produced on an IC.  We can alter the values of the mirrored current sources by 

altering the W/L ratio of these transistors.  The current mirror configuration works as long as 

each of the transistors operates in the saturation region. If the load placed above M1 is too large, 

the drain to source voltage will drop and take the transistor out of the saturation region and 

therefore I1 would not equal Iref.  

 

        

 
Figure 56: Current Mirror 

Simulation: Current Mirror 

 

Example 11: Current Mirror Design 

 

Refer to the figure below. Assume the Kn1=Kn2=1 mA/V2, VTh1=VTh2=1 V, and VDD=6 V. 

a. Design a current mirror source that produces I1=10 mA.  

b. Determine the largest load resistor that could be placed above M1 if the value of VDD 

for that transistor is 6 V.  

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+11.086722712598126+50+5+50%0Af+357+333+277+333+0+1.5+0.02%0Af+357+333+437+333+0+1.5+0.02%0Aw+357+333+357+285+0%0Aw+357+285+277+285+0%0Aw+277+285+277+317+0%0Aw+277+349+277+397+1%0Aw+277+397+357+397+0%0Aw+437+349+437+397+1%0Aw+437+397+357+397+0%0Ag+357+397+357+429+0%0AR+277+157+277+125+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0AR+437+157+437+125+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Aw+437+317+437+285+0%0Ar+437+157+437+285+0+100%0Aw+437+157+485+157+0%0Aw+437+285+485+285+0%0As+485+157+485+285+0+0+false%0Aw+277+285+229+285+0%0Aw+277+157+229+157+0%0Ar+277+157+277+285+0+500%0Ar+229+157+229+221+0+100%0As+229+221+229+285+0+0+false%0Ax+17+39+649+42+4+15+The%5CsMOSFET%5Cson%5Csthe%5Csright%5Cscreates%5Csthe%5Csreference%5Cscurrent%5Csthat%5Csis%5Cs%22mirrored%22%5Csto%5Csthe%5Csother%5CsMOSFET.%0Ax+17+65+403+68+4+15+You%5Cscan%5Cschange%5Csthe%5Csrefernece%5Cscurrent%5Csby%5Csclicking%5Csswitch%5Cs1.%0Ax+67+264+210+267+4+24+Switch%5Cs1%5Cs----%3E%0Ax+494+232+645+235+4+24+%3C-----%5CsSwitch%5Cs2%0Ax+17+98+573+101+4+12+Switch%5Cs2%5Cshas%5Csno%5Csimpact%5Cson%5Csthe%5Csdrain%5Cscurrent.%5CsThis%5Csverifies%5Csthat%5Csthe%5Cscurrent%5Csmirror%5Cscreates%5Csa%5Cscurrent%5Cssource.%0Ax+63+0+287+3+4+24+Current%5CsMirror%5CsCircuit%0Ax+199+381+252+384+4+18+I%5Cs%5Cs%5Cs%5Cs---%3E%0Ax+497+381+620+384+4+18+%3C-----%5Cssame%5Csas%5CsI%0Ax+204+388+222+391+4+16+ref%0Ax+620+385+638+388+4+16+ref%0A
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Solution for part a 

Since the transistors are identical, Iref=I1=10mA. We must choose RD so that it produces  

Iref=10 mA. Using the saturation equation for the transistor: 

 

10𝑚 = 1𝑚(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 1)
2 

𝑣𝐺𝑆 = 4.16 𝑉 

 

Note that VD =VG =VGS. Therefore: 

𝑅𝐷 =
6 − 4.16

10𝑚
= 184 Ω 

 

Using this value of RD will produce a current I1=10 mA. 

 

Solution for part b 

The schematic for this scenario is shown below.  

 

 
For saturation VD must be greater or equal to VG-VTh. Therefore, the minimum value for 

VD=3.16 V. Using ohms law to calculate RLOAD yields:  
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𝑅𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 =
6 − 3.16

10𝑚
= 284 Ω 

RLoad must be less than or equal to 284 Ω for M1 to remain in saturation and maintain a current 

of 10 mA.  

Amplifiers 
An important application of MOSFETs is the amplification of signals. MOSFETs can be used to 

amplify voltages, currents, or both. Because typical MOSFET amplifiers are biased to operate in 

the saturation region, we will assume this to be the case in the discussion that follows. We will 

begin by looking at MOSFET amplifiers using a load line approach which provides a qualitative 

introduction to MOSFET amplifiers. We then develop the small signal model that will allow us 

to analyze more complicated practical amplifier circuits.   

 

We will illustrate that MOSFETs can be used to amplify signals using the “conceptual amplifier” 

circuit shown in Figure 57. (It is not a good “real” circuit because it requires two power supplies 

to bias the MOSFET)   

 
Figure 57: Conceptual Amplifier Circuit 

  

We will assume that the amplifier is biased to operate in the saturation region by the voltage 

sources VG and VDD. The input signal to be amplified is vg. The output of the amplifier is taken 

at the drain vD.  
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Figure 58: Total, DC, and Small Signal Quantities 

As seen from Figure 58, the total gate voltage vG consists of the dc voltage VG and the time 

varying voltage vg. Using the subscript convention introduced previously for small signal 

analysis:  vG=VG+vg. The signal vg will cause the voltage at the gate vG to fluctuate over time. As 

the gate voltage increases, the current iD will increase which causes the voltage at the drain to 

decrease because of the greater voltage drop across RD. When the voltage at the gate decreases, 

the current iD decreases and the voltage at the drain will go up. How much the drain voltage goes 

up and down is dependent upon Kn, RD, and the VG. Because the drain voltage decreases when vg 

increases and vice versa, the amplifier is said to be inverting.  If all this seems confusing, read 

this paragraph over a few more times and it should become clearer.  

 

 
Figure 59: Conceptual Amplifier Output 

 

We continue our qualitative examination of the amplifier using load line analysis. 
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Example 12: Load Line Analysis of an Amplifier 

Perform load line analysis to determine the maximum and minimum voltage vo and the voltage 

gain (AV). 

 

 

 

 
 

The voltage at the gate (vG=4+1sint V) will vary from 3 to 5 V. Since the source is tied to 

ground, the voltage vGS will also vary from 3 to 5 V. The load line equation can be found using 

KVL: 

𝑉𝐷𝑆 = 𝑉𝐷𝐷 − 𝑅𝐷 × 𝐼𝐷 

𝑉𝐷𝑆 = 20 − 1𝑘 × 𝐼𝐷 

We plot this equation on the iD vs. vDS characteristic plot of the MOSFET (see figure below). 

The Q point is when vin(t)=0. The maximum and minimum values for vDS (which is the same as 

vo) occur when vGS is at its maximum and minimum values. The minimum value for VGS is 3 V.  
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The characteristic curve for VGS=3 V intersects the load line at vo≈17 V. For VGS=5 V the result 

is v0≈8 V. At the Q point, vo≈13 V. Note that as vin varies by 2 V, the output voltage vo varies by 

9 V. The voltage gain therefore is: 

𝐴𝑉 =
∆𝑣𝑜
∆𝑣𝑖𝑛

=
−9

2
= −4.5 

𝑉

𝑉
 

 

Although the gain AV is a dimensionless quantity, it is customary to use V/V as the unit to 

emphasize that the result is a voltage gain. The gain is negative because the amplifier inverts the 

input signal; as vin increases from 3 to 5 V, the output voltage decreases from 17 to 8 V.  

 

Load line analysis is helpful to understand how amplifiers work; however, it is an inconvenient 

method to calculate gain. We now turn to small signal analysis to calculate gain and other 

amplifier characteristics.  

 

Simulation: Simple MOSFET Amplifier 

 

Small Signal Model 
Using small signal analysis we can calculate amplifier characteristics such as voltage gain, 

current gain, input resistance and output resistance in a systematic way. As we found with 

diodes, small signal analysis looks at how a circuit responds to small changes. In order to 

perform small signal analysis, we must have a circuit model – called the small signal model – 

that describes how a MOSFET responds to small changes. For instance, we found that a diode 

can be modeled as a resistance for small signals. We start the development of the small signal 

model of the MOSFET by referring to its I-V characteristics in saturation. We are interested in 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+26.59566520631553+82+5+50%0Ax+-53+102+506+105+4+18+You%5Cscan%5Csadjust%5Csthe%5Csgain%5Csof%5Csthis%5Csamplifier%5Csby%5Csadjusting%5Csthe%5Csresistor%5Csslider.%0Av+-16+272+-16+336+0+1+40+0.5+0+0+0.5%0Av+-16+400+-16+352+0+0+40+3+0+0+0.5%0Ag+-16+400+-16+432+0%0Af+64+272+128+272+0+1.5+0.02%0AR+128+160+128+128+0+0+40+10+0+0+0.5%0Aw+128+224+128+256+0%0Aw+64+272+-16+272+0%0Aw+-16+336+-16+352+0%0Aw+128+288+128+384+0%0Ag+128+384+128+432+0%0Aw+128+160+128+176+0%0A174+128+224+96+192+0+400+0.5099+Resistance%0Aw+128+176+96+176+0%0Aw+96+176+96+208+0%0Ax+0+71+441+74+4+35+A%5CsSimple%5CsMOSFET%5CsAmplifier%0Aw+128+256+192+256+0%0Ax+207+264+219+267+4+18+V%0Ax+-172+379+-120+382+4+18+V%5Cs%5Cs%5Cs%5Cs%5Cs%5Cs%5Cq%0Ax+-172+311+-135+314+4+18+V%5Cs%5Cs%5Cs%5Cq%0Ax+-127+311+-74+314+4+18+1V%5Csp-p%0Ax+-109+380+-82+383+4+18+3%5CsV%0Ax+4+320+37+323+4+24+AC%0Ax+7+379+41+382+4+24+DC%0Ax+-159+316+-149+319+4+14+in%0Ax+-161+385+-136+388+4+14+bias%0Ax+218+269+237+272+4+14+out%0A403+272+144+592+448+0+7_64_0_4354_10_0.00009765625_0_2_16_0%0A
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saturation since that is the typical operating mode for MOSFET amplifiers. The saturation 

equation and the resulting graph are repeated below. 

 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 

 

 
Figure 60: ID vs VGS 

In our qualitative examination of a MOSFET amplifier circuit we found that changes in the gate 

voltage created changes in the drain current. We found that we could get the MOSFET to 

amplify signal by biasing the transistor in the saturation region using a DC source and applying 

the input signal in series with the DC source as shown in Figure 61 below.  

vGS=VGS+vgs 

 

Figure 61: Small Signal in Series with Gate Bias Voltage 

 

In Figure 62 below, the Q point is shown as VGSQ and IDQ. The instantaneous operating point 

moves up and down the curve over time because of vgs(t). If we assume that magnitude of vgs(t) 

is small, the curve can be approximated as a straight line corresponding to the slope at the Q 

point.   
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Figure 62: Small Signal Approximation 

 

 

The slope of the curve at the DC operating point or Q-point is: 

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 =  
𝑑𝑖𝐷
𝑑𝑣𝐺𝑆

|
𝑄 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡

 

For small vGS we can write: 

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 =
𝑑𝑖𝐷
𝑑𝑣𝐺𝑆

|
𝑄 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡

 ≈
Δ𝑖𝐷
Δ𝑣𝐺𝑆

 

The slope of the line at the Q point is called the transconductance. The name transconductance 

derives from the fact that the slope has units of conductance and that it relates the voltage at one 

set of terminals to the current at another (transfer). We define the transconductance gm as:  

𝑔𝑚 =
𝑑𝑖𝐷
𝑑𝑣𝐺𝑆

|
𝑄

 

For small changes:  

∆𝑖𝐷 ≈ 𝑔𝑚∆𝑣𝐺𝑆 

 

Since vGS represents the small signal voltage (vgs) and iD represents the small signal current 

we can write: 

𝑖𝑑 ≈ 𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑔𝑠 

 

We can represent the equation above with the small signal equivalent circuit shown in Figure 63. 

The gate to source terminals are open circuited because the small signal gate current is zero.  
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Figure 63: MOSFET Small Signal Model 

 

The small signal model of the MOSFET shows that the small signal drain current id is dependent 

upon the small signal gate to source voltage vgs. The MOSFET acts as a linear voltage controlled 

current source for small signals. In actuality, the relationship is non-linear, but we have 

approximated the relationship as linear for small signals. As the instantaneous operating point of 

moves further from the Q-point, the approximation becomes worse.  

 

Now we turn our attention to finding the transconductance parameter gm. For saturation: 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 

To find gm we take the derivative of this equation with respect to vGS at the Q point: 

𝑔𝑚 = 
𝑑𝑖𝐷
𝑑𝑣𝐺𝑆

|
𝑄 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡

= 2𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)|𝑄 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 

The Q point occurs when vGS=VGSQ therefore: 

𝑔𝑚 = 2𝐾𝑛(𝑉𝐺𝑆𝑄 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ) 

We can also derive an equation for gm in terms of the quiescent drain current IDQ.  

Since: 

𝐼𝐷𝑄 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑉𝐺𝑆𝑄 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2
 

Then 

√
𝐼𝐷𝑄
𝐾𝑛

= (𝑉𝐺𝑆𝑄 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ) 

We can therefore write: 

𝑔𝑚 = 2√𝐾𝑛𝐼𝐷𝑄 

 

Now that we have a small signal model for the MOSFET we can analyze amplifier circuits with 

small signal analysis using the following procedure: 

1. Use DC analysis to find the operating point. In particular we must find either VGS or ID to 

determine gm. 

2. Insert the MOSFET small signal model into the small signal equivalent circuit. 

3. Analyze the small signal circuit to find gain or other small signal parameters of interest. 
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As we did with diodes, we construct the small signal equivalent circuit by replacing independent 

voltage sources with short circuits and the independent current sources are replaced with open 

circuits. Independent voltage sources are replaced with short circuits because a change in current 

through the voltage source results in no change in voltage because the voltage produced by an 

ideal voltage source is completely independent of the current produced by the source. 

∆𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 0 × ∆𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 

∴ 𝑟𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 0 

In other words the small signal resistance of the voltage source is zero because small changes in 

current produce no change in voltage (i.e. rvoltage source = dv/di = 0).  

 

Similarly, an ideal current source is replaced with an open circuit because the current produced 

by an independent current source is not affected by changes in voltage across it. 

∆𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 0 × ∆𝑣𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 

∴ 𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 = ∞ 

The current produced by an ideal current source is independent of changes in voltage  

(rcurrent source = dv/di = ∞).   

 

 

Example 13: Using the Small Signal Model 

Determine the small signal voltage gain (vo/vin) for the circuit below. Assume VTh=1 V, 

Kn=0.25 mA/V2. 

 
In order to find the small signal model, we will find the drain current IDQ. Finding IDQ will also 

allow us to verify that the MOSFET is operating in the saturation region. 

𝐼𝐷𝑄 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑉𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 

𝐼𝐷𝑄 = 0.25(5 − 1)
2 = 4 𝑚𝐴 
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Using KVL to calculate the quiescent drain voltage yields: 

𝑉𝐷𝑆𝑄 = 20 − 2𝑘 × 4𝑚 = 12 𝑉 

Therefore, the MOSFET is indeed operating in the saturation region (VDS≥VGS-VTh). The small 

signal parameter gm can be found using: 

𝑔𝑚 = 2√𝐾𝑛𝐼𝐷𝑄 

𝑔𝑚 = 2√0.25𝑚 × 4𝑚 = 2 𝑚𝑆 

We now construct the small signal model. Note that the DC voltage sources (VGG and VDD) have 

been replaced with short circuits (to ground): 

  
Original Circuit Redrawn Showing VDD                      Small Signal Equivalent Circuit 

 
Figure 64: Construction of Small Signal Equivalent Circuit 

 

The small signal circuit shown above in Figure 64 can be further simplified to the circuit shown 

in Figure 65.  

 

 
Figure 65: Simplified Small Signal Equivalent 

 

To find the gain, we note that vin = vgs and vo = - gmvgsRD. The negative symbol derives from the 

fact that the passive sign convention is not followed.  

𝐴𝑉 =
𝑣𝑜
𝑣𝑖𝑛

=
−𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑔𝑠𝑅𝐷

𝑣𝑔𝑠
= −𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐷 
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Substituting values for the parameters in the voltage gain equation above yields:  

𝐴𝑉 = −(2𝑚)(2𝑘) =  −4 𝑉/𝑉 

The amplifier inverts the input signal and quadruples its voltage amplitude.  

 

Simulation: Small Signal Model of Simple Amplifier 

Practical Amplifier Circuits 
In our previous analysis we analyzed a conceptual amplifier using small signal analysis to 

understand how MOSFETs can be used to amplify signals. We will now examine circuit 

configurations that are used in practical amplifier circuits.  A popular bias circuit configuration 

used with discreet MOSFET amplifiers is the “four resistor bias network” shown in Figure 66. 

Note that this bias network requires only one power supply, VDD. The R1-R2 voltage divider 

supplies the DC gate voltage required to bias the MOSFET in the saturation region.  

  

 
Figure 66: Four Resistor Bias Circuit 

 

For the transistor to function as an amplifier we need some way to couple the input signal to the 

transistor. In the conceptual amplifier, the voltage at the gate consisted of a DC voltage source in 

series with an AC voltage source. For the four resistor bias network, a coupling capacitor can be 

used to couple the AC voltage source to the gate. In order to understand how this coupling 

works, we first introduce the concept of impedance.  

 

Impedance is analogous to resistance in AC circuits and is equal to the AC voltage divided by 

the AC current. The magnitude of the impedance of a capacitor to AC signals is given by: 

𝑍𝐶 =
1

𝜔𝐶
 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+27.727228452313398+50+5+50%0Av+624+336+624+192+0+1+40+1+0+0+0.5%0A213+672+256+736+256+0+2+.002*(a-b)%0Aw+768+288+784+288+0%0Aw+784+288+784+192+0%0Aw+784+192+880+192+0%0Aw+768+256+768+336+0%0Aw+672+256+672+192+0%0Aw+672+192+624+192+0%0Aw+672+288+672+336+0%0Aw+672+336+624+336+0%0Ax+439+149+979+152+4+30+Small%5CsSignal%5CsModel%5Csof%5Csa%5CsSimple%5CsAmplifier%0Ax+488+272+567+275+4+18+1%5Cscos%5Cs(%CF%89t)%0Aw+880+192+976+192+0%0Ap+976+192+976+336+0+0%0Ax+957+270+969+273+4+18+V%0Ax+767+362+984+365+4+14+Use%5Csslider%5Csin%5Csright%5Cspanel%5Csto%5Csadjust%5CsR%0Ax+769+380+965+383+4+14+Increasing%5CsR%5Cs%5Cs%5Cswill%5Csincrease%5Csgain%0Ax+896+248+908+251+4+18+R%0Ax+849+384+857+387+4+12+D%0Ax+910+256+920+259+4+14+D%0Ax+443+272+480+275+4+18+V%5Cs%5Cs%5Cs%5Cq%0A174+880+192+848+288+0+1000+0.8564+Resistance%0Aw+832+336+768+336+0%0Aw+832+336+976+336+0%0Aw+848+240+832+240+0%0Aw+832+240+832+336+0%0Ax+986+367+994+370+4+12+D%0Ax+695+228+745+231+4+18+VCCS%0Ax+549+171+880+174+4+14+Utilizes%5CsVCCS%5Cs---%3E%5CsVoltage%5CsControlled%5CsCurrent%5CsSource%0Ax+456+277+466+280+4+14+in%0Ax+970+275+989+278+4+14+out%0Ao+0+64+0+4354+2.5+0.1+0+2+13+0%0A
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where C is the capacitance and  is the radian frequency of the signal.  Note that the impedance 

of a capacitor to DC signals (=0) is infinite and for high frequency AC signals the impedance is 

quite small. This is an important result that we will use as we construct AC (small signal) and 

DC models of transistor circuits that contain capacitors. We will assume that the values of 

frequency and capacitance are sufficiently large that we can approximate using an open circuit 

for DC and a short circuit for high frequency AC signals as shown in Figure 67. 

 

 
Figure 67: DC and AC Capacitor Models 

 

We shall apply these models to the left side of the four resistor bias network shown in Figure 68. 

To find the total voltage vG we find the DC and AC components and add them together.  

𝑣𝐺 = 𝑉𝐺 + 𝑣𝑔 

𝑣𝐺⏟
total

= 𝑉𝐷𝐷 × (
R2

R1 + R2
)

⏟          
DC

+ 𝑣𝑖𝑛⏟
Small signal

 

 
Figure 68: Capacitor AC and DC models 

 

Note that for the AC model we have replaced the capacitor with a short circuit and the DC 

voltage source with a short circuit to ground. The voltage at the gate is equal to the DC voltage 

plus the AC voltage.  

 

Simulation: Capacitive Coupling 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+34.14951009862697+67+5+50%0Ar+529+117+529+197+0+10000%0Ar+529+229+529+309+0+10000%0AR+529+117+529+69+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Ac+513+229+481+229+0+0.0000144+2.4766904577656224%0Av+449+229+449+309+0+1+40+1+0+0+0.5%0Ag+449+309+449+341+0%0Ag+529+309+529+341+0%0Aw+513+229+529+229+0%0Aw+529+197+529+229+0%0Aw+481+229+449+229+0%0AO+529+229+609+229+0%0Ax+8+391+42+394+4+24+Vin%0Ax+221+390+275+393+4+24+Vcap%0Ax+451+391+499+394+4+24+Vout%0Ax+364+268+392+271+4+20+Vin%0Ax+472+198+517+201+4+20+Vcap%0Ax+590+215+630+218+4+20+Vout%0Ax+-28+42+572+45+4+50+Capacitive%5CsCoupling%5CsCircuit%0Ax+-54+90+271+93+4+12+The%5Csvoltage%5Csacross%5Csthe%5Cscap%5Csis%5Csnearly%5Csconstant%5Csat%5CsVcap%5Cs%5Cq%5Cs2.5V.%0Ax+357+287+400+290+4+15+1V%5CsAC%0Ax+-53+121+94+124+4+12+Note%5Csthat%5CsVout%5Cs%5Cq%5CsVcap%5Cs%5Cp%5CsVin%0Ax+-54+105+238+108+4+12+The%5Cscapacitor%5Csis%5Cscharged%5Csto%5Cs2.5%5CsV%5Csby%5Csthe%5Csvoltage%5Csdivider%0Ax+-53+156+291+159+4+12+The%5Cscapacitor%5Csacts%5Csas%5Csan%5Csopen%5Cscircuit%5Csto%5CsDC.%5CsIt%5Cspasses%5CsAC%5Cscurrent%0Ax+-54+173+216+176+4+12+freely%5Csbecause%5Csits%5Csimpedance%5Csis%5Cslow%5Csfor%5CsAC%5Cssignals.%0Ax+-54+206+269+209+4+12+You%5Cscan%5Cschange%5Csthe%5Csvalue%5Csof%5Csthe%5Cscapacitor%5Csby%5Csusing%5Csthe%5Csslider%0Ax+-54+221+257+224+4+12+at%5Csthe%5Csright.%5CsTry%5Csvalues%5Csthat%5Csare%5Cshigher%5Csand%5Cslower%5Csthan%5Cs10uF%0Ao+9+64+0+4354+1.25+0.0001953125+0+2+9+3%0Ao+3+64+0+4354+5+0.0001953125+1+2+3+3%0Ao+10+64+0+4098+5+0.1+2+1%0A38+3+0+0+0.000029999999999999997+Capacitance%0A
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Common Source Amplifier 
The circuit shown in Figure 69 uses capacitive coupling and the four resistor bias network and is 

known as a Common Source (CS) amplifier configuration. The term “common source” is used 

because the source terminal is connected to AC ground as we shall see shortly. 

 
Figure 69: Common Source Amplifier 

 

To analyze this amplifier using small signal analysis we start by redrawing the circuit where the 

voltage sources VDD are inserted as shown in Figure 70.  

 
Figure 70: Common Source Amplifier with Voltage Sources Drawn 

 

To draw the small signal equivalent circuit we note the following: 

• Capacitors are assumed to be short circuits to the small signals.  

• Voltage sources are assumed to be short circuits to the small signals. 

• Current sources are assumed to be open circuits to the small signals. 
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The small signal equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 71. 

 
Figure 71: Small Signal Equivalent of Common Source Amplifier 

 

We will redraw the circuit to make it clearer as shown in Figure 72. 

 
Figure 72: Simplified Small Signal Equivalent of Common Source Amplifier 

 

Note that resistor R3 has been eliminated because the capacitor C3 provides a bypass to ground in 

the small signal equivalent circuit.  

 

To calculate the small signal voltage gain we find that:  

𝑣𝑔𝑠 = 𝑣𝑖𝑛 

𝑣𝑜 = −𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑔𝑠(𝑅𝐷//𝑅𝐿) 

𝐴𝑉 =
𝑣𝑜
𝑣𝑖𝑛

=
−𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑔𝑠(𝑅𝐷//𝑅𝐿)

𝑣𝑔𝑠
= −𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝐷//𝑅𝐿) 

Where        𝑔𝑚 = 2√𝐾𝑛𝐼𝐷𝑄 

 

Simulation: Common Source Amplifier 

Example 14: Common Source Amplifier. 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+19.867427341514983+67+5+50%0Ar+288+128+288+192+0+2000000%0Ar+288+272+288+336+0+1030000%0Ar+448+112+448+176+0+2000%0Ar+448+304+448+368+0+1000%0Af+368+224+448+224+0+2.5+0.02%0AR+352+112+352+64+0+0+40+15+0+0+0.5%0Aw+352+112+448+112+0%0Aw+352+112+288+112+0%0Aw+288+112+288+128+0%0Aw+288+192+288+224+0%0Aw+288+224+288+272+0%0Aw+368+224+288+224+0%0Aw+448+240+448+304+0%0Aw+448+208+448+176+0%0Av+144+224+208+224+0+1+132+0.2+0+0+0.5%0Ac+224+224+256+224+0+0.000001+-5.070362455223347%0Aw+256+224+288+224+0%0Aw+224+224+208+224+0%0Aw+144+224+144+272+0%0Ag+144+272+144+304+0%0Ag+288+336+288+368+0%0Ag+448+368+448+384+0%0Ac+496+176+528+176+0+0.00009999999999999999+10.74768169480555%0Aw+496+176+448+176+0%0Aw+528+176+560+176+0%0Ar+560+176+560+272+0+10000%0Ag+560+272+560+320+0%0Aw+448+304+512+304+0%0Ac+512+304+512+352+0+0.00001+2.12082494108142%0Ag+512+352+512+384+0%0Ap+624+208+624+256+0+0%0Aw+624+208+560+176+0%0Aw+624+256+560+272+0%0Ax+99+40+682+43+4+50+Common%5CsSource%5CsAmplifier%0Ax+100+230+128+233+4+20+Vin%0Ax+643+241+683+244+4+20+Vout%0Ao+14+32+0+4098+5+0.000048828125+0+2+25+0%0A38+14+3+100+300+Frequency%0A
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Find the voltage gain AV of the following circuit. Assume VTh=2 V, Kn=0.25 mA/V2. 

 
 

In order to find the small signal parameter gm, we must find the quiescent current IDQ. We draw 

the DC equivalent of the circuit and note that the capacitors are assumed to be sufficiently large 

to be considered open circuits to DC. 

 

We obtain the DC model below. 

 
This circuit has been analyzed in a previous example where we obtained ID=1 mA. This is the 

quiescent current IDQ for our amplifier. We now calculate the small signal transconductance as 

follows: 

𝑔𝑚 = 2√𝐾𝑛𝐼𝐷𝑄 

𝑔𝑚 = 2√(0.25𝑚)(1𝑚) 

𝑔𝑚 = 1 𝑚𝑆 
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Next, we construct the small signal equivalent circuit as shown below.  

 
 

This is the same circuit as the one in Figure 72. Using the formula derived earlier: 

𝐴𝑉 = −𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝐷//𝑅𝐿) 

𝐴𝑉 = −1𝑚(4𝑘//4𝑘) 

𝐴𝑉 = −2 𝑉/𝑉 

Example 15: Common Source Amplifier Biased with a Current Source 

 

Find the voltage gain AV for the circuit below. Assume that Kn=1 mA/V2 and VTh=1 V. 

 
 

The large signal equivalent is the same as the bias circuit example analyzed previously and we 

found the circuit operated in the saturation region with ID=4 mA. We now calculate the small 

signal transconductance as follows: 

𝑔𝑚 = 2√𝐾𝑛𝐼𝐷𝑄 

𝑔𝑚 = 2√(1𝑚)(4𝑚) 

𝑔𝑚 = 4 𝑚𝑆 
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Next, we construct the small signal equivalent circuit as shown below.  The current source is 

replaced with an open circuit, the voltage sources with short circuits, and the coupling and 

bypass capacitors are replaced with short circuits. The result is shown below. 

 
 

𝐴𝑉 =
𝑣𝑜
𝑣𝑖𝑛

=
−𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑔𝑠𝑅𝐷//𝑅𝐿

𝑣𝑔𝑠
= −𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐷//𝑅𝐿 

𝐴𝑉 = −4𝑚 × (1𝑘//2𝑘) =  −2.67 𝑉/𝑉 

 

Source Follower Amplifier 
The source follower amplifier is used as a power amplifier. As we will discover, the voltage gain 

is less than one but the amplifier does provide a current gain that is greater than 1. It has a high 

input resistance and a low output resistance which makes it ideal as a buffer to reduce loading 

effects. For instance, the gain of the common source amplifier by the load attached to it. If a 

buffer is placed between the output of the CS amplifier and the load, the CS amplifier’s gain will 

be independent of the load since the buffer’s high input impedance acts as a large load resistance 

(ideally infinite). A source follower amplifier is shown in Figure 73 below.  

 
Figure 73: Source Follower Amplifier 

 

As was the case with the common source amplifier, the capacitors C1 and C2 are used to couple 

the input and output to the amplifier bias circuit. Next, we construct the small signal equivalent.  
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Figure 74: Small Signal Equivalent of Source Follower 

 

We will redraw this circuit to make it easier to analyze. 

 
Figure 75: Small Signal Equivalent of Source Follower Simplified 

The output voltage is: 

𝑣𝑜 = 𝑣𝑠 = 𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑔𝑠(𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿) 

The voltage vgs can be found as follows: 

𝑣𝑔 = 𝑣𝑖𝑛 

𝑣𝑔𝑠 = 𝑣𝑔 − 𝑣𝑠 

𝑣𝑔𝑠 = 𝑣𝑖𝑛 − 𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑔𝑠(𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿) 

𝑣𝑔𝑠 = 
𝑣𝑖𝑛

1 + 𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿)
  

Substituting into the vo equation above: 

𝑣𝑜 = 𝑔𝑚 [
𝑣𝑖𝑛

1 + 𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿)
] (𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿) 
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𝐴𝑣 =
𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿)

1 + 𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿)
 

The denominator must be greater than the numerator so the voltage gain must be less than 1. The 

source follower amplifier does not produce a larger output than the input voltage.  Next we 

analyze the current gain to show that it functions well as a buffering amplifier.  

 

 
Figure 76: Current Gain for Source Follower 

From the derivation of AV we found: 

𝑣𝑜 = 𝑔𝑚 [
𝑣𝑖𝑛

1 + 𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿)
] (𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿) 

We can write vo and vin in terms of io and iin as follows: 

𝑣0 = 𝑖𝑜𝑅𝐿 

𝑣𝑖𝑛 = 𝑖𝑖𝑛 × (𝑅1//𝑅2) 

Substituting these into the one above yields: 

𝑖𝑜𝑅𝐿 = 𝑔𝑚 [
𝑖𝑖𝑛(𝑅1//𝑅2)

1 + 𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿)
] (𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿) 

𝐴𝑖 =
𝑖𝑜
𝑖𝑖𝑛
=
𝑔𝑚
𝑅𝐿
[

(𝑅1//𝑅2)

1 + 𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿)
] (𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿) 

𝐴𝑖 =
(𝑅1//𝑅2)

𝑅𝐿
[
𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿)

1 + 𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿)
] 

𝐴𝑖 =
(𝑅1//𝑅2)

𝑅𝐿
[𝐴𝑉] 

Assuming that AV is close to 1, the current gain can be substantial if we make R1 and R2 large in 

comparison to RL.  
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Simulation: Source Follower Amplifier 

 

Example 16: Source Follower Amplifier 

Find the current gain and the voltage gain for a source follower amplifier shown in Figure 73 that 

has the following parameters:  VDD=10 V, R1=6 MΩ, R2=4 MΩ, Kn=2 mA/V2, RS=2 kΩ, 

RL=3 kΩ and VTh=1 V.  

 

In order to find the transconductance parameter gm, we must find the quiescent train current IDQ. 

The DC transistor model is shown below. 

 

 
 

Using voltage division, we calculate VG= 4 V.  Using Ohm’s law, we find VS=2kID. Therefore: 

𝑉𝐺𝑆 = 4 − 2𝑘𝐼𝐷 

Substituting this equation into the MOSFET saturation current equation yields: 

𝐼𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑉𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 

𝐼𝐷 = 2𝑚((4 − 2𝑘𝐼𝐷) − 1)
2
 

𝐼𝐷 = 2 𝑚𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 1.125 𝑚𝐴 

We now calculate gm: 

𝑔𝑚 = 2√𝐾𝑛𝐼𝐷𝑄 

𝑔𝑚 = 2√(2𝑚)(1.125𝑚) 

𝑔𝑚 = 3.00 𝑚𝑆 

The voltage gain and current gain can be calculated from the equations derived previously for the 

source follower amplifier. 

𝐴𝑣 =
𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿)

1 + 𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝑠//𝑅𝐿)
 

http://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+8.281975887399955+75+5+50%0Ar+-32+160+-32+224+0+2000000%0Ar+-32+304+-32+368+0+1030000%0Ar+128+336+128+400+0+1000%0Af+48+256+128+256+0+2.5+0.02%0AR+32+144+32+96+0+0+40+15+0+0+0.5%0Aw+32+144+128+144+0%0Aw+128+144+128+160+0%0Aw+32+144+-32+144+0%0Aw+-32+144+-32+160+0%0Aw+-32+224+-32+256+0%0Aw+-32+256+-32+304+0%0Aw+48+256+-32+256+0%0Aw+128+272+128+336+0%0Aw+128+240+128+208+0%0Av+-176+256+-112+256+0+1+170+0.2+0+0+0.5%0Ac+-96+256+-64+256+0+0.000001+-5.098533652061894%0Aw+-64+256+-32+256+0%0Aw+-96+256+-112+256+0%0Aw+-176+256+-176+304+0%0Ag+-176+304+-176+336+0%0Ag+-32+368+-32+400+0%0Ag+128+400+128+416+0%0Ac+176+208+208+208+0+0.00009999999999999999+2.1319043512792546%0Aw+208+208+240+208+0%0Ar+240+208+240+304+0+10000%0Ag+240+304+240+352+0%0Ap+304+240+304+288+0+0%0Aw+304+240+240+208+0%0Aw+304+288+240+304+0%0Ax+-19+43+550+46+4+50+Source%5CsFollower%5CsAmplifier%0Ax+-158+216+-130+219+4+20+Vin%0Ax+323+273+363+276+4+20+Vout%0Aw+128+160+128+208+0%0Aw+176+272+128+272+0%0Aw+176+208+176+272+0%0Ax+-255+379+-78+382+4+18+Note:%5CsCurrent%5Csgain%5Cs%3E%5Cs0%0Ax+-207+398+-78+401+4+18+Voltage%5Csgain%5Cs%3C%5Cs0%0A403+400+112+704+288+0+14_32_0_12290_0.19999999999999923_0.0001_0_2_24_0%0A403+400+352+704+528+0+14_32_3_12545_0.0001_0.0001_0_2_24_3%0Ax+438+105+670+108+4+24+Vout%5Csand%5CsVin%5Csvs.%5CsTime%0Ax+433+344+648+347+4+24+Iout%5Csand%5CsIin%5Csvs.%5CsTime%0A38+14+3+100+300+Frequency%0A
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𝐴𝑣 =
3.0𝑚(2𝑘//3𝑘)

1 + 3.0𝑚(2𝑘//3𝑘)
= 0.783 𝑉 𝑉⁄  

𝐴𝑖 =
(𝑅1//𝑅2)

𝑅𝐿
[𝐴𝑉] 

𝐴𝑖 =
(6𝑀//4𝑀)

3𝑘
[0.783] = 626 𝐴 𝐴⁄  

This amplifier has an output current that is 626 times larger than the input current.  

 

Voltage Amplifier Model 
An ideal amplifier would take the input voltage and produce an output voltage that is a scaled 

replica of the input voltage that would be independent of the circuit connected to the input and 

the load connected to the output. However, the gain of real amplifiers is affected by these factors. 

We can model these effects using the voltage amplifier model below. 

 

 
Figure 77: Voltage Amplifier Model 

 

𝐴𝑣𝑜 =
𝑣𝑜
𝑣𝑖𝑛
|
𝑅𝐿=∞

 

 

The resistance Rin accounts for the fact that real amplifiers typically draw some current from the 

signal source. Rout is used to account for the fact that as increasing current flows from the 

amplifier’s output terminals, the output voltage is reduced. AVO is called the open circuit voltage 

gain; this is the gain if there is no load across the output terminals.  

 

For instance, if we attach a practical voltage source (an ideal voltage source in series with its 

internal resistance) to the amplifier input and a load at its output, we can clearly see the impact of 

RIN and ROUT on voltage gain. If Rin were infinite, then vin=vs. Because RIN is finite, vin will be 

smaller than vs. The actual voltage gain of the amplifier (vout/vs) will be reduced. On the output 

side we see that ROUT and RLOAD form a voltage divider and therefore the load voltage will be 

reduced as ROUT becomes smaller. An ideal voltage amplifier has Rin = ∞ and ROUT =0 because 

under these conditions the gain of the amplifier is completely independent of RS and RLOAD. If 

ROUT were zero, then Vout = AVOVin.  
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Figure 78: Voltage Amplifier Model Terminated with Source and Load 

Calculating Rin and Rout 
We apply these ideas by calculating the Rin and Rout of a common source amplifier. The small 

signal model for the amplifier is shown in Figure 79. 

 

 
Figure 79: Small Signal Input and Output Resistances 

 

Rin is the resistance seen looking into the input terminals of the amplifier. In this case, we can tell 

by inspection that this resistance is R1//R2. Note that for this particular amplifier, Rin is 

independent of RL (this is not always the case!).  

 

Rout is the resistance at the output of the amplifier which is the Thevenin resistance from the 

vantage point of RL. To find Rout, we set signal sources to zero and apply a test voltage and 

determine the resulting test current. The output resistance is:  

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑣𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
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Figure 80: Circuit to Determine Rout 

 

Using KCL at the top right node yields: 

𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑔𝑠 +
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑅𝐷

− 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 0 

We see that vgs=0. Therefore: 

𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 =
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑅𝐷

 

Which yields: 

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

=
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑅𝐷

= 𝑅𝐷 

We could shorten the analysis by simply noting that the dependent current source can be 

replaced by an open circuit because vgs=0 and tell by inspection that Rout=RD. It is important to 

note that Rout is independent of RS, this is not always the case.  

 

Next we calculate AVO, the open voltage gain.  

  
Figure 81: Finding AVO for a Common Source Amplifier 

 

By inspection we see that vo=- gmvgsRD. We note that vgs=vin so the open circuit gain is: 

𝐴𝑣𝑜 =
𝑣𝑜
𝑣𝑖𝑛
|
𝑅𝐿=∞

= −𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐷 

Now that Rin, Rout, and AVO have been determined, we can construct the voltage amplifier model 

for the common source amplifier as shown in Figure 82.  
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Figure 82: Voltage Amplifier Model of a Common Source Amplifier 

We can use this model to determine the voltage gain (or other parameters of interest) of a 

common source amplifier that has a load and/or practical source attached to it. To illustrate this 

idea, we will attach the same load and source that was used in our initial examination of the 

common source amplifier. This circuit is shown in Figure 83 below.  

 
Figure 83: Voltage Amplifier Model with Source and Load Attached 

 

We can calculate the output voltage vo using voltage division: 

 

𝑣𝑜 = −𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐷𝑣𝑖𝑛 (
𝑅𝐿

𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝐿
) 

For vin we can write:  

𝑣𝑖𝑛 = 𝑣𝑠 (
𝑅1//𝑅2

𝑅1//𝑅2 + 𝑅𝑆
) 

 

Therefore, the gain is: 

𝐴𝑣 =
𝑣𝑜
𝑣𝑠
= −𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐷 (

𝑅𝐿
𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝐿

) (
𝑅1//𝑅2 + 𝑅𝑆
𝑅1//𝑅2

) 

If we set RS=0 then the equation above reduces to: 

𝐴𝑉 =
𝑣𝑜
𝑣𝑠
= −𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐷 (

𝑅𝐿
𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝐿

) = −𝑔𝑚 (
𝑅𝐷𝑅𝐿
𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝐿

) =  −𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐷//𝑅𝐿 

 

 

This is the same result that we derived previously.  The value of the voltage amplifier model is 

that it gives us a sense of how output and input resistances affect the overall gain of our 

amplifier. Ideally, we would like to have an amplifier that has a high input resistance and a low 

output resistance.  

 

Example 17: Voltage Amplifier Model of a Source Follower 

Determine the voltage amplifier model of the source follower amplifier below. 
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This is the small signal model of the source model amplifier analyzed previously. By inspection, 

the input resistance Rin=R1//R2. The circuit to determine the output resistance is shown below. 

 
The gate voltage vg=0. The voltage at the source vs=vtest. Therefore vgs= -vtest. Applying KCL 

at the top right note yields: 

𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 =
𝑣𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑅𝑆

 − 𝑔𝑚 × (−𝑣𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡) 

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑣𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

= (
1

𝑅𝑆
+ 𝑔𝑚)

−1

 

Finally, we calculate AVO. We can use the equation derived previously but set RL = ∞.  

𝐴𝑣𝑜 =
𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝑠//∞)

1 + 𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝑠//∞)
=  

𝑔𝑚𝑅𝑠
1 + 𝑔𝑚𝑅𝑠

  

 

The complete model for the source follower is shown below. 
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Small Signal Drain Resistance Parameter rD 
The small signal model for the MOSFET that we have been using assumes that the drain current 

iD is independent of vDS. However, in reality iD increases as vDS increases as shown in Figure 84.  

 
Figure 84: Effect of VDS on ID in Saturation 

Note the slope of the line is not horizontal as we had assumed previously. To account for this in 

the saturation equation, we introduce the device parameter  and modify the saturation equation 

as shown below: 

                            𝑪𝑼𝑹𝑹𝑬𝑵𝑻:      𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 × (1 + λ𝑣𝐷𝑆) 

 

Note that if =0, the equation reduces to the saturation equation that we have used thus far. For 

the small signal model, the iD dependency on vDS can be accounted for by adding a large resistor 

called the drain resistance rd in parallel with the transconductance as shown in Figure 85.  The 

resistor causes the small signal drain current id to increase as vds increases. The value of rd is the 

inverse slope of the characteristic line for a particular vGS. More formally:  

𝑟𝑑 = [
𝜕𝑖𝐷
𝜕𝑣𝐷𝑆

]
−1

|
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝐺𝑆 

 

𝑟𝑑 = [λ × 𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2]−1 

𝑟𝑑 = [λ𝐼𝐷𝑄]
−1
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Figure 85: Small Signal Model Including rd. 

 

If the slope of the characteristic line is horizontal, the value of rd is infinite, and the model 

reduces to the model that we have used previously. 

 

Example 18: Effect of  on Small Signal Model 

Determine the small signal model of the amplifier below. Assume that Kn=0.25 mA/V2, 

VTh=1 V, and = 0.01 V-1. 

 

 
 

To determine the small signal model parameters gm and ro we must first determine IDQ. From our 

previous analysis (see Example 13) we determined IDQ= 4 mA. Therefore 

𝑔𝑚 = 2√𝐾𝑛𝐼𝐷𝑄 

𝑔𝑚 = 2√0.25𝑚 × 4𝑚 = 1 𝑚𝑆 
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𝑟𝑜 = [λ𝐼𝐷𝑄]
−1

 

𝑟𝑜 = [0.01 × 4m]
−1 

𝑟𝑜 =  25 𝑘Ω 

We now construct the small signal model.  

 
To find the gain, we note that vgs = vin and vo = - gmvgs(RD// ro). Therefore  

𝐴𝑉 =
𝑣𝑜
𝑣𝑖𝑛

=
−𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑔𝑠(𝑅𝐷//𝑟0)

𝑣𝑔𝑠
= −𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝐷//𝑟0) 

𝐴𝑉 = −1(2𝑘//25𝑘) 

𝐴𝑉 = −1.85 𝑉/𝑉 

The gain decreases when we include the output resistance.  

 

Multistage Amplifiers 
We have looked at two amplifier configurations: The Common Source amplifier and the Source 

Follower amplifier. By combining these amplifiers, we can construct an amplifier that combine 

the best features of both. In the multistage amplifier below, the common source amplifier 

provides the voltage gain while the source follower provides a low output resistance. The low 

output resistance will cause the gain to be relatively independent of RL.  

 

 
 

 

Amplifier Distortion and Clipping 
An ideal amplifier will produce a scaled replica of the input voltage signal. In actuality, the 

signal will be distorted because the iD vs. vGS characteristic curve is nonlinear. The amplifier will 
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produce second order distortion as a result. Referring to the discussion on load line analysis we 

can see that the output voltage signal Q point is not midway between the upper and lower peaks.  

 

Clipping occurs when the MOSFET is no longer operating in the saturation region. For instance, 

if the input voltage plus the bias voltage is less than VTh the MOSFET will be in cutoff. The 

amplifier will also clip the input signal if the MOSFET enters the triode region. This can occur 

when the RD is too high. Circuit designers must carefully bias the transistor so that the MOSFET 

remains in the saturation region.  

 

Simulation: MOSFET Clipping 

Summary 
• The MOSFET is an extremely important device because it is found in many electronic 

devices.  

• The MOSFET has 3 terminals: Gate, Drain, and Source. The voltage vGS controls the 

drain current iD.  

• The MOSFET has 3 modes: cutoff, triode, and saturation. 

• The triode mode is used in switching applications and to make voltage-controlled 

resistors 

• The saturation mode is used for amplifiers. 

• To perform MOSFET DC analysis, we assume an operating region, calculate the 

variables of interest, and check to make sure that the assumption was correct.  

• MOSFETs can be used to perform logic functions.  

• The small signal model of the MOSFET is used to approximate how it behaves to small 

changes in response to small changes in gate voltage. 

• Two common amplifier configurations are the common source amplifier and the source 

follower. 

• The common source amplifier can be used to provide voltage gain. 

• A MOSFET small signal model can include a small signal drain resistance to account for 

the slight dependence of vDS on iD in saturation.  

• The source follower amplifier can be used to provide current gain. It has a low output 

resistance compared to the common source amplifier.  

• The voltage amplifier model can be used to simplify the analysis of amplifier circuits 

subjected to input signals with internal resistances and finite output load resistances. 

• Amplifiers can be combined into multistage amplifiers for better performance. 

• Amplifiers distort the input signal because the iD vs. vGS is non-linear. 

• The output signal will be clipped if the MOSFET leaves the saturation region. 
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Problems 
1. An NMOS transistor with Kn=1 mA/V2 and VTh=1 V is operated with VGS = 2.5 V. At 

what value of VDS does the transistor enter the saturation region? What value of ID is 

obtained in saturation? 

2. An NMOS transistor with parameters VTh=1 V, k’=100 A/V2, W = 10 m, and L=1 m 

has a VDS=1.5 V. Find the drain current when: 

a. VGS=0.5 V 

b. VGS=2 V 

c. VGS=3 V  

3. An NMOS transistor with parameters VTh=1 V, k’=100 A/V2, W = 10 m, and L=1 m 

has a VGS=2 V. Find the drain current when: 

a. VDS=0.5 V 

b. VDS=2 V 

c. VDS=3 V 

4. An NMOS transistor with parameters VTh=1 V, k’=100 A/V2, and L=1 m has a 

VDS=0.5 V, VGS=2 V, and ID=1mA. Find the channel width W.  

5. An NMOS transistor with parameters VTh=1 V, k’=50 A/V2, L=2 m and W=40 m. 

Sketch ID vs VDS characteristic curves for VGS=1, 2, 3, and 4 V for VDS ranging from 0-10 

V.  

6. In the triode region, how does VGS affect the drain to source resistance RDS? Why does it 

have this effect? 

7. Assume a MOSFET transistor operates in the triode region. How do the parameters L and 

W effect the drain to source resistance? Does this seem intuitive?  

8. Determine the drain current for the circuits below. Assume that VTh=1 V, k’=100 A/V2, 

W = 200 m, and L=10 m.  

 

9. Find ID and VDS for the circuit shown below. The NMOS parameters are VTh=1 V and 

Kn=0.25 mA/V2. 
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10. Find ID and VDS for the circuit shown below. The NMOS parameters are VTh=1 V and 

Kn=0.25 mA/V2. 

 

11. Find ID and VDS for the circuit shown below. The NMOS parameters are VTh=1 V and 

Kn=0.25 mA/V2.  
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12. Design the circuit so that ID=10 mA. The NMOS parameters are VTh=1 V and 

Kn=0.25 mA/V2.  

 

 

13. For the PMOS transistor below, assume that VTh=-0.75 V. Determine the following: 

a. Maximum and minimum voltages for VG so that the transistor is in saturation. 

b. What mode is the transistor in if VG is above the maximum you found in part a? 

c. What mode is the transistor in if VG is below the minimum you found in part a? 
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14. For the PMOS circuits below, find the desired parameter. Assume KP=0.1 mA/V2 and 

VTh= -1V.  

a. Find the voltage VS 

 
b. Find the current iD. 

 
 

c. Find the current iD. 
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15. Design a circuit using MOSFETs that performs the logic NAND operation. The NAND 

operation is represented with the following truth table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. Design a current source using the current mirror configuration that produces a current of 

10mA to illuminate an LED with a voltage drop of 2.1 V. How many such LEDs could 

be illuminated using your current source? Assume identical transistors each with 

Kn=1mA/V2
, VTh=1V, and VDD=12V. 

 

 

 
17. Determine the small signal voltage gain of the circuit below. Assume Kn=0.5 mA/V2

, and 

VTh=2V. 

 

V1 V2 V0 

0 0 5 V 

0 5 V 5 V 

5 V 0 5 V 

5 V 5 V 0 
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18. Determine the small signal output resistance of the circuit above. Assume Kn=1mA/V2
, 

and VTh=1V. 

 

19. Derive the formula for the small signal voltage gain (AV) in terms of gm and the resistors 

RL, RD, and RS. Assume the transistor is operating in the saturation region.  

 
 

20. Determine the voltage gain of the circuit below. Assume Kn=1mA/V2
, and VTh=1V. 

 
 

21. Determine the small signal voltage gain of the following circuit. Assume VTh=2V and 

Kn=0.25 mA/V2. 
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22. Determine the small signal Rin and Rout for the amplifier above.  

 

23. Design a common source amplifier that has a gain of -4V/V. Assume that the MOSFET 

has Kn=1 mA/V2 and VTh=1V.  

 

24. Determine the voltage gain and current gain of the variation of the source follower circuit 

shown below.  Assume Kn=1mA/V2
, and VTh=1V. 

 
25. Determine the small signal parameters of voltage gain, input resistance and output 

resistance of the following circuit. Assume Kn=0.2 mA/V2
, and VTh=1V. 
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26. Draw the small signal equivalent circuit of the “common gate amplifier” shown below.  

 
 

27. Derive the expressions for AVO, Rin, and Rout for the “common gate amplifier” shown 

above. Derive the expression in terms of gm and the labeled resistors. 

 

28. Find the voltage amplifier model of the circuit below (with the load removed) by 

determining the small signal parameters of voltage gain (Avo), input resistance (Rin), and 

output resistance (Rout). Using this model, find the voltage gain of the circuit with the 

load attached. Assume Kn=1mA/V2
, and VTh=1V.  
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29. If an amplifier with voltage amplifier parameters of Avo=10 V/V, Rin = 10k, and Rout=12k 

is connected to the circuit below, determine the voltage gain of the circuit Av=vo/vs. 

 
 

30. Find the voltage amplifier model of the circuit below (with the load removed) by 

determining the small signal parameters of voltage gain (Avo), input resistance (Rin), and 

output resistance (Rout). Using this model, find the voltage gain of the circuit with the 

load attached. Assume Kn=1mA/V2
, and VTh=1V. Note that there is no bypass capacitor 

across the source resistance! Otherwise, this is the same circuit as that in problem 26. 
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31. Using the Java Circuit Simulator, determine the drain current for the circuit shown in 

problem 10. Be sure that you adjust the MOSFET parameters (Beta and Vth) to the 

values give in the problem and note that Beta=2Kn.  

 

32. Using the Java Circuit Simulator, verify the answer for Example 4. Be sure that you 

adjust the MOSFET parameters (Beta and Vth) to the values give in the problem and note 

that Beta=2Kn.  

 

33. Using the Java Circuit Simulator, simulate the circuit shown in Example 5. Use a 

potentiometer for RD and then verify the answer by using the adjusting the potentiometer 

to obtain the desired drain current ID. Be sure that you adjust the MOSFET parameters 

(Beta and Vth) to the values give in the problem and note that Beta=2Kn.  

 

34. Using the Java Circuit Simulator, determine the gain of the common source amplifier 

from Example 14. Be sure that you adjust the MOSFET parameters (Beta and Vth) to the 

values give in the problem and note that Beta=2Kn.  
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Chapter 4: Bipolar Junction Transistors 

Introduction 
 

The bipolar junction transistor (BJT) is an electronic device that is used in both amplifiers and 

electronic switches. BJTs were invented around 1949 (before MOSFETs) and replaced the 

vacuum tube in a variety of applications. Compared to vacuum tubes, BJTs are vastly smaller, 

consume far less energy, cheaper, and are much more reliable.  BJTs made it possible to 

construct computers that were smaller than an elephant. Because of these advantages, vacuum 

tubes are almost extinct with the only remaining application being in high end audio amplifiers 

where many audiophiles prefer them to BJT or MOSFET based amplifiers.  

 

Compared to MOSFETs, BJTs are:  

• Generally faster in switching applications than MOSFETs.  

• More rugged, because MOSFETs can be destroyed by static electricity.  

• Less energy efficient. 

• Generally less density possible on an IC compared to MOSFETs 

 

There are two types of BJTs, the NPN and the PNP. We will focus primarily on the NPN BJT 

although the same fundamental concepts apply to both types.  The circuit symbol for NPN and 

PNP transistors are shown in Figure 36. Like MOSFETs, BJTs can be discreet (see Figure 87) or 

be embedded into an integrated circuit (see Figure 88). 

 

Schematic Symbols for BJT 

 

Discreet BJT IC containing BJTs 

 
Figure 86: Schematic Symbols for BJTs 

 
 

Figure 87: TIP 120 BJT 

 
 

Figure 88: BJT Transistor 

Array Integrated Circuit 

Simplified  Construction and Operation of an NPN Transistor 
A greatly simplified version of the construction of an NPN transistor is shown below. Examining 

the base and emitter terminals we find the PN junction that has the same i-v characteristics as 

that found in the common junction diode.  
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Figure 89: Physical Construction of an NPN Transistor 

For instance, if we place a voltage source across these terminals (vBE in Figure 90) we find the 

familiar exponential relationship (Shockley Equation) between the voltage across this junction 

and the current through it (see Figure 91). Rather than use the Shockley equation we will use the 

common voltage drop model and assume that it takes about 0.7 volts to “turn on” the transistor 

(i.e. to cause current to flow into the base). 

 

VBE VCE

iB

iC

iE

 
Figure 90: Circuit Illustrating Relationship  

Between iB and vBE 
 

Figure 91: Graph of iB vs. vBE 

 

When current enters the base of the transistor this allows current to flow into the collector (iC). 

From KCL, the emitter current must equal the sum of the base and collector currents. 

𝑖𝐸 = 𝑖𝐵 + 𝑖𝐶 

 
Figure 92: iE=iB+iC 
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The base current can be thought of as the “control” current for the transistor. If no base current is 

present, then no collector current can flow. Assuming a base current is present and the voltage 

VCE ≥ VBE the graph of the collector current will be exponential and will be greater (typically 

100 times or more) than the base current. Although when VCE ≥ VBE would appear to reverse 

bias the base collector junction resulting in no current flow, the construction of the transistor is 

asymmetric and as a result this junction does not behave as a typical diode would.  The 

relationship between vBE and iC can be described using the simplified Shockley equation: 

𝑖𝐶 = 𝐼𝑆𝑒
𝑣𝐵𝐸
𝑉𝑇  

Note that the collector current is controlled by the base to emitter voltage. 

Modes of Operation 
Like the MOSFET, the BJT has three distinct modes of operation. These modes are called cutoff, 

saturation, and active. These modes are analogous the MOSFET modes of cutoff, triode, and 

saturation respectively.  Note that it is the BJTs saturation mode that is analogous to the 

MOSFET triode mode not the MOSFET saturation mode! 

 

We will illustrate these modes and the operation of an NPN BJT with a conceptual experiment. 

In the experiment, we apply variable voltages from base to emitter and from collector to emitter 

as shown in Figure 93 below and note the resulting currents.  

VBB
VCC

iB

iC

iE

RC=1k

RB=100k 

 
Figure 93: Modes of Operation 

 

 

Cutoff Mode 
We begin the experiment by setting vBB=0. When vBB=0, no current flows into the base and as a 

result the collector current iC is also zero. As stated earlier, the base emitter junction acts as a 

diode and very little base current flows until the base-emitter voltage (vBE) reaches about 0.7 V. 

For vBE<0.7 V the transistor is said to be in cutoff mode and all currents are close to zero. 

Therefore, we can use the circuit model shown in Figure 94 to represent a BJT in cutoff mode. 

Note the open circuits between each of the terminals. 
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Base

Emitter

Collector

 
Figure 94: Cutoff Model 

 

𝐶𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠:  𝑣𝐵𝐸 < 0.7 𝑉   
 

Active Mode 
If we set VBB above 0.7 V, current will flow into the base. For illustration purposes, we will set 

VBB=2.7 V which will make the math easy. Because the base emitter junction behaves as a diode 

the voltage drop across this junction will be approximately 0.7 V (alternately, we could the 

Shockley equation but this would make the analysis more cumbersome with little increase in 

accuracy). Using KVL we determine the voltage drop across the resistor. 

𝑉𝐵𝐵 − 𝑉𝑅𝐵 − 𝑉𝐵𝐸 = 0 

𝑉𝑅𝐵 = 𝑉𝐵𝐵 − 𝑉𝐵𝐸 

𝑉𝑅𝐵 = 2.7 − 0.7 = 2 𝑉 

We find IB using Ohm’s Law: 

𝐼B =
2

100k
= 20 µA 

If we gradually increase VCC, and measure the resulting collector current iC, we obtain a graph 

similar to that shown in Figure 95 below. Note that for VCE>0.2 V, the collector current is 

constant and is much greater than the base current.  

 

 
Figure 95: iC vs. vCE 
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If we repeat this experiment for VBB=4.7 V and VBB=6.7 V, resulting in IB=40 µA and IB=60 µA, 

and plot the results on a single graph, we would obtain the family of curves shown in Figure 96.   

 

 
Figure 96: iC vs. vCE Curves for Several Base Currents 

 

 

Note that for VCE>0.2 V, the relationship between iB and iC is linear. We can write 

𝑖𝐶 = 𝛽𝑖𝐵 

where β is the current gain for the transistor. Typical values of β are between 50 and 300. 

Examining the graph above, we see that for this transistor β=100. 

 

The transistor is said to be in the active mode for values of VCE>0.2 V. The circuit model shown 

in Figure 97 describes the behavior of a BJT in the active mode. 

 

 
Figure 97: Active Model 
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𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠:  𝑣𝐶𝐸 > 0.2 𝑉 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑖𝐵 > 0  
 

Because iB, iC, and iE are related by KCL we can derive the relationship between iC and iE as 

follows.  

𝑖𝐸 = 𝑖𝐵 + 𝑖𝐶   

𝑖𝐶 = 𝛽𝑖𝐵 

𝑖𝐸 =
𝛽 + 1

𝛽
 𝑖𝐶 

We define  

𝛼 =
𝛽

𝛽 + 1
  

Therefore 

𝑖𝐶 = 𝛼𝑖𝐸   
 

Saturation Mode 
Saturation occurs for small values of vCE. When vCE<0.2 V, the active mode relationship 𝑖𝐶 =
𝛽𝑖𝐵 is no longer true as evident in the graph of Figure 95. When the transistor is in saturation, the 

collector current will be less than that for the active region. The circuit model for the saturation 

mode is shown in Figure 98. 

 

 

 
Figure 98: Saturation Model 

 

𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠:  𝐼𝐶 < 𝛽𝐼𝐵  𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑖𝐵 > 0  
 

Note that we approximate both the base emitter junction and collector emitter junction as 

providing a constant voltage drop. We could use a second order equation (as was done with the 

MOSFET in the triode region) to more accurately describe the dependence of vCE on iC in the 

saturation region. However, this would be more difficult to apply and yield only a small increase 

in accuracy. The circuit model above provides a good balance between accuracy and ease of use.  
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Comparison of Modeling Approaches of MOSFETs and BJTs 
We model the behavior of transistors in order to analyze transistor based circuits. With 

MOSFETs we developed methods to analyze both DC and AC (small signal) circuits. For DC 

circuits, we used mathematical equations to describe the relationship between the drain current ID 

and the control voltage VGS. We did this because the relationship was non-linear – for both the 

triode and saturation regions. With BJTs on the other hand, the relationship between the collector 

current iC and the control current iB is linear (iC=iB) and we can therefore use a linear circuit 

model – the current controlled current source. For the saturation region (analogous to the 

MOSFETs triode region) we have also created a linear model where the voltage VCE is 

approximated with a constant voltage of 0.2 V. Although this is rough approximation, the 

voltages involved are quite small so that there is very little loss of accuracy assuming the 

voltages in the circuit are large in comparison.  The table below summarizes the DC approaches 

to analyzing transistor circuits. Later we will introduce small signal model for the BJT and 

compare it with the MOSFET model.  
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 BJT MOSFET 

“Switch Off” Mode 

 

BJT: Cutoff 

MOSFET: Cutoff 

 

 

Cutoff 

Base

Emitter

Collector

 
 

Cutoff 

Gate

Source

Drain

 
 

“Switch On”  Mode 

 

BJT: saturation 

MOSFET: triode 

Saturation 

 

Triode 

 

 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛[2(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)𝑣𝐷𝑆 − 𝑣𝐷𝑆
2 ] 

𝑖𝐺 = 0 

 

“Amplifier” Mode 

 

BJT: Active 

MOSFET: 

Saturation 

Active

 
 

Saturation 

 

 

𝑖𝐷 = 𝐾𝑛(𝑣𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇ℎ)
2 

𝑖𝐺 = 0 
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DC Analysis of NPN Circuits 
To analyze NPN - BJT circuits we first assume a mode of operation; we then calculate the 

currents and voltages in the circuit; and finally verify that our assumption was correct. If our 

assumption is proved false, we will need to reanalyze the circuit based upon a different 

assumption. For instance, if we assume a BJT is operating in the active region, we will need to 

calculate the base current to make sure it is a positive value, and determine the voltage VCE to 

make sure it is greater than 0.2 V.  

 

Example 19: BJT in Active Region 

Determine the mode of operation, the currents IB, IC, and IE, and the Voltages VB, VC and VE.  

 
 

We begin by assuming the transistor is operating in the active region. The original circuit with 

the active mode model for the transistor inserted is shown below.  
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Using KVL we can write:  

𝑉𝐵𝐵 − 𝑉𝐵𝐸 − 𝐼𝐸𝑅𝐸 = 0 

4.7 − 0.7 − 𝐼𝐸 × 1𝑘 = 0 

𝐼𝐸 = 4 𝑚𝐴 

Next we determine IC and IB.  

𝑖𝐸 =
𝛽 + 1

𝛽
 𝑖𝐶 

𝐼𝐶 =
𝛽

𝛽 + 1
 𝐼𝐸 = 3.96 𝑚𝐴 

𝐼𝐵 =
𝐼𝐶
𝛽
 = 39.6 µ𝐴 

 

We find the terminal voltages using KVL. 

𝑉𝐶 = 𝑉𝐶𝐶 − 𝐼𝐶𝑅𝐶 

𝑉𝐶 = 20 − 3.96m × 3k 

𝑉𝐶 = 8.12 V 

 

𝑉𝐸 = 𝐼𝐸𝑅𝐸 
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𝑉𝐸 = 4m × 1k 

𝑉𝐸 = 4 V 

By inspection:                                         𝑉𝐵 = 4.7 V 

We have determined all of the terminal voltages and currents under the assumption that the 

transistor was operating in the active region. We verify the assumption by checking the base 

current and the collector to emitter voltage are valid. The value of VCE is: 

 

𝑉𝐶𝐸 = 𝑉𝐶 − 𝑉𝐸 = 4.12 𝑉 

 

𝐼𝐵 > 0    √ 

𝑉𝐶𝐸 > 0.2 𝑉     √ 

 

Since both of the required conditions for active mode operation are correct, the transistor is 

indeed operating in the active mode and the voltages and currents calculated above are correct. 

 

Answers: 

𝐼𝐵 = 39.6 µ𝐴,      𝐼𝐶 = 3.96 𝑚𝐴,      𝐼𝐸 = 4 𝑚𝐴 

𝑉𝐵 = 4.7 𝑉,      𝑉𝐶 = 8.12 𝑉,      𝑉𝐸 = 4 𝑉 

Example 20: BJT in Saturation 

Determine the mode of operation, the currents IB, IC, and IE, and the Voltages VB, VC and VE.  
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This is the same problem as the previous example except that RC has increased to 4.5 kΩ. The 

calculations for the currents remain the same as the previous problem as do the voltages VB and 

VE. The value of VC however will need to be recalculated.  

 

𝑉𝐶 = 𝑉𝐶𝐶 − 𝐼𝐶𝑅𝐶 

𝑉𝐶 = 20 − 3.96m × 4.5 k 

𝑉𝐶 = 2.18 V 

𝑉𝐶𝐸 = 𝑉𝐶 − 𝑉𝐸 = −1.82 𝑉 

 

Since VCE<0.2, the active mode assumption is invalid. Since the current IB is positive, indicating 

that the transistor in not in cutoff, we shall assume the transistor is in saturation mode and 

analyze the circuit based on this assumption. The saturation mode equivalent circuit is shown 

below.  
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Using KVL we find VE and VC. 

𝑉𝐸 = 4.7 − 0.7 = 4 𝑉  

𝑉𝐶 = 4 + 0.2 = 4.2 V 

Using Ohm’s Law we find the transistor currents. 

𝐼𝐸 =
VE
RE
= 

4

1k
= 4 mA 

𝐼𝐶 =
VCC − 𝑉𝐶
RC

= 
20 − 4.2

4.5 k
= 3.51 mA 

𝐼𝐵 = 𝐼𝐸 − 𝐼𝐶 = 4 − 3.51 = 49 µ𝐴 

 

Next we check the saturation assumption. 

𝐼𝐵 > 0    √ 

𝐼𝐶 < 100 IB     √ 

Answers: 

𝐼𝐵 = 49 µ𝐴,      𝐼𝐶 = 3.51 𝑚𝐴,      𝐼𝐸 = 4 𝑚𝐴 

𝑉𝐵 = 4.7 𝑉,      𝑉𝐶 = 4.2 𝑉,      𝑉𝐸 = 4 𝑉 
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Example 21: BJT with Base Resistor 

Determine the mode of operation, the currents IB, IC, and IE, and the Voltages VB, VC and VE.  

 
 

We begin by assuming the transistor is operating in the active region. (Rather than redrawing the 

circuit with the model inserted as we have done previously, we will mentally place the model in 

the circuit.)  

 

Using KVL we can write:  

𝑉𝐵𝐵 − 𝐼𝐵𝑅𝐵 − 𝑉𝐵 = 0 

𝐼𝐵 =
VBB − 𝑉𝐵
RB

= 
4.7 − 0.7

200 k
= 20 µA 

Since we have assumed active region:    𝐼𝐶 = 𝛽𝐼𝐵 

𝐼𝐶 = 100 × 20µ = 2 mA 

From KCL we find:                         𝐼𝐸 = 𝐼𝐵 + 𝐼𝐶 = 2.02 𝑚𝐴 

Now we determine VC. 

𝑉𝐶 =  𝑉𝐶𝐶 − 𝐼𝐶 × 𝑅𝐶 = (20) − (2m)(3k) = 14 V 

 

Next we check our active mode assumption. Since the emitter terminal is at ground, 

VCE =VC = 14 V.  

 

 

𝐼𝐵 > 0    √ 
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𝑉𝐶𝐸 > 0.2 𝑉     √ 

 

 

Answers: 

𝐼𝐵 = 20 µ𝐴,      𝐼𝐶 = 2 𝑚𝐴,      𝐼𝐸 = 2.02 𝑚𝐴 

𝑉𝐵 = 0.7 𝑉,      𝑉𝐶 = 14 𝑉,      𝑉𝐸 = 0 𝑉 

 

Example 22: BJT with RB and RE 

Determine the mode of operation, the currents IB, IC, and IE, and the Voltages VB, VC and VE.  

 
 

We begin by assuming the transistor is operating in the active region. Using KVL we write. 

Using KVL we can write:  

𝑉𝐵𝐵 − 𝐼𝐵𝑅𝐵 − 𝑉𝐵𝐸 − 𝐼𝐸𝑅𝐸 = 0 

From 𝐼𝐸 = 𝐼𝐵 + 𝐼𝐶   and 𝐼𝐶 = 𝛽𝐼𝐵 we can write: 

 𝐼𝐸 = (𝛽 + 1)𝐼𝐵  

Substituting this equation into the KVL equation we find: 

𝑉𝐵𝐵 − 𝐼𝐵𝑅𝐵 − 𝑉𝐵𝐸 − (𝛽 + 1)𝐼𝐵𝑅𝐸 = 0 

Solving for IB: 
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𝐼𝐵 =
𝑉𝐵𝐵 − 𝑉𝐵𝐸

𝑅𝐵 + (𝛽 + 1)𝑅𝐸
 

𝐼𝐵 =
4.7 − 0.7

200k + (100 + 1)1k
= 13.3 µ𝐴 

𝐼𝐶 = 𝛽𝐼𝐵 = 1.33 mA 

𝐼𝐸 = 𝐼𝐵 + 𝐼𝐶 = 1.35 mA 

Next we calculate the terminal voltages: 

𝑉𝐶 = 𝑉𝐶𝐶 − 𝐼𝐶 × 𝑅𝐶 = (20) − (1.33m)(3k) = 16 V 

𝑉𝐸 = 𝐼𝐸 × 𝑅𝐸 = (1.35m)(1k) = 1.35 𝑉 

𝑉𝐵 = 𝑉𝐸 + 𝑉𝐵𝐸 = 1.35 + 0.7 = 2.05 V 

 

Next we check our active mode assumption.  

𝑉𝐶𝐸 = 𝑉𝐶 − 𝑉𝐸 = 16 − 1.35 = 14.65𝑉 

𝐼𝐵 > 0    √ 

𝑉𝐶𝐸 > 0.2 𝑉     √ 

Answers: 

𝐼𝐵 = 13.3 µ𝐴,      𝐼𝐶 = 1.33 𝑚𝐴,      𝐼𝐸 = 1.35 𝑚𝐴 

𝑉𝐵 = 2.05 𝑉,      𝑉𝐶 = 16 𝑉,      𝑉𝐸 = 1.35 𝑉 

Example 23: BJT in Cutoff 

Determine the mode of operation, the currents IB, IC, and IE, and the Voltages VB, VC and VE.  
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We begin by assuming the transistor is operating in the active region. Using KVL we write. 

Since VB=0.5 and VBE=0.7, then VE=-0.2V 

 

𝐼𝐸 =
𝑉𝐸
𝑅𝐸
=
−0.2

1k
= −0.2 mA 

 

From 𝐼𝐸 = 𝐼𝐵 + 𝐼𝐶   and 𝐼𝐶 = 𝛽𝐼𝐵 we can write: 

 𝐼𝐵 =
𝐼𝐸

𝛽 + 1
=

−0.2

100 + 1
= −1.98 µA  

A negative answer for IB indicates that the transistor is not operating in the active mode. We will 

assume that the transistor is operating in cutoff. In cutoff we find: 

IB = IC = IE = 0     and therefore  VC = 20 V      VE = 0    VB = 0.5 V 

To check for cutoff: 

𝑉𝐵𝐸 < 0.7 𝑉     √ 

 

The PNP Transistor 
The PNP transistor consists of a layer of N material surrounded by P material. This construction 

results in a device that requires opposite voltage polarities to be applied than that of the NPN 

transistor. These opposite voltage polarities result in current directions that are the opposite of 
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the NPN. The result is that we can use the same analysis techniques and formulas developed with 

the NPN but we must replace vBE with vEB in the formulas and reverse all current directions. For 

PNP transistor, the voltage at the emitter must be higher than the base (by about 0.7 V) or else it 

is in cutoff mode. Voltage at emitter must be higher than the collector by at least 0.2V or the 

transistor will be in saturation mode.  The models for active mode and saturation are shown in 

Figure 99 and Figure 100 respectively. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 99: PNP Active Mode Circuit Model 

 

 

 

 
Figure 100: PNP Triode Circuit Model 

 

Example 24: PNP in Active Region 
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Determine the mode of operation, the currents IB, IC, and IE, and the Voltages VB, VC and VE.  

Assume =100. 

 
 

We begin by assuming the transistor is operating in the active region. The original circuit with 

the active mode model for the transistor inserted is shown below.  

 

 
 

We begin by noting by inspection that 𝑉𝐵 = 5.3 V and 𝑉𝐸 = 6 V. (VE=VB+0.7) 

Next we determine IE using Ohm’s Law.  
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𝐼𝐸 =
𝑉𝐸𝐸 − 𝑉𝐸
𝑅𝐸

  

𝐼𝐸 =
10 − 6

2𝑘
= 2 𝑚𝐴 

Next we determine IC and IB.  

𝐼𝐶 =
𝛽

𝛽 + 1
 𝐼𝐸 = 1.98 𝑚𝐴 

𝐼𝐵 =
𝐼𝐶
𝛽
 = 19.8 µ𝐴 

 

We find the terminal voltages using KVL. 

𝑉𝐶 = 𝐼𝐶𝑅𝐶 

𝑉𝐶 = 1.98m × 1k 

𝑉𝐶 = 1.98 V 

We have determined all of the terminal voltages and currents under the assumption that the 

transistor was operating in the active region. We verify the assumption by checking the base 

current and the collector to emitter voltage are valid. The value of VEC is: 

 

𝑉𝐸𝐶 = 𝑉𝐸 − 𝑉𝐶 = 6.02 𝑉 

𝑉𝐸𝐶 > 0.2 𝑉     √ 

𝐼𝐵 > 0    √ 

 

Since both of the required conditions for active mode operation are correct, the transistor is 

indeed operating in the active mode and the voltages and currents calculated above are valid. 

 

Answers: 

𝐼𝐵 = 19.8 µ𝐴,      𝐼𝐶 = 1.98 𝑚𝐴,      𝐼𝐸 = 2 𝑚𝐴 

𝑉𝐵 = 5.3 𝑉,      𝑉𝐶 = 1.98 𝑉,      𝑉𝐸 = 6 𝑉 

Load Line Analysis 
Load line analysis provides good insights into how circuit parameters effect circuit operation. 

For instance, we may be interested in seeing what effect adjusting the collector resistor has on 

the mode of operation in the circuit shown in Figure 101.  
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Figure 101: Load Line Analysis 

 

As we did with MOSFETs, we plot the load line of the of the source/resistor combination 

(1.2 V/15k) on the “input side” of the transistor on the graph of the iB vs. vBE characteristic 

curve. The intersection of these curves is the operating point. We see from the graph that the 

approximate base current is 40µA. We then plot the right hand side resistor/source combination 

(10 V/5k) on the iC vs. vCE characteristic curve. The intersection of the load line with the 

previously determined base current reveals the operating point.  For this circuit, the base current 

was found to be 40 µA so the intersection of this curve with the load line plot reveals the 

operating point on the “output side” of the transistor. As seen from the graph, the operating point 

is: 

𝑖𝐶 ≅ 4 𝑚𝐴       𝑣𝐶𝐸 ≅ 2𝑉 

 
Figure 102: Load Line Characteristic Curves 

 

We can see from these graphs how circuit parameters affect the circuit performance. For 

instance, on the input side of the transistor, decreasing RB will make move the operating point up 

the characteristic curve because the load line slope will increase. The result will be an increased 

base current. On the output side of the transistor, we see that increasing the base current tends to 

move the transistor toward saturation. With an increased base current, if we want to keep the 

transistor in the active mode, we would need to either increase VCC or decrease RC.  
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BJT as a switch 
BJTs can be used as current controlled switches. The cutoff mode is used as the off condition and 

the saturation mode is typically used for the on condition. The saturation mode is used because 

this will minimize the voltage drop across the collector-emitter junction. In an ideal switch, this 

voltage drop would be zero. We will examine two applications, a logic inverter and a motor 

control circuit.  

 

Logic Inverter 
 

The BJT logic circuit uses the cutoff and saturation modes. Typically 5 V is used to represent 

high signals and 0 V low signals. For the inverter configuration shown in Figure 103, when Vin is 

low no current will flow into the base and the transistor is in cutoff mode and consequently the 

value of Vout will be VCC. If Vin is high, current will flow into the base. If RB and RC are selected 

appropriately, the transistor will be in saturation mode and Vout will be low.  

 

 
Figure 103: Logic Inverter Circuit 

 

Example 25: Analysis of a Logic Inverter 

 

Plot the transfer characteristic vout vs. vin for the circuit in Figure 103 if RB=10 kΩ, RC=500 Ω, 

and β=100. Repeat for β=50 and β=200. 

 

For Vin<0.7 V, the transistor will be in cutoff which results in vout =5 V. For Vin>0.7 V, the 

transistor enters the active region, and the vout drops as the collector current rises. We will find 

the value of Vin that places the transistor on the boundary between the active mode and the 

saturation mode. We can find this value by assuming that IC=βIB and that vout=0.2 V.  

 

For the active region we find that 
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𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑉𝐶𝐶 − 𝑖𝐶 × 𝑅𝐶 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒     𝑖𝐶 = β𝑖𝐵    𝑎𝑛𝑑     𝑖𝐵 =
(𝑣𝑖𝑛 − 0.7)

𝑅𝐵
 

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒        𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑉𝐶𝐶 − 𝛽
(𝑣𝑖𝑛 − 0.7)

𝑅𝐵
× 𝑅𝐶 

Substituting the circuit element parameters given in the problem statement gives us the equation 

of vout as a function of vin when the transistor is in the active mode. 

𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 5 − 100
(𝑣𝑖𝑛 − 0.7)

10k
× 500 

vout = 5 − 5 × (𝑣𝑖𝑛 − 0.7) 

This equation is valid when the transistor is in the active mode. To find the value of vin that that 

places the transistor on the edge of saturation we set vout=0.2 V and solve for vin. We find that  

 

𝑣𝑖𝑛,𝑒𝑜𝑠 = 1.66 V 

For values of vin>1.66 V, the transistor will be in saturation and the value of vout=0.2 V. We are 

now ready to construct the graph of the transfer characteristics. 

 
We can repeat this process for β=50 and β=200.  The results along are shown below. 
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Simulation: BJT Logic Inverter 

Motor Driver Circuit 
Motor driver circuits are used to interface a motor with its control circuitry. Typically the control 

is a microcontroller which does not have the ability to source sufficient current to drive the 

motor. We can connect the control circuit output to a transistor that acts as a switch and have an 

external power supply power the motor. A simple motor driver circuit is quite similar in topology 

to the logic inverter (where RC is replaced by the motor) and uses the saturation and cutoff 

modes to turn the motor on and off.  To design the circuit to work properly, we need to select RB 

to ensure the transistor operates in the saturation mode when the value of vin is high.  

 

The value of β can vary even among transistors of the same type and is also dependent upon the 

collector current and the operating temperature. Because of the variability of β, engineers employ 

an “overdrive factor” to ensure that the transistor will be in saturation. The overdrive factor is 

similar idea to the safety factor employed in civil engineering. In civil engineering, the strength 

of the material is divided by the safety factor to determine the allowable stress. The beam is then 

designed large enough so that the applied stress is lower than the allowable stress. Similarly, we 

divide the nominal β for the transistor by the overdrive factor to produce the forced beta (βF).  

𝛽𝐹 =
𝛽

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
 

 

Typical values employed for the overdrive factor are between 2 and 10.  

 

https://www.falstad.com/circuit/circuitjs.html?cct=$+1+0.000005+10.20027730826997+50+5+50%0At+704+384+752+384+0+1+-4.99999998883375+1.0499999957237967e-8+100%0Ar+752+320+752+256+0+3250%0AR+752+256+752+208+0+0+40+5+0+0+0.5%0Ar+704+384+640+384+0+100000%0Ag+752+400+752+480+0%0Aw+752+368+752+320+0%0AR+640+384+592+384+0+0+40+0+0+0+0.5%0AO+752+320+816+320+1%0A403+960+208+1280+480+0+6_64_0_4290_0.0000762939453125_0.00009765625_0_2_7_0%0Ax+633+149+1285+152+4+40+BJT%5CsInverter%5CsTransfer%5CsCharacteristics%0Ax+547+389+575+392+4+20+Vin%0Ax+834+326+874+329+4+20+Vout%0Ax+969+515+1306+518+4+12+Slowly%5Csadjust%5Csthe%5CsVin%5Csslider%5Csto%5Csdisplay%5Csthe%5Cstransfer%5Cscharacteristcs%0Ax+1252+365+1280+368+4+20+Vin%0Ax+1125+222+1165+225+4+20+Vout%0Ax+968+534+1327+537+4+12+Use%5Csthe%5CsRc%5Csslider%5Csto%5Csobserve%5Csits%5Cseffect%5Cson%5Csthe%5Cstransfer%5Cscharacteristics%0A38+6+0+0+5+Vin%0A38+1+0+1000+10000+Rc%0A
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By designing our circuit to operate on the edge of saturation using BF, the resulting circuit will 

instead operate safely in the saturation region because the actual value of B is greater than BF.   

 

 

Example 26: Design of a Motor Driver 

 

Design a motor driver circuit using a 3904 NPN BJT that will turn on a motor when Vin=5 V and 

turn off the motor when Vin=0 V. Assume the motor has a resistance of 500 Ω. The transistor is 

used because the source that supplies Vin is limited to 10 mA and the motor voltage operates at 

12 V. 

 

We will use the same circuit topology as that employed by the logic inverter. We will need to 

select RB such that the transistor acts in the saturation region when the value of Vin=5 V. The 

circuit will be in cutoff when Vin=0 V. 

                 
 

 

In order to design the circuit we need to find β for this transistor by examining its data sheet 

which can be found here: http://www.datasheetcatalog.org/datasheet/fairchild/2N3904.pdf.  

Perusing the datasheet we do not find β listed however we do find a section called “DC Current 

Gain” with an hFE parameter listed. Instead of using β, datasheets list the current gain as hFE 

which is a parameter that is used in 2-port equivalent circuits of transistors. We see that rather 

than give a specific value, a range of values is given and that the range depends upon the 

collector current. We also see that these values assume a temperature of 25oC. The value of β is a 

bit harder to determine than we might have expected.  

 

Our first task will be to figure out a reasonable value of β to use as we design our circuit. The 

design statement specifies RC =500 Ω. For the on condition, we want the voltage drop across the 

CE junction to be close to zero. Using Ohm’s law we find: 

 

𝐼𝐶 =
(𝑉𝐶𝐶 − 𝑉𝐶𝐸)

𝑅𝐶
≅
12 − 0.2

500
= 23.6 𝑚𝐴 

 

We see that the datasheet lists β (hFE) in a range of 100 to 300. We want the transistor to be in 

saturation so we will use the “worst case” value of 100. If the actual value is higher, this will 

tend to drive the transistor deeper into saturation which is acceptable.  

 

http://www.datasheetcatalog.org/datasheet/fairchild/2N3904.pdf
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From the data sheet we see that the current gain also varies with temperature. To be on the safe 

side, we will use an overdrive factor to determine a βF to use in our design. Using an overdrive 

factor of 2 yields βF = 50.   

 

We will find the value of RB that places the transistor on the edge of saturation assuming that the 

DC current gain is βF. The conditions for the edge of saturation are IC= βFIB and VCE=0.2 V. 

Using KVL yields: 

IC = βFIB;      IB = 472 µA 

RB =
(Vin − VBE)

IB
=
(5 − 0.7)

472 µ
= 9.1 𝑘Ω 

By selecting RB=9.1 kΩ we ensure that the transistor will operate in the saturation region. The 

resulting base current IB of 472 µA is much less than the maximum of 10 mA given in the 

problem statement. 

 

Bi-directional Motor Control with an H-Bridge 
We have already seen how transistors can be used to control motors. We will extend that 

knowledge to motors that can be operated in forward and reverse directions. The direction of 

current flow through the motor determines the direction that it will turn so the control circuit 

must control the direction of current flow in addition to being able to turning the motor on and 

off. A popular circuit to control bidirectional motors is the “H-bridge” circuit shown in Figure 

104 below. If transistors Q1 and Q4 are turned on, the current will flow through the motor to the 

right. If Q3 and Q2 are on, the current will flow through the motor to the left. We can turn on 

these transistors using a microcontroller or other control circuitry.   
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Figure 104: H Bridge Motor Control Circuit 

 

With 4 transistors, there are 16 possible states. Some of the states turn the motor off, some on, 

some lead to short circuits! Obviously we don’t want those states to occur or we may damage the 

control circuitry attached to the H-bridge.  Which states are illegal? 

 

 

You probably noticed that the transistors Q1 and Q3 are PNP transistors. These are used because 

the voltage drop across the motor would raise the voltage level at the emitter of Q1 so that it 

would not be in saturation.  

 

 

BJT Amplifiers 
BJTs can be used to amplify signals. Like the MOSFET, a changing voltage at the input side of 

the transistor generates changing voltage levels at the output. As an example, refer to the circuit 

in Figure 105 below. We will use this very simple circuit to illustrate how the transistor can be 

used to amplify signals.   
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Figure 105: Conceptual Amplifier Circuit 

The base voltage consists of a DC voltage VB and a time varying voltage vb(t).  

 

𝑣𝐵 = 𝑉𝐵 + 𝑣𝑏 

 

This changing voltage results in a changing base current. The changing base current results in a 

changing collector current. The changing collector current results in a changing voltage drop 

across the RC resistor which results in a changing voltage at the output VO. Note that as vB 

increases, the output voltage decreases since the voltage drop across RC will be larger for larger 

collector currents. Next we introduce the small signal parameters for BJTs, develop its small 

signal model, and apply the model to analyze amplifier circuits.  

Small Signal Model 
We saw in our analysis of MOSFET amplifier circuits that the small signal model was quite 

helpful in determining amplifier characteristics such as voltage gain, input resistance, and other 

parameters. Because typical BJT amplifiers are biased to operate in the active region, we will 

develop small signal models of the BJT operating in the active mode.  

 

We begin the development of the small signal model of the BJT by referring to its iC vs. vBE 

characteristics in the active mode that is described by the Shockley equation.  

𝑖𝐶   = 𝐼𝑆𝑒
𝑣𝐵𝐸/𝑉𝑇 

Where the constant VT is the thermal voltage and IS is the saturation current. 

 

From this equation we see that the collector current is dependent upon the base to emitter 

voltage.  Compare this to how the MOSFET behaved. A change in the MOSFETs gate to drain 

voltage induced a change to the drain current. In the MOSFET, we modeled this as a voltage 

controlled current source. Similarly, for a BJT we can determine a small signal model using the 
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exponential relationship between the input voltage and the collector current to determine its 

transconductance.  

𝑔𝑚 =
𝑑𝑖𝐶
𝑑𝑣𝐵𝐸

|
𝑄

 

𝑔𝑚 =
1

𝑉𝑇
𝐼𝑆𝑒

𝑉𝐵𝐸
𝑉𝑇
⁄

 

 Since:                                                        𝐼𝐶𝑄 = 𝐼𝑆𝑒
𝑉𝐵𝐸𝑄

𝑉𝑇
⁄

 

 

We can write: 

𝑔𝑚 =
𝐼𝐶𝑄

𝑉𝑇
 

 

For MOSFETs no current entered the “input” terminals and therefore the small signal input 

resistance was infinite. For BJTs a change in input voltage does result in a change in base current 

(see Figure 91). The small signal input resistance is the inverse of the slope of the iB vs vBE curve 

at the DC operating point.  

𝑟𝜋 = [
𝑑𝑖𝐵
𝑑𝑣𝐵𝐸

]
𝑣𝐵𝐸=𝑉𝐵𝐸𝑄

−1

 

 

In other words, the small signal input resistance is the slope of the iB vs. vBE curve at the 

operating point or quiescent point (Q-point).  We can find this resistance in terms of the DC bias 

current ICQ as follows: 

 

𝑖𝐵 =   [
𝐼𝑆𝑒

𝑣𝐵𝐸
𝑉𝑇
⁄

𝛽
] 

𝑑𝑖𝐵
𝑑𝑣𝐵𝐸

|
𝑄

= [
1

𝛽𝑉𝑇
(𝐼𝑆 𝑒

𝑣𝐵𝐸/𝑉𝑇)]
𝑄

 

𝑑𝑖𝐵
𝑑𝑣𝐵𝐸

|
𝑄

= [
1

𝛽𝑉𝑇
(𝐼𝑆 (𝑒

𝑉𝐵𝐸𝑄/𝑉𝑇))] 

 

Since:  

𝐼𝐶𝑄  = 𝐼𝑆  (𝑒
𝑣𝐵𝐸𝑄/𝑉𝑇) 

Then: 
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𝑑𝑖𝐵
𝑑𝑣𝐵𝐸

|
𝑄

= [
1

𝛽𝑉𝑇
(𝐼𝐶𝑄)] 

Therefore: 

𝑟𝜋 = [
𝑑𝑖𝐵
𝑑𝑣𝐵𝐸

|
𝑄

]

−1

= [
𝐼𝐶𝑄
𝛽𝑉𝑇

]
−1

 

 

𝑟𝜋 =
𝛽𝑉𝑇
𝐼𝐶𝑄

 

 

We can now realize our circuit model as follows using the results for transconductance and input 

resistance derived above. This model is shown in Figure 106. 

 

 
                          Figure 106: BJT Small Signal Model Using gm 

 

𝑟𝜋 =
𝛽𝑉𝑇
𝐼𝐶𝑄

 

 

𝑔𝑚 =
𝐼𝐶𝑄
𝑉𝑇

 

 

 

The model above shows that the BJT can be thought of as voltage controlled current source with 

a finite input resistance. We usually think of the BJT as a current controlled current source and 

indeed it can be modeled as such. The relationship between the small signal currents ib and ic can 

be derived as follows. 

𝑖𝑐 = 𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑏𝑒       𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒  𝑣𝑏𝑒 = 𝑖𝑏𝑟𝜋 

Therefore: 

                            𝑖𝑐 = 𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑏𝑟𝜋 

Substituting the equations derived previously for the small signal model yields: 

 

𝑖𝑐 = (
𝐼𝐶𝑄
𝑉𝑇
) 𝑖𝑏 (

𝛽𝑉𝑇
𝐼𝐶𝑄

) 

𝑖𝑐 = 𝛽𝑖𝑏 
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This is not an unsurprising result as we should have suspected that an increase in the base current 

would yield an increase in the collector current governed by . 

 

The resulting small signal model using this result is shown in Figure 107.  

 

 
Figure 107: BJT Small Signal Model Using Beta 

Either of the models shown in Figure 106 and Figure 107 can be used in small signal analysis of 

BJT circuits. The choice is a matter of preference. 

 

We can derive a relationship between r and gm by comparing Figure 106 and Figure 107. We 

note that:  

𝑖𝑐 = 𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑏𝑒 = 𝛽𝑖𝑏 

Since 𝑣𝑏𝑒 = 𝑖𝑏𝑟𝜋, then: 

𝑔𝑚 =
𝛽

𝑟𝜋
 

 

Now that we have a small signal model for the BJT we can analyze amplifier circuits using the 

following procedure: 

4. Use DC analysis to find the DC operating point (Q-point). In particular we must find IC to 

determine rπ (and gm if the transconductance model is desired). 

5. Insert the BJT small signal model into the small signal equivalent circuit. 

6. Analyze the small signal circuit to find gain and other small signal parameters of interest. 

 

Example 27: Using the Small Signal Model 

Determine the small signal voltage gain (vo/vin) for the circuit below. Assume VT=26 mV. 
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In order to find the small signal model we will find the collector current ICQ.  

𝐼𝐵𝑄 =
4.7 − 0.7

200 k
= 0.02 mA 

𝐼𝐶𝑄 = β × 𝐼𝐵𝑄 = 100 × 0.02m = 2 𝑚𝐴 

Using KVL to calculate the quiescent collector to emitter voltage yields: 

𝑉𝐶𝐸𝑄 = 20 − 5𝑘 × 2𝑚 = 10 𝑉 

Therefore the BJT is indeed operating in the active region (VCE≥0.2 V and IB>0).  The small 

signal parameters gm and rπ can be found using: 

 𝑔𝑚 =
𝐼𝐶𝑄

𝑉𝑇
=
2𝑚

26𝑚
= 0.077 𝐴/𝑉 

𝑟𝜋 =
𝛽𝑉𝑇
𝐼𝐶𝑄

=
100 × 26𝑚

2𝑚
= 1300 Ω 

 

We now construct the small signal model. Note that the DC voltage sources have been replaced 

with short circuits (to ground): 

  

 
 

To calculate the voltage gain we note that the output voltage is:  

𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡 = −𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑏𝑒𝑅𝐶 
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Where                                                    𝑣𝑏𝑒 = 𝑣𝑖𝑛 (
𝑟𝜋

𝑟𝜋+𝑅𝐵
) 

Substituting vbe into the equation above and solving for the voltage gain yields: 

𝐴𝑉 = −𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐶 (
𝑟𝜋

𝑟𝜋 + 𝑅𝐵
) 

 

Substituting the parameter values yields: 

𝐴𝑉 = (−0.077)(5 𝐾) (
1.3 𝐾

1.3 𝐾 + 200 𝐾
) 

𝐴𝑉 = −2.48 𝑉/𝑉 

 

This amplifier is inverting. Note that the gain is in part determined by the voltage divider 

comprised of RB and r. Reducing RB would increase the gain but this would cause the amplifier 

to saturate. An interesting and undesirable property of this amplifier configuration is its 

dependence upon the value of β. The value of β determines the collector current and as a result 

the values of rπ and gm. The problem with a high dependence on β is that β is varies from 

transistor to transistor even of the same type. If you examine a typical NPN datasheet you will 

find a wide range of values given for β that depend upon tolerance, temperature, and collector 

current to name a few. As a consequence, engineers create amplifier circuit designs where 

performance is relatively independent upon the value of β. A way to reduce the dependence is to 

use emitter bias rather than base bias as the next example illustrates.  

 

Example 28: Simple Amplifier with Emitter Bias 

Determine the voltage gain for the amplifier below. 

 

           
We begin by performing DC analysis in order to find ICQ.  
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𝐼𝐸 =
4.7 − 0.7

1.98𝐾
= 2.02 𝑚𝐴 

𝐼𝐶 = 𝐼𝐸 × (
𝛽

𝛽 + 1
) = 2.00 𝑚𝐴 

 

The emitter resistor value and VBB determine IE. Note that IC is not highly dependent upon the 

value of β; an advantage using emitter bias. In fact, if increase β from 100 to 200, IC changes 

increases only 0.5%!  

 

The value of IC determined above is the same as the previous example and therefore the values 

for gm and rπ are the same. The small signal equivalent circuit is shown below. If we assume that 

the coupling and bypass capacitors are large enough that their impedance is close to zero for the 

small signals of interest, we can replace them with short circuits and draw the circuit shown in 

the circuit below. 

 
 

 

𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡 = −𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑏𝑒(𝑅𝐶//RL) 
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Since                                                    𝑣𝑏𝑒 = 𝑣𝑖𝑛 

𝐴𝑉 = −𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝐶//RL) 
 

Substituting the parameter values yields: 

𝐴𝑉 = (−0.077)(2.5 𝐾) 

𝐴𝑉 = −193 𝑉/𝑉 

 

The previous examples were somewhat impractical amplifier circuits in that they required 2 

power supplies. A more typical BJT amplifier circuit uses a single power supply along with a 4-

resistor bias network as we illustrate in the next example.  

 

 

 

Example 29: Example common emitter amplifier with 4-resistor bias network.   

The circuit below represents a “common emitter” amplifier so named because the emitter 

terminal is common to both the input side and output side of the transistor. The previous 

examples also had the common emitter configuration.  

 

 
 

We begin by performing a DC analysis to determine ICQ which will allow us to find the small 

signal parameters. The resistors R1 and R2 form an “almost” voltage divider. It’s not a true 

voltage divider because the resistors are not in series as a small amount of current flows into the 

base of the transistor. Although we cannot use voltage division without a loss of accuracy, we 

can simplify the left side of the circuit (shown below) by determining its Thevenin Equivalent.   
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Left Side of Bias Circuit Thevenin Equivalent 

 

Replacing the left side of the circuit with its Thevenin equivalent and inserting in the original 

circuit yields the circuit below.  

 

 

We assume the transistor is operating in the active region. Using KVL we write. 

𝑉𝑇ℎ − 𝐼𝐵𝑅𝑇ℎ − 𝑉𝐵𝐸 − 𝐼𝐸𝑅𝐸 = 0 

We next substitute 𝐼𝐸 = (𝛽 + 1)𝐼𝐵 into this equation and solve for IB which yields: 

𝐼𝐵 =
𝑉𝑇ℎ − 𝑉𝐵𝐸

𝑅𝑇ℎ + (𝛽 + 1)𝑅𝐸
 

𝐼𝐵 =
4 − 0.7

3k + (100 + 1)2k
= 16.1 µ𝐴 

𝐼𝐶 = 𝛽𝐼𝐵 = 1.61 mA 

𝐼𝐸 = 𝐼𝐵 + 𝐼𝐶 = 1.63 mA 

Next we calculate the terminal voltages to determine if the transistor is in the active mode. 
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𝑉𝐶 = 𝑉𝐶𝐶 − 𝐼𝐶 × 𝑅𝐶 = (16) − (1.61m)(6k) = 6.34 V 

𝑉𝐸 = 𝐼𝐸 × 𝑅𝐸 = (1.63)(2k) = 3.26 𝑉 

Now that we have the terminal voltages, we can check the active mode assumption.  

𝑉𝐶𝐸 = 𝑉𝐶 − 𝑉𝐸 = 6.34 − 3.26 = 3.08 𝑉 

𝐼𝐵 > 0    √ 

𝑉𝐶𝐸 > 0.2 𝑉     √ 

The transistor is indeed operating in the active mode. The next step is to perform the small signal 

analysis. In order to do so, we calculate the small signal parameters gm and rπ and construct the 

small signal model of the circuit.  

𝑔𝑚 =
𝐼𝐶𝑄
𝑉𝑇
=
1.61𝑚

25𝑚
= 64.4 m𝐴/𝑉 

𝑟𝜋 =
𝛽𝑉𝑇
𝐼𝐶𝑄

=
100 × 25𝑚

1.61𝑚
= 1552 Ω 

 

Next we construct the small signal model.  

 

 
 

To calculate the voltage gain we find that the output voltage is:  

𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡 = −𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑏𝑒(𝑅𝐶//RL) 

Note that 𝑣𝑏𝑒 = 𝑣𝑖𝑛. Therefore: 

𝐴𝑉 = −𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝐶//RL) 

𝐴𝑉 = −64.4m(6 k//12 k) 

𝐴𝑉 = −257 𝑉/𝑉 

The Voltage Amplifier Model and BJTs 
From our discussion of MOSFETs, you may remember the voltage amplifier model shown 

below.  
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Figure 108: Voltage Amplifier Model 

 

The analysis of BJT amplifiers can be simplified using this model. To illustrate, we shall 

determine the voltage amplifier model of the common emitter amplifier with a 4 resistor bias 

network that was examined in the previous example and reproduced below.  

 
Figure 109: Common Emitter Amplifier Circuit 

The small signal model for this circuit is shown in Figure 110 below along with the input and 

output resistance terminals. Our goal is to determine the voltage amplifier model for the circuit 

between the Rin and Rout terminals. We begin by determining Rin. 
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Figure 110: Rin and Rout Parameters for Common Emitter Amplifier 

 

Rin is the resistance seen looking into the input terminals of the amplifier. In this case we can 

determine by inspection Rin. 

𝑅𝑖𝑛 = 𝑅1//𝑅2//𝑟𝜋 

 

Rout is the resistance at the output of the amplifier. To find Rout, we set the signal source to zero 

and apply a test voltage and determine the resulting test current. The output resistance is:  

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑣𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

 

 
Figure 111: Determining Rout 

 

Using KCL at the top right node yields: 

𝑔𝑚𝑣𝑏𝑒 +
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑅𝐶

− 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 0 

Note that vbe=0 because of the short circuit at the input terminals. Therefore: 
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𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 =
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑅𝐶

 

This yields: 

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

=
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑅𝐶

= 𝑅𝐶  

We could shorten the analysis by simply noting that the dependent current source can be 

replaced by an open circuit because vbe=0 and tell by inspection that Rout=RC. Not shown in this 

derivation but yet quite important is the fact that for the common emitter amplifier, the values of 

Rin and Rout are independent of RS (if present) and RL (if present).  

 

Next we calculate AVO, the voltage gain with the load removed.  

 
Figure 112: Determining AV 

 

By inspection we see that vo=- gmvbeRC. We note that vbe=vin so the open circuit gain is: 

𝐴𝑣𝑜 =
𝑣𝑜
𝑣𝑖𝑛
|
𝑅𝐿=∞

= −𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐶 

Now that Rin, Rout, and AVO have been determined, we can construct the voltage amplifier model 

for the common emitter amplifier as shown in Figure 113.  

 
Figure 113: Voltage Amplifier Model of Common Emitter Amplifier 

We can use this model to determine the voltage gain (or other parameters of interest) of a 

common emitter amplifier that has a load and/or practical source attached to it. For instance, let’s 

find the voltage gain of the following circuit. 
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Figure 114: Common Emitter Amplifier with Circuit Parameter Values 

 

This is the same circuit as that examined in Example 29 with the exception that a source 

resistance has been added. Our goal is to determine the voltage amplifier model and use the 

model to determine the voltage gain (Av=vout/vs) of the circuit. 

 

Using the previous results we can replace the small signal model with the voltage amplifier 

model and terminate the model with the given source and load. 

 

 
Figure 115: Terminated Voltage Amplifier Model of Common Emitter Amplifier 

 

To determine gain we find that: 

 

𝑣𝑖𝑛 = 𝑣𝑠 (
𝑅1//𝑅2//𝑟𝜋

𝑅𝑠 + 𝑅1//𝑅2//𝑟𝜋
) 

𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡 = −𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐶𝑣𝑖𝑛 (
𝑅𝐿

𝑅𝐿 + 𝑅𝐶
) 

 

Solving yields:  

𝐴𝑉 =
𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑣𝑠

= −𝑔𝑚𝑅𝐶 (
𝑅1//𝑅2//𝑟𝜋

𝑅𝑠 + 𝑅1//𝑅2//𝑟𝜋
) (

𝑅𝐿
𝑅𝐿 + 𝑅𝐶

) 

 

Note that if RS =0, this equation would simplify to 𝐴𝑉 = −𝑔𝑚(𝑅𝐶//𝑅𝐿) which should be of 

some comfort as this confirms the result we found in Example 29 
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Substituting the parameter values yields: 

𝐴𝑉 = −(64.4m)(6𝑘) (
12𝑘//4𝑘//1552

1𝑘 + 12𝑘//4𝑘//1552
) (

12𝑘

12𝑘 + 6𝑘
) 

 

𝐴𝑉 = −127 𝑉/𝑉 

 

Compared to the previous example, the gain of the circuit has been reduced because of the added 

source resistance. If the input resistance to the amplifier was infinite, we would get the same 

result as the previous example. This illustrates why it is desirable to have a high input resistance 

so that the gain of the amplifier is not negatively impacted by the internal resistance of the 

attached source. Similarly, the gain of the circuit increases as the output resistance of the 

amplifier decreases. However, in the common emitter amplifier circuit that we just analyzed, 

reducing the output resistance involves reducing RC which will reduce AVO.  
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Problems 
1. Find the operating region of NPN transistors with the following terminal voltages: 

a. VB=2 V, VE=1.3 V, VC =2 V.  

b. VB=4 V, VE=3.3 V, VC =3.5 V. 

c. VB=4 V, VE=3.7 V, VC =6.2 V. 

 

2. An NPN transistor has VB=4 V and VE=3.3 V. For what values of VC will the transistor 

be operating in the active region? 

 

3. An NPN Transistor has the following terminal voltages and currents: VC=6V, VE=4 V, 

and IB=10µA. Find IC, IE, and VB. Assume =100. 

 

4. Determine all transistor terminal voltages (VB, VC, and VE) and currents (IB, IC, and IE) 

for the circuit below. 

 
 

 

5. Determine all transistor terminal voltages (VB, VC, and VE) and currents (IB, IC, and IE) 

for the circuit below. 
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6. Determine all transistor terminal voltages (VB, VC, and VE) and currents (IB, IC, and IE) 

for the circuit below. 

 
7. Determine all transistor terminal voltages (VB, VC, and VE) and currents (IB, IC, and IE) 

for the circuit below. 

 
8. Determine all transistor terminal voltages (VB, VC, and VE) and currents (IB, IC, and IE) 

for the circuit below. Note that the value of β is 1000! 
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9. Determine all transistor terminal voltages (VB, VC, and VE) and currents (IB, IC, and IE) 

for the circuit below. Assume VCC=10 V, VBB=10 V, RB=100 kΩ, RC=500 Ω, and 

β=100.  

 
10. Determine all transistor terminal voltages (VB, VC, and VE) and currents (IB, IC, and IE) 

for the circuit below. 

 
11. Determine all transistor terminal voltages (VB, VC, and VE) and currents (IB, IC, and IE) 

for the circuit below. 
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12. Find the operating region of a PNP transistor with the following terminal voltages: 

a. VB=2 V, VE=2.7 V, VC =1 V.  

b. VB=3.3 V, VE=4 V, VC =2 V. 

c. VB=3.3 V, VE=4 V, VC =3.8 V 

d. VB=4 V, VE=3.7 V, VC =2 V. 

e. VB=2 V, VE=1.3 V, VC =1 V.  

 

13. Determine all transistor terminal voltages (VB, VC, and VE) and currents (IB, IC, and IE) 

for the circuit PNP transistor below. 

 
 

14. Design a motor driver circuit using an NPN transistor and an overdrive factor of 3. 

Assume that the voltage Vin = 0 or 5 V.  Assume β=100 and that Rmotor=100 Ω. 
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15. What is the largest value of RC for the circuit below to remain in the active mode. 

Assume =100. 

100 k

2.7 V

10 V

Rc

 
 

16. Find range of values of VCC will result in saturation for the circuit below. Assume that 

R1=40 kΩ, RC=4 kΩ, RE=1 kΩ, and β=100. 

R1 Rc

RE

4.7 V Vcc
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17. Draw the transfer characteristic graph showing vout vs vin for the inverter circuit below for 

Vin from 0 to 5 V. Drawing a single graph, include plots for RC=2 kΩ, 10 kΩ, and 50 kΩ. 

Assume β=100 and RB=100 kΩ. Judging from your graph, do any of these values for RC 

seem unreasonable for a logic inverter? 

 

 
18. Determine VC for the circuit below. Use the constant voltage drop model to find iB. Then 

use load line analysis to find iC. 

 

 

 

100 k

4.7 V

10 V

2.5 k

 
 

 

 
 

 

19. Determine all terminal voltages and currents for the circuit below. Assume the following 

component values: VCC=20 V, R1=400 kΩ, R2= 600 kΩ, RC=4 kΩ, RE=0, and β=100. 
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R1 Rc

RER2

Vcc

 
20. Determine all terminal voltages and currents for the circuit below. Assume the following 

component values: VCC=20 V, R1=40 kΩ, R2= 60 kΩ, RC=1 kΩ, RE=1 kΩ, and β=100. 

R1 Rc

RER2

Vcc

 
21. Design an LED driver circuit that will supply 60 mA of current to a string of LEDs. 

Assume that the β of the NPN transistor varies between 100 and 200 depending on 

temperature. Assume that the supply voltage is 10 V. (Hint: because of the variability of 

β, use an emitter resistor to make the circuit less dependent upon β). Assume that a 

voltage Vin is attached to the base of the transistor and that Vin = 5 V is used to turn on 

the LED and 0 V turns it off. Use RB=0 and select an appropriate RE. 

22. Create an LED driver circuit using an NPN transistor that will supply either 30 or 60 mA 

depending upon the position of a SPST switch. 

23. A blown fuse indicator circuit is shown below. When the fuse is intact, the green LED is 

on and the red LED off. When the fuse is blown, the red LED is on and the green off. 

Clearly explain how this circuit works. Assume that the green and red LED forward 

voltage drops are both 2 V and the junction diode forward drops are 0.7 V. Also assume 

that R2 has been selected so that the transistor is in the saturation mode when the fuse is 

intact.  
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24. If the DC input voltage from the power supply is 5 V, select R1 and R2 so that the current 

flow through the LEDs is limited to approximately 20 mA. A current of 5 mA is 

sufficient to turn on either LED. Assume  =200. 

25. Determine the voltage drop across the motor and the base current for Q1 and Q4. Assume 

that transistors are biased such that they are either in cutoff or saturation.  

  
26. Run the current mirror simulation in the Java circuit simulator. Explain how the current 

mirror works.  
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27. Design a current mirror current source using NPN transistors that produces 20 mA of 

current. Assume the load resistance ranges from 100 ohms to 300 ohms. In your design, 

specify the minimum voltage source that can applied to the load. 

 

28. Determine the voltage gain Av of the circuit below. Assume  =100 and VT =25 mV. 

 
29. Determine Avo, Rin, Ro for the amplifier below. Draw the voltage amplifier model for this 

circuit. Assume  =100 and VT =25 mV. 

 
 

30. Using voltage amplifier model you determined in problem 29, determine Av and Ai for 

this circuit with the source and load resistors shown.  

 

31. The circuit below is knows as an emitter follower amplifier. Determine its voltage 

amplifier model for this amplifier in terms of rπ, gm, R1, R2, RS, RL, and RE. Assume the 

amplifier is operating in the active region. Note that unlike the common emitter amplifier, 

The values for Rin and Rout are dependent upon RL and RS respectively. 
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32. Determine Av and Ai for the emitter follower amplifier shown below. Assume that 

=100, VT =25 mV, R1=R2=5k and RE=RL=1k If you have done problem 31, you can 

use those results to help solve this problem. 
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